Response

"Quick Ship" or "Q.S." is a term used to describe Recruits who agree to report
to Basic Training within a month. Bonuses may be available to these recruits.
For more information, you can contact your Recruiter or email us to speak
with an online Recruiter.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/locate-a-recruiter. html
Here's More Links:
How To Join

A Battalion, commanded by a Lieutenant Colonel with a Command Sergeant
Major as principle Non-Commissioned Officer, contains 300 - 1,000 soldiers
from four to six companies. A Battalion is capable of independent operations
of limited duration and scope.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/personnel. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

A bayonet is a knife attached to either the M14 or M16 rifle series and used
for hand-to-hand combat or as a general field and utility knife.
URL: http://www.army.mil/factfiles/equipment/individual/bayonet.html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

A Brigade contains 3,000 - 5,000 Soldiers from two to five Battalions and is
typically commanded by a Colonel with a Command Sergeant Major as senior
Non-Commissioned Officer.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/personnel. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

A Company contains 62 - 190 Soldiers which is commanded by a Captain and a
First Sergeant as the Commander's principle Non-Commissioned Officer
Assistant.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/personnel. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

A Corps contains 20,000 - 45,000 soldiers from two to five divisions and is
typically commanded by a Lieutenant General. As the deployable level of
command required to synchronize and sustain combat operations, the Corps
provides the framework for multi-national operations.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/personnel. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

A Division contains 10,000 - 15,000 Soldiers from three Brigades and is
commanded by a Major General. Divisions are assigned missions based on
their structures, perform major tactical operations for the corps, and can
conduct sustained battles and engagements.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/personnel. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

A high school diploma is currently required for enlistment. Also, a high school
junior or senior can join prior to graduation. If you have a GED contact your
local Army Recruiter to see if there are any training vacancies and if you
qualify to enlist. If you do not have a high school diploma, and you are not
currently in high school, it is possible to join the Army if you have at least 15
semester hours of college. All credentials must be achieved and presented
prior to leaving for BCT. Please email us for details.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/service-options/enlisted-soldiers-andofficers/enlisted-soldier. html
Here's More Links:
Reserve Split Option
JROTC
Grade and Skill Requirements
ROTC Scholarships
Find a Local Recruiter
General Discussion Board

A Live Recruiter is better suited to answer that question. Please send the
Army an email by clicking "Send Email" and a recruiter will contact you as
soon as possible.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links:
Send Email

Response

A medical hearing test is conducted at the military entrance and processing
station. Current hearing requirements are that a threshold level in either ear
greater than these standards below are disqualifying: 1. Pure tone at 500,
1000, and 2000 cycles per second for each ear of not more than 30 decibels
(dB) average, with no individual level greater than 35 dB at those frequencies.
2. Pure tone level not more than 45 dB at 3000 cycles per second or 55 dB at
4000 cycles per second for each ear. 3. There is no standard for 6000 cycles
per second. 4. And last, current or history of hearing aid use is disqualifying.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Find a Local Recruiter

A non-commissioned officer, also known as an NCO, is a member of the Army
who has been given authority by a Commissioned Officer. The NCO corps is
often referred to as "the backbone" of the Army. The NCOs are the primary
leaders responsible for executing the military organization's mission and for
training military personnel so they're prepared to execute the mission. NCOs
provide advice and guidance to the officer corps. This role is particularly
important for junior officers, who begin their careers in a position of authority
but lack practical experience, including commanders at all levels. Senior NCOs,
with their wealth of leadership, mission training and experience are the
primary link between the bulk of the enlisted personnel and the officers in any
military organization.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/ranks-and-insignia. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

A physical exam is required as part of the enlistment process. The physical
conducted at MEPS includes a blood test, urinalysis, as well as an eye and
hearing test. There are some instances where a current or previous medical
situation can be a disqualification. The doctor will discuss all past medical
history, and make a determination if you are qualified to enlist. The Army has
specific physical requirements and standards for each MOS. Some medical
conditions (such as color blindness or poor vision) may prevent you from
doing a particular job, but you may enlist in other jobs. It is important that you
disclose all medical background information when speaking to a recruiter. This
is for your safety and the safety of others.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links:
Hearing Requirement
Eye Exams
Colorblind

A Platoon, led by a Lieutenant with a Non-Commissioned Officer (NCO) as
second in command, has 16-44 Soldiers which consists of two to four Squads.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/personnel. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

A podcast is a media file, typically audio or video, that is distributed by
subscription (paid or unpaid) over the Internet using syndication (typically
RSS) feeds. The feeds can then be played back on mobile devices and personal
computers. View this page for more information on Army podcasts including
jobs, health care and racing.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/downloads/podcasts-and-rss-feeds. html
Here's More Links:
SGT STAR's Mobile App
Starting Strong - Videos

A Recruiter can arrange all the testing for you at a MEPS.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Request More Information

A recruiter can help you understand the steps to join Army AMEDD. View this
page to find a recruiter near you.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/locate-a-recruiter. html
Here's More Links:
U.S. Army Medical Department (AMEDD) - Official Facebook Page (Login
Required)

Response

A recycle/setback is when one fails to get a passing grade on an evaluation,
and the Soldier is set back in the training cycle, so they get the opportunity to
review the training again and have an additional opportunity to meet the
required standard. In basic training there are fitness training units for
holdover Soldiers that have not met the standard. They provide them with
additional training to give them another opportunity to meet the required
standards. Drill Sergeants will make every effort to make sure that you pass
BCT.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/becoming-a-soldier/basic-combattraining. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

A repetition is a single unit of any exercise. For example, three repetitions for
push-ups would be three push-ups.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>
A Social Security Number is required to join the Army. If you do not have your
card you can obtain a duplicate card from your local Social Security office. You
local recruiter can also help you fill out the required paperwork.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/locate-a-recruiter. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

A sole surviving son and/or daughter is the only remaining son or daughter in
a family where the father, mother, or one or more sons or daughters served in
the Armed Forces of the United States and because of the hazards with such
military service was killed; died as a result of wounds, accident or disease; or
is captured or MIA status, or is permanently 100-percent physically disabled
(including 100-percent mental disability), as determined by the Veterans
Administration or one of the Services, is hospitalized on a continuing basis and
is not gainfully employed because of disability. Being an only child or the only
remaining son/daughter does not qualify a soldier for sole survivor status.
Contrary to popular belief, "only sons," "the last son to carry the family
name," and "sole surviving sons" must register for the draft and can be
drafted. However, they may be entitled to a peacetime deferment if there is a
military death in the immediate family.
URL: http://www.sss.gov/FSsurviv.htm
Here's More Links: <NONE>

A Squad, 9 - 10 Soldiers, is typically commanded by a Sergeant or Staff
Sergeant. A Squad or section is the smallest element in Army structure, and its
size is dependent on its function.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/personnel. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

A wide range of family advocacy initiatives are available to Army families,
from new parent support groups to abuse prevention classes to assistance for
families with special needs. Some of the programs and services under FAP
(Family Advocacy Program) that assist commanders, Soldiers, and their
families include crisis intervention; educational training for prevention of
spouse and child abuse; workshops focusing on the prevention of domestic
violence; and parenting classes teaching positive approaches to parenting.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/army-family-strong/deployment.
html
Here's More Links:
Soldier and Family Services
Family Readiness Group

Active Army and the U.S. Army Reserve (USAR) are eligible to apply for sports
within the All Army Sports Program. For more information on current sports in
the Army, view this page.
URL:
http://new.armymwr.com/recleisure/sportsandfitness/all_army_sports.aspx
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Active Duty Army Enlisted Soldiers in any MOS may qualify for the Army
Medical Department's Enlisted Commissioning Program (AECP). You can
attend college in a full-time status to complete your Bachelor of Science in
Nursing and be commissioned as Second Lieutenant upon attending Basic
Officer Leader Course (BOLC). For more information, contact the AECP
Manager at DSN 536-0381, or call toll free 1-800-223-3735, ext. 6-0381 or
send inquiries to aecp@usarec.army.mil.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rotc/courses-and-colleges/military-colleges.
html
Here's More Links:
Nurse Corps Rank

Active duty eligibility requirements include: being a U.S. citizen or permanent
resident; must be 21 to 41.5 years of age; minimum of a Bachelor of Science
in Nursing (BSN) degree from an accredited school; a current, valid,
unrestricted license to practice as a registered nurse; must meet the Army's
physical and moral standards.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/nurse. html
Here's More Links:
Nursing School Scholarships
Reserve Nurse Corps
AMEDD Recruiter
Nurse Corps Reserve Eligibility Requirements

Response

Active Guard Reserve (AGR) Soldiers serve full time and enjoy the same
benefits and entitlements of Active Duty Soldiers, including full pay, medical
care for themselves and their immediate family and the opportunity for
retirement after 20 years of Active Service. Soldiers serving within the AGR
Program are stationed worldwide in positions that directly support the Army
Reserve. If you'd like to apply for the Active Guard Reserve, visit the U.S. Army
Human Resources Command Website or call 1-800-318-5298.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/reserve/prior-service/active-guard-reserve.
html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

After a lot of training by some of the best Soldiers, I know a great deal about
the Army and Soldier life. I would be happy to answer your questions about
becoming a Soldier.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

After AIT, unless you have been guaranteed additional training opportunities,
you will report to your first duty station, to put to work the skills you just
learned. Usually Soldiers are allowed to take leave to go home prior to
reporting to their first assignments. Your first assignment will be based on
your MOS and your location preferences are considered based on the needs
of the Army.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/being-a-soldier/work-and-freetime. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

After AIT, unless you have been guaranteed additional training opportunities,
you will report to your first duty station, to put to work the skills you just
learned. Usually Soldiers are allowed to take leave to go home prior to
reporting to their first assignments. Your first assignment will be based on
your MOS and your location preferences are considered based on the needs
of the Army.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/army-family-strong/army-daily-life.
html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

After all initial entry level training is completed, a typical day in the Army
depends on your job. Most Soldiers work Monday through Friday from 9-5,
but actual work schedules depend on mission requirements and your MOS.
What you do on your off time is up to you.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/army-family-strong/army-daily-life.
html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

After ten weeks of Basic Combat Training, you'll report to the Defense
Language Institute for language training. Your language training will last from
6 to 13 months.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/being-a-soldier/ongoingtraining/specialized-schools/defense-language-institute. html
Here's More Links:
Request More Information

Response

After their term of service, the Army helps Soldiers transition back into civilian
life. Every Army post has an Army Career and Alumni Program (ACAP) center
to help Soldiers prepare for futures after the Army. Career counselors are on
hand to help Soldiers craft resumes, network with employers and determine
careers that best utilize the skills learned as a Soldier.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/after-the-army. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

After your first two strikes, if you continue to use inappropriate language, I
will terminate your chat session. One of the Army Core Values is Respect,
which includes being respectful in the way you speak to others, both virtual
and human alike.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Purpose of SGT STAR
Army Core Values

After your initial entry training, Soldiers are assigned to a duty station. Army
posts are very much like small communities. Soldiers are entitled to own
many of the same luxuries as civilians, including cable television, internet
connections, automobiles, boats and other recreational vehicles, and even
horses. In some cases, the Army provides secure storage right on post at little
or no cost.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/army-family-strong/army-daily-life.
html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Ah, you're referring to Forrest Gump. Great movie, however it's not real and I
cannot answer any questions regarding those characters in real-life events.
What else can I answer for you about the Army?
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Air Assault School is a physically demanding 10-day course. Training consists
of rappelling from great heights and also focuses on the Army's arsenal of
helicopters, how to guide them in for landings, and the techniques for loading
vehicles and other cargo onto them. This course is not available as an
enlistment option, but can be requested once you are at your duty station.
URL:
http://www.campbell.army.mil/units/Sabalauski/Pages/AirAssaultSchool.aspx
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Airborne School, also known as Basic Airborne Course (BAC), is a three-week
course teaching Soldiers the techniques involved in parachuting from
airplanes and landing safely. Airborne School is an incentive option and a
bonus may be available. You can contact your local Army Recruiter to see if
you meet the criteria to go Airborne. For more information view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/being-a-soldier/ongoingtraining/specialized-schools/airborne-school. html#entrance
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Alcohol use is permitted on post, provided you are 21 or older. However,
during training, alcohol is not allowed. While the Army does allow use of
alcohol, it does not tolerate abuse and Soldiers are held accountable for their
actions.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

All enlisted Soldiers are provided an initial issue of all required uniforms on
the second day of Basic Combat Training at no cost and will receive an annual
clothing allowance to buy or replace uniforms.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/money/allowances-covering-the-costof-living. html
Here's More Links:
Battle Rattle

All honorably discharged Soldiers have an equal opportunity to apply for reentry. Individuals will be selected for re-entry based on the needs of the Army
and several other factors. Sexual orientation will not be considered. Contact
your local Recruiter to see if you qualify.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links:
Find a Local Recruiter
Prior Service

Response

All male Soldiers will be given a regulation Army haircut when they arrive for
Basic Combat Training. They are also required to shave any facial hair for the
duration of Basic Training. Females will have the option of putting their hair
up or getting it cut so that it is within the Army standard but will not be
required to cut it. Hairstyles not considered appropriate when in uniform are
ponytail, extreme bouffant styles, and exotic upsweeps. For specifics about
hair styles, please contact your local Army Recruiter.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/locate-a-recruiter. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

All medications and medical conditions must be disclosed to your Recruiter
and reviewed by the Chief Medical Officer for a determination of your
qualifications. You may be required to provide your complete medical history
records to your Recruiter.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links:
Eye Exams
SGT STAR's Mobile App

All qualifying ASVAB scores are valid for two years from the date of your test
and are kept in an Army database so that Recruiters can access them to verify
your qualifications for jobs. Your first and second retests are authorized after
30 days of your original test, while a third retest is available after 6 months.
Your recruiter can explain further retesting requirements.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/learn/understanding-the-asvab. html
Here's More Links:
Find a Local Recruiter

Response

All qualifying ASVAB scores are valid for two years from the date of your test
and are kept in an Army database so that Recruiters can access them to verify
your qualifications for jobs. Your first and second retests are authorized after
30 days of your original test, while a third retest is available after 6 months.
Your recruiter can explain further retesting requirements.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/learn/understanding-the-asvab. html
Here's More Links:
Find a Local Recruiter

All regular re-enlistment procedures will be followed for individuals who are
selected for re-entry. Training requirements will vary depending on the
situation and length of time out of the Army.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links:
Find a Local Recruiter
Prior Service

All Soldiers are required to attend Basic Combat Training. It provides basic
skills that all Soldiers require. It is a crucial step to becoming a Soldier.
Advanced Individual Training that is more specific to your Army job follows
Basic Training.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/becoming-a-soldier/basic-combattraining. html
Here's More Links:
Is BCT Difficult?
Officer Candidate School

Response

All Soldiers are required to learn marksmanship, hand-to-hand combat and
other tactics related to combat. Soldiers depend on each other during combat
operations. If you are not willing to use your training, then perhaps the Army
is not for you.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

All Soldiers are required to pay taxes on their pay. There are some instances
where additional entitlements may not be taxed. Soldiers do have access to
tax relief and preparation at little or no cost.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

All Soldiers are subject to the Uniformed Code of Military Justice and Army
regulations which govern behavior and conduct. Commanders have a wide
range of administrative and disciplinary measures to address substandard
behavior and misconduct. Each case of misconduct or adverse behavior is
addressed differently, depending on the circumstances.
URL: http://www.apd.army.mil/AdminPubs/ProductMap.asp
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

All Soldiers have a 6 or 8-year commitment to the Army, how you choose to
serve your enlistment depends on your qualifications, options, incentives and
the MOS you choose at the time you enlist. An enlistment can be a minimum
of 2 years to a maximum of 6 years. The majority of MOS require an
enlistment of 3 to 4 year for active duty and 3 to 6 years for the Army
Reserve.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/learn. html
Here's More Links:
Army Reserve Service Options
OCS Service Obligation
Contractual Obligations
New Enlistment Offers

All Soldiers have the opportunity to change careers upon completing their
initial enlistment. In some cases, you can change your MOS prior to shipping
to BCT. Their qualifications, the MOS availability and the needs of the Army
will dictate what options may be available. Soldiers can talk to a Career
Counselor about their options.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/browse-career-and-jobcategories. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

All Soldiers undergo eye exams for enlistment. If a Soldier is diagnosed as redgreen color blind or fully color blind, they may still enlist, but opportunities
will be limited for the safety of themselves and their fellow Soldiers.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Eye Exams
Find a Local Recruiter

All Soldiers undergo eye exams for enlistment. Perfect eyesight is not a
requirement and many applicants do enlist wearing glasses or contacts, the
Army will re-evaluate your prescription and if needed will issue you two sets
of glasses to wear during your initial training when you arrive at Basic
Training. All soldiers will also be tested for color blindness at this time. Many
specialties do have vision requirements, but if you wear glasses and they are
corrected to the requirement, you will be okay. Being blind in either eye is
disqualifying.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/learn. html
Here's More Links:
Job Eligibility for Colorblind
LASIK Eye Surgery

All Soldiers undergo eye exams for enlistment. Those who require corrective
lenses will be issued two sets of glasses to be worn throughout their training.
Personally owned glasses or contact lenses are not authorized until they get
to their first duty station.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/locate-a-recruiter. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

All Soldiers, regardless of MOS, may deploy at some time. There is no MOS
that is considered non-deployable. Only Soldiers in training and their trainers
are not deployable. The possibility of deployment depends on the mission
needs and your unit of assignment.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Going to Combat

All Special Forces candidates must undergo Special Forces assessment to
determine their qualification. They also must be willing to go to Airborne
training. View this page to learn more about Special Forces qualification.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/special-forces/qualifications-and-benefits.
html
Here's More Links:
Special Forces Recruiting
Special Forces Age Requirements
Special Forces Vision Requirements

All Special Forces go through the same basic training as enlisted Soldiers, but
are given other opportunities for special training, including Airborne School.
The Phases for training are SOPC, SFAS, SFQC, and LET.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/special-forces/training. html
Here's More Links:
Basic Combat Training (BCT)

Response

AMEDD officers do not go through Basic Training. Instead they attend the
Officer Basic Leaders Course (OBLC) at Fort Sam Houston, in San Antonio,
Texas. This course will orient you to the Army and prepare you for service in
your first assignment. The duration of the OBLC depends on your branch and
whether or not you have had previous military experience. For officers
without previous military experience the AMEDD OBLC lasts from 10 - 14
weeks. Students in the Health Professions Scholarship Program attend a six
week OBLC (duration may vary by corps) that is designed to accommodate
their academic training schedule.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/health-care/leadership. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

America is the land of the free, and the home of the brave. Enough said.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>
America's Army game provides civilians with insights on Soldiering from the
barracks to the battlefields. When the Army began creating the game, it sent
its talented development team to experience Army training just as a new
recruit would. The developers crawled through obstacle courses, fired
weapons, observed paratrooper instruction, and participated in a variety of
training exercises with elite combat units, all so that you could virtually
experience Soldiering in the most realistic way possible. For more information
view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/downloads/americas-army-game. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

An Army Dentist does much more than practice in one area of dentistry. As an
Officer and a dentist, you may have the opportunity to advance your
education in areas such as: oral surgery, prosthodontics, endodontics,
periodontics and orthodontics.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/dentist. html
Here's More Links:
Dental Corps Active Duty Commitment
Dental Corps Reserve Commitment
Dental Corps Qualifications

An Infantry Officer is responsible for leading and controlling the Infantry and
combined armed forces during land combat. They are also involved in
coordinating deployment of Infantry Soldiers at all levels of command in U.S.
and multi-national operations.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/browse-career-and-jobcategories/combat/infantry-officer. html
Here's More Links:
Enlisted Infantry
Locate a Recruiter

Applicants who apply for selection into the Officer Candidate School or
Warrant Officer Flight Training must take the Armed Services Vocational
Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) and obtain a GT score of 110 or higher to be eligible
to apply for selection into the program.
URL: http://www.asvabprogram.com/ASVAB_Training/index.html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Applicants with prior training, education and/or experience (not obtained
through military service) may qualify for enlistment into the Army Civilian
Acquired Skills Program (ACASP), and at a higher pay grade for using their
civilian skills in the Army. Qualified applicants may also receive a bonus. To
learn more about this topic, contact your Recruiter.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/money/bonuses-earning-extramoney. html
Here's More Links:
Search for Jobs

Are you asking about the ASVAB, the Physical Exam, or the Physical Fitness
Test?
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
ASVAB
Physical Exam
Physical Fitness Test

Are you feeling desperate, alone or hopeless? If you feel that you may do
harm to yourself, please call the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline at 1-800273-TALK (8255). This is a free, 24-hour hotline available to anyone in suicidal
crisis or emotional distress.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
How Threats are Handled

Response

Are you looking for chaplain jobs or chaplain services?
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Chaplain Jobs
Chaplain Services

Army chaplains are now allowed to perform same-sex marriages, if they
choose to do so. However, chaplains will not be required to take any actions
that are inconsistent with their religious beliefs.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links:
Find a Local Recruiter

Army Chaplains provide for the spiritual needs of Army personnel of any
denomination. Chaplain Assistants provide much-needed support to the
Chaplains during missions and everyday activities.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/browse-career-and-jobcategories/administrative-support/chaplain-assistant. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Army Compensation Advantage or ARCA is an automated compensation
comparison tool that presents a comparison between similar military and
civilian careers. It compares pay and additional benefits such as: housing,
subsistence, health, commissary, education, disability, vacations and veteran
benefits. See your enlisted counselor or ROTC program for further
information.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Army medical facilities range in size from clinics to community hospitals and
medical centers. More than 20 Army community hospitals are located in the
United States, as well as around the world in such countries as Japan and
Germany. Wherever you are assigned, you can be sure that you'll be
surrounded by quality health care professionals.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/health-care/facilities. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Army missions and challenges are always changing, so there's no way to know
in advance which specialties and units will be needed. All Soldiers in the Army
or Army Reserve face the possibility of deployment at some point during their
careers. But all Soldiers are fully trained and proficient in the tasks and drills
of their units. Officers are specifically trained to make the right decisions so
that missions can be carried out safely and successfully. Contracted Cadets
are non deployable. After gradation from college, newly Commissioned
Officers usually remain non-deployable anywhere from 6 to 12 months due to
required officer training.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Army Nurses are eligible for a number of specialty training programs,
including 16-week clinical specialization courses in areas such as critical care,
operating room, psychiatric/mental health and OB/GYN nursing. In addition,
the Army provides funding to earn a master's degree. You may also be eligible
for the U.S. Army Graduate Program in Anesthesia Nursing at the AMEDD
Center and School, or the Health Professions Scholarship Program for nurses
who would like to become a psychiatric nurse practitioner. For more
information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/health-care/leadership. html
Here's More Links:
Nurse Corp Reserve Training
Nurse Corps Specialty Areas
Nurse Corp Special Pay

Army officers on active duty are eligible to become Army nurses while
receiving full pay and benefits. The Funded Nurse Education Program (FNEP)
provides the opportunity to obtain a Bachelor of Science in Nursing (BSN) or a
Master of Science in Nursing (MSN). This program includes money for tuition,
books and fees, as well as full pay and allowances.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/education-benefits/money-forcollege. html
Here's More Links:
Nursing School Scholarships

Army personnel are not allowed to romantically interact with other soldiers of
different rank in the same chain of command.
URL: http://www.gordon.army.mil/osja/justice.htm
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Army Posts offer a variety of facilities for Soldiers to do almost anything they
want during their spare time. For more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/army-family-strong/recreation.
html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Army requires that all tattoos be evaluated for size, location, and decency
(visible tattoos or brands on face, or head are prohibited. Tattoos or brands
on the back of the neck and on the hands that are not extremist, indecent,
sexist or racist, but are visible in the Class A uniform are authorized; however
prejudicial, vulgar, profane, racist, sexist or offensive tattoos are prohibited).
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Find a Local Recruiter

Army Reserve Nurse Corp eligibility requirements include: being a U.S. citizen
or permanent resident; must be 21 to 42 years of age; minimum of a Bachelor
of Science in Nursing (BSN) degree from an accredited school; a current, valid,
unrestricted license to practice as a registered nurse; must meet the Army's
physical and moral standards.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/nurse. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Army Reserve Soldiers can qualify for cash bonuses and other incentives.
Contact your Recruiter or email us for more information. For more
information on available benefits, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/reserve/benefits/money.html#bonuses
html#bonuses
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Army Reserve Soldiers who are not on full-time status earn regular paychecks
for Unit Training and Field Training Exercises. Your wages will increase when
you climb in rank and years of experience. Pay is received once a month and is
based on two weeks of training each year and one weekend each month. For
more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/reserve/benefits/money. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Army Reserve units are designed to complement the Active Duty force. They
provide combat support and combat service support functions to enable the
Army to ramp up its capabilities to protect combat forces and sustain
mobilization during peacetime, national crisis and war. The Army Reserve is a
key element that enables the Army to do more with fewer resources.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/reserve/role. html
Here's More Links:
Request More Information

Response

Army ROTC Cadets gain valuable experience that will help them excel in
college and beyond. View this page to see how the Army ROTC Program can
benefit you and has benefited others.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rotc/success-stories. html
Here's More Links:
ROTC Information Request

Army ROTC Cadets have the same lifestyles and academic schedules as other
college students. But there are two intensive Army ROTC courses that take
place on Army Posts, usually during the summer: The Leader's Training Course
is a four-week summer course at Fort Knox, KY, for students who enroll in
Army ROTC going into their junior year without having taken the first two
years of military science classes. The Leader Development and Assessment
Course is a four-week summer course at Fort Lewis, WA, for all Cadets who
enter the Advanced Course between their junior and senior years.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Army ROTC Cadets who graduate from college will earn the rank of Second
Lieutenant. Your career as an Officer will be just beginning, where you'll
embark on your specialized training in your first Army branch.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rotc/careers. html
Here's More Links:
Ranks
Officer Branch Assignments
ROTC Information Request

Response

Army ROTC can provide monthly living allowances. The amounts depend on
your status and level in the Army ROTC curriculum.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rotc/scholarships. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>
Army ROTC has a number of paid summer internships for current and
prospective cadets. They're a great way to acquire the skills and specialized
training you'll need for a career in the Army. View this page for information
about specific internship programs.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/education-benefits/armyeducation/army-college-programs/internships. html
Here's More Links:
Locate a Recruiter

Army ROTC is one of the only college courses that teaches leadership. This
training is invaluable for any career that involves leading, managing and
motivating people or fostering teamwork. Young Army Officers are typically
responsible for hundreds of Soldiers and millions of dollars in equipment; this
kind of management experience can be very attractive for post-Army
employers.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Army Careers for ROTC Graduates
ROTC Career and Degree Paths
Locate a Recruiter

Response

Army ROTC scholarships vary based on the length of time remaining for
students to complete their degrees and receive their commission. Scholarship
Cadets also receive monthly stipends worth up to $5,000 per year. There are
two-, three- and four-year scholarships, which pay for full tuition and fees or
room and board (up to $10,000 per year). Scholarships also include annual
book allowances and a monthly stipend. Campus scholarship and enrollment
officers are available to speak with you about the best options available.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rotc/scholarships. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Army ROTC scholarships vary based on the length of time remaining for
students to complete their degrees and receive their commission. Scholarship
Cadets also receive monthly stipends worth up to $5,000 per year. There are
two-, three- and four-year scholarships, which pay for full tuition and fees or
room and board (up to $10,000 per year). Scholarships also include annual
book allowances and a monthly stipend. Campus scholarship and enrollment
officers are available to speak with you about the best options available.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rotc/scholarships. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Army ROTC students who receive an Army ROTC scholarship or enter the
Army ROTC Advanced Course must agree to complete a period of three years
(four years for scholarship winners) full-time in the Army. Selected Cadets
may choose to serve part-time in the U.S. Army Reserve while pursuing a
civilian career. Enrolling in the Army ROTC Basic Course does NOT involve a
commitment of service to the Army unless you have received an Army ROTC
scholarship.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rotc/service-commitment. html
Here's More Links:
Contract Length for Enlisted Soldiers
OCS Service Obligation

Army ROTC's Leader's Training Course is a four week training program held
each summer that qualifies you for enrollment in the Army ROTC Advanced
Course on campus. You may also qualify for a bonus upon successful
completion of LTC. For more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rotc/courses-and-colleges/curriculum/leaderstraining-course. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Army Strong is the new slogan, or signature, for the new Army recruiting
advertising campaign. Army Strong reflects the Soldier. It is about the men
and women who have served, who are serving today, and about the next
generation who has the opportunity to become Army Strong. Army Strong is a
commitment to serve and an opportunity to transform young Americans into
powerful individuals who are mentally, emotionally and physically strong.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Enlistment Standards
Find a Local Recruiter
Starting Strong - Videos

Army Values are a way of life. Loyalty, Honor and Respect are just a few of the
Army's Core Values. For more information view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/being-a-soldier/living-the-armyvalues. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

As a board-certified dentist, you could receive $2,500 to $6,000 per year. This
incentive is paid monthly and is based on creditable service.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/dentist/benefits. html
Here's More Links:
Dental Corps Specialty Pay
Dental Corps Additional Special Pay
Army Reserve Dental Corps Special Pay

Response

As a commissioned Officer in the Army Reserve Dental Corps, you can receive
paid continuing education, retirement benefits at age 60 with 20 years of
qualifying service, plus opportunities to travel and participate in humanitarian
missions. Other benefits include low-cost life and dental insurance and
networking opportunities. For more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/dentist/benefits. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

As a member of the Army Reserve Health Care Team, you'll perform a wide
range of tasks in a variety of venues. You may serve in a civilian hospital or
clinic close to home. Or, you may serve in an Army medical center, community
hospital, clinic or field medical unit. The Army Reserve will provide you with a
rich learning experience that will challenge your creativity and help you
develop leadership skills that will add a significant new dimension to your
civilian career.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/health-care/army-reserve-medicalcorps. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

As a Reservist you'll spend one weekend a month at an Army Reserve Unit
Training Assembly at your local Army Reserve Center. And once a year you'll
be put to the test in an intense, two-week Field Training Exercise (FTX).
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

As a Soldier in the Army Reserve, you'll earn money for education, cash
bonuses, discounted health care and more. View this page for details.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/reserve/benefits. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>
As a Soldier, one of the most important things you can do is make sure your
soldiering skills are finely tuned. And if you're a Soldier interested in
promotion, you'll want to take part in ongoing training opportunities. There's
a wide variety of training to choose from, including individual specialty
training, leadership training or unit training.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/being-a-soldier/ongoing-training.
html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

As an Army Chaplain, you will receive all the benefits and privileges associated
with being one of the Army's leaders.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/chaplain/about/benefits-and-incentives. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

As an Army Dental Corps Officer, you could receive an annual bonus of
$13,000 to $50,000 each year. This bonus is based on your specialty and the
length of your contract.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/dentist/benefits. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

As an Officer in the Medical Service Corps, you'll have access to the resources
of the largest and most advanced Army in the world. This includes the latest
technology, new ideas and some of the most talented professionals our
country has to offer. What's more, you'll be ensuring the health and safety of
our nation's Soldiers and their Families. And you'll come to know the pride
that comes with knowing that you've made a difference.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

As an Officer in the Medical Specialist Corps, you'll provide patient care,
wellness education and injury prevention to people of all ages.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/allied-health. html
Here's More Links:
Medical Specialist Corps Qualifications
Medical Specialist Corps Speciality Training

Response

As part of the Infantry, you will be a member of a combat team that uses
small arms, anti-armor or indirect fire weapons. Job training for Infantrymen
requires about 14 weeks of One Station Unit Training (OSUT). The training will
take place primarily in the field, with some classroom training. Whether taking
part in squad maneuvers, target practice or war games, Infantrymen are
constantly working to keep their skills sharp and are in a constant state of
preparedness.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/becoming-a-soldier/advancedindividual-training/infantry. html
Here's More Links:
Infantry Officer (11A)
Infantryman (11B)
Indirect Fire Infantryman (11C)
Request More Information

As part of the Infantry, you will be a member of a combat team that uses
small arms, anti-armor or indirect fire weapons. Job training for Infantrymen
requires about 14 weeks of One Station Unit Training (OSUT). The training will
take place primarily in the field, with some classroom training. Whether taking
part in squad maneuvers, target practice or war games, Infantrymen are
constantly working to keep their skills sharp and are in a constant state of
preparedness.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/becoming-a-soldier/advancedindividual-training/infantry. html
Here's More Links:
Infantry Officer (11A)
Infantryman (11B)
Indirect Fire Infantryman (11C)

Response

Assessment of Recruit Motivation and Strength testing (ARMS) is a secondchance alternative for recruits who don't pass the service's fitness
requirements. This test can help identify recruits whose body mass index
labels them unfit to serve, but whose drive and strength show them to be
worthy of an opportunity. See your local area Recruiter for more information
regarding this topic.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

At this time the Warrior Transition Course (WTC) has been suspended. If you
have not previously attended the US Army Basic Combat Training (BCT)
course, or the Marine Corp "Boot Camp"; you will be required to attend the
BCT course. BCT is 10 weeks of intense physical and mental training, where
you will learn the basic skills of being a Soldier. You may hold leadership
positions and learn to work as a team with others who seek to carry the
tradition of being a Soldier. Basic Training will be conducted at any of the
following locations: Ft Benning, GA; Ft Knox, KY; Ft Sill, OK*; Ft Jackson, SC*,
or Ft Leonard Wood, MO* (*indicates female training locations).
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/becoming-a-soldier/basic-combattraining. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

At this time, no plans that I know of exist to reinstate the draft. The decision
would be up to the federal legislature. For information on how to register for
the Selective Service, view this page.
URL: http://www.sss.gov/
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Availability of dental care will vary from post to post, but family member care
is generally only available by using civilian dentists through the TRICARE
Dental Program. It is a voluntary, cost effective, comprehensive dental
program offered worldwide by the Department of Defense. The monthly
premiums will be deducted from the Soldier's pay.
URL: http://www.tricaredentalprogram.com/tdptws/home.jsp
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Availability of schools vary from post to post. Most posts have elementary and
middle schools, and some have high schools, all operated by the Department
of Defense Education Activity.
URL: http://www.dodea.edu/parents/index.cfm
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Aviation training takes place at Fort Rucker, Alabama. Commissioned Officers
and Warrant Officers can become Army aviators. View this page for more
information on the Warrant Officer Flight Training (WOFT) program and
becoming a Warrant Officer.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/service-options/enlisted-soldiers-andofficers/warrant-officers. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

AWOL stands for absent without leave. Soldiers who go AWOL can be subject
to discipline under the Uniformed Code of Military Justice (UCMJ).
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links:
If you are AWOL

Response

Banks or credit unions that offer checking accounts, loans, and other banking
services are found on most Army installations. They are not Army banks. They
just have the Army's okay to set up a branch on the post. You are under no
obligation to use these banks, which are merely there for the convenience of
Soldiers and their families.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/army-family-strong/army-dailylife/personal-finances. html
Here's More Links:
MyPay
Direct Deposit
Receiving Bonus Money

Basic Combat Training (BCT) is the first step after enlisting and processing at
the MEPS. You usually leave for basic training within 10-30 days of enlisting,
but it can take longer depending on availability and scheduling. After BCT, you
will attend specialized training called Advanced Individual Training (AIT) for
your Army Military Occupational Specialty (MOS). When and where you
attend BCT and AIT depends on your MOS and the availability of training
seats.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/becoming-a-soldier/basic-combattraining. html
Here's More Links:
How To Join
Find a Local Recruiter

Response

Basic Combat Training has pushed the recruits' minds and bodies to new
limits, giving them a deeper respect for themselves and those around them.
And now, the time has come to celebrate their efforts and the strength
they've gained. This is the day that their families and friends gather to watch
them transition from civilian to Soldiers. For more information on BCT
Graduation, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/becoming-a-soldier/basic-combattraining/graduation. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Basic Combat Training is 10 weeks. The length of Advanced Individual
Training, where you learn the skills needed for your Military Occupational
Specialty, varies depending on your job.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
AIT Locations and Time

Basic Combat Training is both demanding and challenging, but well worth it. It
should be viewed as an opportunity to gain valuable strengths and skills.
During these ten weeks, you'll become physically and mentally strongercapable of taking on any mission the Army gives you.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/becoming-a-soldier/basic-combattraining. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Basic pay, which does not include the whole compensation package, varies by
rank and length in the Army. View this page to see Basic Pay charts for both
Active Duty Soldiers and Officers.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/money/basic-pay-active-dutysoldiers. html
Here's More Links:
Reserve Compensation
Allowances
Special Pay
Total Compensation

Basically, a war zone is an area in which military combat takes place.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Battle Rattle

BCT is divided into Red, White, and Blue phases. For more information on
each phase of BCT, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/becoming-a-soldier/basic-combattraining. html
Here's More Links:
BCT Red Phase Video
BCT White Phase Video
BCT Blue Phase Video
Red Phase
White Phase
Blue Phase

Response

BCT is scheduled based on your MOS, and vacancies for training. BCT is held at
one of four U.S. Army Posts. View this page to see a map of BCT locations,
indicated by the stars.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/post-locations. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Because I said so, and last I checked, I out-rank you!
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>
Because Soldiering is often a 24-hour-a-day job, military time is expressed
using 24 hours, in groups of four digits ranging from 0001 (one minute after
midnight) to 2400 (midnight), based on 24-hour clock system shown. The first
two numbers represent the hours after midnight, and the last two numbers
the minutes of each hour. For example, noon is 1200 hours, 10:15 p.m.
becomes 2215 hours, Army time.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Becoming a paratrooper at Airborne School is a unique experience requiring
special dedication and a desire to be challenged mentally and physically.
Airborne is an incentive program and there may be bonuses available. Contact
your local Army Counselor for more information to see if you meet the
criteria.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/being-a-soldier/ongoingtraining/specialized-schools/airborne-school. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Becoming a Soldier can be challenging, but it's also a rewarding life. The
process can be summed up in four steps. The first is to work with a Recruiter.
Once you sign up and are sworn in, you attend Basic Combat Training. Then
you learn valuable job skills at Advanced Individual Training. View this page to
find out more about the steps to becoming a Soldier.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/learn. html
Here's More Links:
Is BCT Difficult?
Request More Information

Behavioral psychology, entomology, hospital administration and nuclear
engineering are only some of possible fields for you to consider as a Medical
Service Corps Officer. For more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/allied-health. html
Here's More Links:
Medical Service Corps Advantages Over Civilians
Medical Service Corps Commitment

Response

Being a part of the U.S. Army requires a background check. Additional
investigation may be necessary to gain higher levels of security clearance.
While some law violations may be determined acceptable, you must disclose
all violations, to include juvenile offenses, with an Army Recruiter to
determine your qualifications for enlistment. Law violations can affect job
selection and security clearances. To find out where you stand, submit your
information and questions using the send email link.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Send Email
Pending Fines, Probation, or Open Court Cases
Drug Use Policy
Intelligence and Combat Support Discussion Board

Being one of the world's largest and most comprehensive health care
organizations, the Army Dental Corps is extremely well-equipped and allows
you to practice your specialty in modern facilities that utilize state-of-the-art
technology. Even our remote settings are high tech and may include
capabilities for telemedicine transmission, computed radiography, and
interactive video conferencing.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Dental Corps, Advantages Over Civilians

Response

Blue Phase includes recruits becoming familiar with the use of automatic
weapons and hand grenades in U.S. Weapons training. Recruits then put their
training to the test as they negotiate the Night Infiltration Course. After
passing all their tests and challenges, they congregate for Rites of Passage.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/becoming-a-soldier/basic-combattraining/phase-3-blue. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Bonuses aren't awarded until after you successfully complete your initial entry
training and report to your first duty station.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Salary
Bank Services
Pay during BCT

Branch assignments are determined by candidate at OCS who compete for the
Order of Merit (OML) to select branches. OML are based on Academics,
Physical Fitness, Leadership and the needs of the Army.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/officer-careers-andspecialties. html
Here's More Links:
Army Branches

Response

By providing the Army with your highest education level completed, you are
helping us determine the jobs that best fit you.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/help-choosing-a-careerjob/army-career-explorer. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Cadets go through officer branch selection normally in the fall of their Senior
year. Your preferences for your first assignment and branch are considered
and determined by the needs of the Army. Subsequent officer assignments
are based on the needs of the Army, the officer's career milestones
determined by their branch and the officer's preference. Other training
options are also available.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rotc/careers. html
Here's More Links:
Officer Branch Assignments

Candidates will need more than just good grades to become a part of the JAG
Corps. Only a fraction of applicants will be hand picked to join - these select
few will have all the essential characteristics to become exceptional SoldierLawyers.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/jag/how-to-join. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Certified Nurse Anesthetists, Family Nurse Practitioners, and Nurse Midwives
may receive Board Certification Pay, $2,000 to $5,000 annually, based on their
years of service. All Nurse Anesthetists are entitled to $15,000 annually for a
one-year agreement as part of Incentive Special Pay. Nurse Anesthetists
without other military service obligations or who have 12 or fewer months
remaining of their active duty obligation for CRNA training can execute 2, 3, or
4 year agreement annual incentive pay.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/health-care/benefits. html
Here's More Links:
Nurse Corp Special Pay

Chaplains and Chaplain Candidates do not go through Basic Training. Instead,
they attend the Chaplain Basic Officer Leadership Course (CBOLC), which is a
12-week course taught at the USA Chaplains Center and School (USACHCS) in
Fort Jackson, S.C. Instruction at USACHCS is conducted by highly trained,
professional, and experienced Army officers and non-commissioned officers
(NCOs).
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/chaplain/about/basic-officer-leadershipcourse. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Check out GoArmy's YouTube page.
URL: http://www.youtube.com/goarmyvideos
Here's More Links:
Starting Strong - Videos
Soldier Life - Videos

Response

Child and Youth Services (CYS) provides comprehensive programs for infants
through 12th grade that foster social interaction, promote personal growth,
and develop educational and recreational skills. These programs are
supported by the installation and offer diverse, flexible activities that meet
the needs of families on and off post. On most posts, three types of childcare
are available: Child Development Center, Family Child Care Homes, and Youth
Services programs.
URL: http://www.armymwr.com/family/childandyouth/default.aspx
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Christmas Exodus is normally scheduled for mid-December through the
beginning of January. Each installation is allowed to deviate up to three days
either at the beginning, end or a combination of the two. All expenses for
travel to and from the installation during Exodus will be the responsibility of
the Soldier. Soldiers will be able to purchase airline, bus and/or other
commercial tickets on the installation. Since each installation's Exodus dates
can vary by a few days, purchasing tickets outside the installation is
discouraged as the Soldier and/or family may potentially lose the money
spent on travel for dates that do not coincide.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Civilians become Soldiers after they attend Basic Combat Training (BCT) and
complete Advanced Individual Training (AIT) to learn their Army job skills.
After that, Soldiers take part in a variety of Ongoing Training opportunities.
Are you interested in learning more about BCT, AIT, or Ongoing Training?
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/army-training. html
Here's More Links:
Basic Combat Training (BCT)
Advanced Individual Training (AIT)
Ongoing Training

Click the Facebook link to view the GoArmy.com Facebook page.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
GoArmy.com Facebook
U.S. Army Reserve - Official Facebook Page (Login Required)
U.S. Army Medical Department (AMEDD) - Official Facebook Page (Login
Required)
Future Soldier Center - Official Facebook Page (Login Required)

Click the X in the upper right corner of the chat window to end this session.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
SGT STAR's Mobile App

Response

Clinical Psychologists in the Army Reserve receive $45,000 recruitment bonus,
paid in three yearly installments of $15,000. This offer may be combined with
one other Army Reserve incentive program. View this page for more
information.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/allied-health/benefits. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Closing your account is as simple as not using the account. The information in
your account is secure and will not be shared. GoArmy.com is committed to
protecting your privacy and uses the guidelines on this page to ensure your
privacy. If you have additional questions or concerns, you can contact a
recruiter using the link below.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/privacy. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

College students on 273 host campuses and about 1,000 other affiliated
campuses nationwide can take advantage of the best leadership course in
America, Army ROTC. Army ROTC cadets gain practical experience in
management and problem solving while training to become Army Officers.
Contact your guidance counselor, advisor or your local college that offers
Army ROTC. For more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rotc. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Color vision will be tested as part of the enlistment process. Failure to pass a
color vision test is not an automatic disqualification. Color blindness or poor
vision may prevent you from doing a particular job, but you may enlist in
other jobs. For more information, you can contact your local Recruiter or send
the Army an email by clicking 'Send Email' and a Recruiter will get back to you
shortly.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Send Email
Find a Local Recruiter

Combat situations differ depending on the job you have in an area where
combat operations are taking place. Some situations can be stressful and
demanding, but all Soldiers work to accomplish their assigned mission. The
Army will provide you with time to rest and take care of personal matters.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Cosmetics are taken away at the beginning of Basic Training. Drill Sergeants
may permit you to use lip balm as it has a more functional use than a cosmetic
one, but even that varies from unit to unit. Once you are in training, you'll
soon forget that you are without civilian war paint.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Creating an on-line account does not mean you are applying for the Army or
for a specific job. Your information is kept private until you choose to release
it to a recruiter by applying online. This account is free of charge and does not
cost you anything.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/help-choosing-a-careerjob/army-career-explorer. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Current policies still apply for service members with statutorily authorized
dependents. Non-dependents are generally not authorized to reside in
military family housing. Exceptions (by installation commanders) are made
without regard to sexual orientation.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links:
Find a Local Recruiter

Currently the Army offers the Spouse to Teachers program for Army spouses.
There are also some posts that offer vocational training to the spouses of
Soldiers. When you get to your duty station, the education center on post
should be able to assist you with information about any education programs
that are available.
URL: https://www.hrcapps.army.mil/portal/
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Currently, I only speak English, but some of my colleagues can email you in
Spanish. These are the only two languages we can communicate in.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Peticion De Informacion
MAVNI
Linguist Requirements

Currently, the size of the video player cannot be changed. If you are
experiencing technical difficulties pertaining to the videos or any other
content on the GoArmy.com web site, please submit your issue or feedback
by clicking the link provided below.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Technical and Site Feedback

Currently, there are about 736,699 (both Active and Reserve) Soldiers serving
in the Army. View this page to learn more about the Structure and
Composition of the Army.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/personnel. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Currently, there are no enlistment bonuses for Airborne training. However, if
you complete Airborne school and remain Airborne qualified, you will earn an
additional monthly allowance on top of your normal pay check. For additional
information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/being-a-soldier/ongoingtraining/specialized-schools/airborne-school. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Dating back over 230 years to the Revolutionary War, band members have
always been an important part of the U.S. Army. With assignments around the
world plus a long list of benefits, the Army Band Program offers talented
musicians a unique opportunity to do what they do best - play music. For
more information on the Army Band Program, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/band. html
Here's More Links:
Request More Information

Dating back to the Revolutionary War, the Army cadence has been an
important tradition that has withstood the test of time. Used to motivate,
inspire and keep the Soldiers' steps in time, cadences foster a cohesive
company while at the same time handing down the rich oral traditions of the
U.S. Army. In addition, cadences help the Soldiers by controlling and
strengthening their breathing during the strenuous marches and runs. To hear
an Army cadence view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/downloads/web-players/cadence-jukebox.
html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

DEERS stands for the Defense Enrollment Eligibility Reporting System. It is the
computer network through which any military facility can verify an individual's
eligibility for access to military programs and benefits, such as obtaining an
identification card and receiving health care. It is also the first step to
identifying you as a family member of a Soldier and is required before you can
obtain a military ID card.
URL: https://www.dmdc.osd.mil/milconnect/faces/faqs?ct=fDr&_adf.ctrlstate=o4djtsjg_4&_afrLoop=323630437518000
Here's More Links:
Defense Enrollment Eligibility Reporting System

Delta Force is rumored to be the Army's counterterrorist operations unit. In
line with operational security we cannot discuss, nor ponder the unit's
abilities.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Depending on your area of concentration, you may be eligible for specialty
training, including paid residency training programs.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>
Depending on your area of concentration, you may be eligible for specialty
training.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/allied-health/benefits. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Disculpe la molestias, pero no hablan espanol. Para que podamos asistirle, por
favor enviarnos un correo electronico, usando la informacion en la pagina
siguiente.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Discussion forums allow you to share ideas, opinions and information quickly
and easily. Organized by threads in an easy-to-follow format, discussion
forums are designed so you can quickly locate information, find other
knowledgeable users and participate in conversations.
URL: https://forums.goarmy.com/index.jspa
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Dog Tags are personal tags Soldiers carry with them at all times that contain
basic personal information, such as name, social security number, blood type,
and religion.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Drill Sergeants are professionally trained instructors. While they must yell in
order for large groups to hear them, they cannot physically or verbally abuse
you. They are there to keep you safe and help you in your transition from
civilian to Soldier.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

During basic training you will learn Basic Rifle Marksmanship. To graduate you
are required to qualify as a marksman, sharpshooter or expert on the M16A2
rifle. If you happen to be left-handed, you will train on all of the same
weapons but with your left hand rather than your right. Throughout your
Army enlistment, you may be given opportunities to train on a variety of other
weapons.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/becoming-a-soldier/basic-combattraining/phase-2-white. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

During basic training, Soldiers are allowed to wear a plain wedding band.
Rings with stone settings are not encouraged. You are allowed to wear a
watch and one religious necklace. Females can have one stud earring in each
ear to be used with their Class A uniform only, not with your duty uniform.
After training, females can wear a stud earring with their duty uniform.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/becoming-a-soldier/basic-combattraining. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

During Basic Training, you will shower every night, to include the night you
arrive. For the first couple of weeks of training, your shower will be very short
-- about two minutes. You'll learn to wash quickly, and not waste time. Initially
you are given very limited time for personal hygiene. Once you are in AIT you
may be given more personal time. There is no privacy while taking showers; it
is one large room, with several showerheads. Men and Women have separate
showers facilities.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

During Basic Training, you will shower every night, to include the night you
arrive. For the first couple of weeks of training, your shower will be very short
-- about two minutes. You'll learn to wash quickly, and not waste time. Initially
you are given very limited time for personal hygiene. Once you are in AIT you
may be given more personal time. There is no privacy while taking showers; it
is one large room, with several showerheads. Men and Women have separate
showers facilities.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

During the fall and spring each year, Field Screening Officers (FSOs) visit most
ABA-accredited law schools to conduct interviews with prospective applicants.
Your law school career services office will tell you the date and time that the
FSO will visit your school. You can also contact the JAG recruiting office:
Judge Advocate Recruiting Office 9275 Gunston, Suite 4000 Ft. Belvoir,
Virginia 22060 (866) ARMY JAG Corps (866-276-9524)
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

During the Red Phase, recruits go through general orientation and are given
haircuts and issued Army uniforms. Basic Tactical training begins followed by
Nuclear Biological and Chemical Defense, Landmine Defense and rappelling at
the confidence tower. Recruits also learn about Army heritage and the Seven
Army Core Values while undergoing the Army Physical Fitness Test to help
determine their physical aptitude.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/becoming-a-soldier/basic-combattraining/phase-1-red. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

During this period of 'right sizing' the Air Force and Navy, the Army recognizes
the need for our Armed Forces to retain highly qualified men and women in
our ranks. Operation Blue to Green offers you an alternative to civilian life.
Operation Blue to Green will allow you to continue to serve your country, to
maintain the benefits of military service, and to expand your horizons by
gaining new training and trying new things. It facilitates the transfer of
qualified Air Force and Navy individuals to active duty in the Army, depending
on your service's willingness to release you from your current active service
obligation. Selected members of the United States Marine Corp or Coast
Guard, who are otherwise qualified, may be eligible for opportunities in the
Army. However, Marines and Coast Guard will be required to complete their
current term of active service. For more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/additional-incentives/blue-to-green.
html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

During this period of 'right sizing' the Air Force and Navy, the Army recognizes
the need for our Armed Forces to retain highly qualified men and women in
our ranks. Operation Blue to Green offers you an alternative to civilian life.
Operation Blue to Green will allow you to continue to serve your country, to
maintain the benefits of military service, and to expand your horizons by
gaining new training and trying new things. It facilitates the transfer of
qualified Air Force and Navy individuals to active duty in the Army, depending
on your service's willingness to release you from your current active service
obligation. Selected members of the United States Marine Corp or Coast
Guard, who are otherwise qualified, may be eligible for opportunities in the
Army. However, Marines and Coast Guard will be required to complete their
current term of active service. For more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/additional-incentives/blue-to-green.
html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Each applicant has to meet a height/weight standard to qualify for enlistment.
If an applicant does not meet the standard they can be given the body fat
percentage test. If they meet the body fat standard they may continue with
the enlistment process. The maximum allowed body fat is different for each
age group and gender. The measurement area for men is the abdomen and
neck. For women it is the neck, waist, and hip. See your local area Recruiter
for more information on this requirement.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/fitness-and-nutrition/componentsof-fitness/body-composition. html
Here's More Links:
Height and Weight Standards
Army Physical Fitness Test
Find a Local Recruiter

Response

Each professional branch of the Army--Judge Advocate General (JAG) Corps,
the Army Chaplain Corps, and the Army Medical Corps--has its own officer
training program that allows civilian degreed professionals to apply to receive
a direct commission in their career field. Training time for direct commission
officers varies depending on the career field and generally includes courses in
military history, Army leadership, and career-specific courses designed to
adapt civilian skills to Army practices.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/become-an-officer/directcommission. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Each summer, the Army JAG Corps hires law students to work as legal interns
in JAG Corps offices worldwide -- from Germany to Hawaii. For 60 calendar
days, these summer interns work as temporary civil service employees
performing a variety of legal assignments. Interns do not incur any military
service obligation in the JAG Corps Summer Intern Program. For more
information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/jag/summer-intern-program. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

eArmyU provides access to quality web based education for Army Soldiers.
You can contact your local Recruiter for availability or for more information,
view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/education-benefits/armyeducation/taking-classes-while-in-the-army. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Education Requirements for becoming an Officer vary depending on the
career path you would like to take and source of commissioning. Select one of
the links below or view this page for more information.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/become-an-officer. html
Here's More Links:
Officer Candidate School (OCS)
ROTC
Direct Commission
Military Colleges
Non-Commissioned Officer (NCO)

Educational accreditation is a type of quality assurance process under which
services and operations of Post-secondary educational institutions or
programs are evaluated by an external body to determine if applicable
standards are met. If standards are met, accredited status is granted by the
agency.
URL: http://www2.acenet.edu/resources/memberdirectory/
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Employers must grant reservists time off for military training and active duty,
whether voluntary or involuntary. The reservist should make every effort
possible to keep employers informed of drill dates, annual training and
advanced warning of possible deployments. For more information, view this
page.
URL: http://www.esgr.org/
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Enlisted Soldiers make the Army a strong, adaptable force that can respond to
any threat. They work in tandem with Officers to achieve mission success
even in the harshest of conditions. While Officers give orders, Enlisted
Soldiers are encouraged to show initiative in order to get the job done.
Responsibilities of Enlisted Soldiers depend on their Military Occupational
Specialty (MOS). In general, however, Enlisted Soldiers live the Seven Core
Army Values every day--on the job and off: Loyalty, Duty, Respect, Selfless
Service, Honor, Integrity and Personal Courage.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Entomologists, microbiologists, clinical laboratory, and nuclear medicine will
be rewarded for your service with a $30,000 recruitment bonus, paid in three
annual installments of $10,000. This offer may be combined with one other
Army Reserve incentive program.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/allied-health/benefits. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

ETS stands for Expiration Term of Service, which is the date you will leave the
Army. The other branches of the military may have different abbreviations for
this date, but they have the same meaning.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Every Recruit who goes through basic training undergoes nuclear, biological,
and chemical (NBC) training, and is subjected to training in the gas chamber.
The reason for this is to gain confidence in your NBC equipment so you will be
prepared if you need to use it in a real life situation. The gas chamber is a
room that has a controlled concentration of CS (orto-chlorobenzylidenemalononitrile) gas, more commonly known as tear gas, the active ingredient
in Mace and used for self defense and for riot control by the police. Tear gas is
an irritant; specifically, it irritates mucous membranes in the eyes, nose,
mouth and lungs, causing tearing, sneezing, coughing, etc.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/becoming-a-soldier/basic-combattraining/phase-1-red. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Every service member with 20 years of active duty or qualifying Reserve
service qualifies for retirement. A Soldier who retires with 20 years of service
will receive 50 percent of their monthly basic pay. Under the compensation
change on April 1, 2007, service members who serve 40 years will be eligible
for 100 percent of their basic pay at retirement. Retirement pay is based
solely on the Soldier's basic pay, it can increase when a cost-of-living
adjustment is granted; the amount will vary depending on many different
factors. Bonuses, allowances and special pays do not affect retirement pay.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/after-the-army. html
Here's More Links:
Basic Pay
Contract Length for Enlisted Soldiers

Response

Every Soldier begins with initial entry training, known as Basic Combat
Training. Training is 10 weeks long and taught in three phases. The location
depends on your MOS. View this page for a detailed training schedule for BCT.
Or, view this page for schedules and duration.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/becoming-a-soldier/basic-combattraining. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Every Soldier has personal reasons for joining the U.S. Army, and your son or
daughter is no different. For information and to download a discussion toolkit
view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/parents. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Every Soldier in the Army, not just those deployed, must now wear the U.S.
Flag insignia on his or her utility uniform. Although it looks like it is on
backwards, it isn't; it is as it would look if it was being carried into battle on a
pole or staff.
URL: http://www.army.mil/symbols/combatflash.html
Here's More Links:
Combat Uniform
Dress Uniform
Battle Rattle

Feel free to move my window around by dragging the top portion of my
window.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Females can train with males during BCT and AIT, however there are a few
MOS that are restricted to males only.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>
Financial planning programs are available to educate and counsel Soldiers in
the area of personal finance. Through classes on money management,
financial planning and insurance and consumer counseling, Soldiers learn how
to eliminate debt and manage their money wisely.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/soldier-and-family-services. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

First authorized in 1861, the Medal of Honor is the nation's highest medal for
valor in action awarded to members of the armed forces. Medals of Honor are
awarded sparingly and are bestowed only to the bravest of the brave and
presented personally by the President of the United States. That courage
must be well documented and the intensive recommendations process can
take more than 18 months to complete. See this page for more information
on the medal and the most recent awardees.
URL: http://www.army.mil/medalofhonor/index.html
Here's More Links:
Congressional Medal Of Honor Society

Response

Follow GoArmy on Twitter to get the latest updates on Army life, Army
Soldiers, and how to be Army Strong.
URL: http://mobile.twitter.com/goarmy
Here's More Links: <NONE>
For information on how to request military medical records for yourself or
your dependents, please view this page. Prospective recruits being asked to
supply medical records should contact their physician or their local recruiter
for more information.
URL: http://www.archives.gov/research/military/index.html
Here's More Links:
DD 214 Information

For information on reenlistment or reclassification, please talk with your
Unit's Retention NCO or Career Counselor.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links:
Prior Service
DD form and Reenlistment After Discharge
Army Jobs Discussion Board
Find a Local Recruiter

Response

For information on Special Forces Recruiting, view this page.
URL: http://www.sorbrecruiting.com/
Here's More Links:
Special Forces Age Requirements
Special Forces Vision Requirements
Special Forces Qualifications

For information on the study on Normandy in WWII from the Army Center of
Military History, view this page.
URL: http://www.history.army.mil/brochures/normandy/nor-pam.htm
Here's More Links: <NONE>
For information on the study on Vietnam from the Army Center of Military
History, view this page.
URL: http://www.digitalhistory.uh.edu/era.cfm?eraid=18&smtid=1
Here's More Links: <NONE>
For information on the study on World War I from the Army Center of Military
History, view this page.
URL: http://www.history.army.mil/books/Lineage/mi/ch2.htm
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

For letters and packages sent to Soldiers at BCT, keep these things in mind:
1. Do not send any electronics. 2. Do not send any food. 3. Do not send any
materials or products that are scented. 4. Do not send any magazines or
newspaper articles. The only reading material allowed during basic is religious
material like the Bible and the IET Soldier's Handbook. However, do send as
many letters as possible. All Soldiers love their mail call.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

For more information on Army Events, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/events. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>
For more information on the requirements on becoming a Chaplain read this
page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/chaplain/about/requirements. html
Here's More Links:
Chaplain Basic Officer Leadership Course
Request More Information

For more than 40 years, the Army's premier parachute team has been
captivating audiences all over the world with their feats of aerial acrobatics.
The Golden Knights are Soldiers with various specialties, both men and
women.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/events/golden-knights. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

For purposes of the Army, there are five different types of citizenship. Please
contact your local recruiter for more information.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/locate-a-recruiter. html
Here's More Links:
Citizenship Help

For that matter, why is anything any color at all? The light we see things with
from the sun or from light bulbs is called white light and can be broken down
into the colors in the rainbow in order of their wavelengths. The snow is
white, for example, because all the colors are reflected and refracted equally
without any color range domination. This is not so when white light hits
objects which we don't see as white or gray. Most objects tend to reflect only
some of the light falling on them. The light traveling to the objects contains all
of the colors, but the objects reflect selected colors and absorb the rest. This
is called "subtractive color mixing" because some of the colors are subtracted
out of the light. Grass appears green because all of the colors in the rainbow
are absorbed into the leaves of the grass except green.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

For the Begin Date field, enter the approximate date that you started living at
the address you provided in the address fields. For the End Date field, enter
the approximate date you stopped living at the address or leave the field
blank if you still reside there.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/help-choosing-a-careerjob/army-career-explorer. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

For the safety of the expectant mother and unborn child, pregnancy is a
temporary disqualification. After being released from a physician's care, you
can contact your local Army Recruiter for information on enlistment. While in
the Army, both maternity and paternity leave are possible, however, you will
need to speak with your unit command about this option.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/learn/your-visit-to-meps. html
Here's More Links:
Enlisting with Children
Single Parents
Find a Local Recruiter

From the main page of the discussion forums, type your term(s) into the
search box, select which forums(s) you want to search, and click on the Go
icon. When you are in a Forum page, you can click on Search Forum to use an
advanced search page where you can narrow your search by specifying a date
range or filtering by username.
URL: https://forums.goarmy.com/thread/21433
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Future Soldiers incur a legal obligation to the military when a contract for
enlistment is signed. If you have questions about certain situations please
schedule an appointment with your recruiter immediately to discuss concerns
and issues.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/locate-a-recruiter. html
Here's More Links:
Send Email

Response

Gay, lesbian, and bisexual Soldiers are eligible for the same benefits as any
single Soldier. Soldiers continue to have various benefits for which they may
designate beneficiaries regardless of sexual orientation, such as beneficiaries
for the Death Gratuity; Servicemembers' Group Life Insurance; and the Thrift
Savings Plan.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links:
Find a Local Recruiter

Generally, an Army Dental Corps Officer serves a four-year contract in the
Active Army. You may also be required to serve four years in the Individual
Ready Reserve (IRR). Depending on your specialty, you may be eligible for
shorter commitment.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Dental Corps Reserve Commitment

Get an up close and inside look at real people as they consider joining the U.S.
Army in the "Starting Strong" series. These videos can be viewed at
URL: http://www.youtube.com/goarmy
Here's More Links:
Request More Information

Response

GoArmy.com is committed to protecting your privacy and the privacy of its
Soldiers. View this page to learn more about privacy and security on this
website.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/privacy/privacy-and-security. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Good communication is vital in the Army. Any message that isn't understood
correctly can have critical consequences. Therefore, the Army relies on the
phonetic alphabet to clarify communications. To learn the phonetic alphabet
view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/downloads/widgets. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Good moral standing means you do not have a criminal record and are not
using illegal drugs. Do you meet the requirements for good physical condition,
good moral standing and U.S. citizenship?
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Yes
No

Good question. I'm not sure how to answer that. Please try rewording your
question. I understand simple questions best.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Send Email
Request More Information

Response

GRFD is an Army ROTC program where non-scholarship and scholarship
Cadets are guaranteed duty in the Army Reserve. Opportunities exists for
both undergraduate and graduate degree programs. GRFD Cadets must
participate in the Simultaneous Membership Program (SMP). If MOS qualified,
GRFD Cadets can use Active Duty & Reserve Montgomery GI Bill. GRFD Cadets
can use tuition assistance without being MOS qualified. Non-scholarship
Cadets may request a revocation to compete for active duty upon
commissioning.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
ROTC Simultaneous Membership Program

Having a second job must be cleared through your unit commander.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>
Having bad teeth can disqualify you from joining the Army. The severity of the
damaged teeth or gums will determine if you are qualified or not. The MEPS
Physicians will be able to determine this. If you are disqualified, you will be
told what needs to be done. Once you have gone to your dentist and have had
your dental procedures done, you can return to the MEPS to be reevaluated.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/locate-a-recruiter. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Health care professionals in the U.S. Army Medical Department (AMEDD)
enjoy a wide range of opportunities and financial incentives. Benefits are
available for professionals serving in both the active Army and the Army
Reserve. For more information view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/health-care/benefits. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Health care professionals who are trained as occupational therapists, physical
therapists, physician assistants and registered dietitians make up the Medical
Specialist Corps. These Officers play an integral role in helping our Soldiers
prevent and overcome injuries. In addition to specialized training, you'll have
opportunities to gain experience that set you apart from your peers. What's
more, the Army provides a comprehensive salary and benefits package that
includes allowances for housing and food. You will also be eligible for low- or
no-cost health, dental and life insurance. You are also eligible for a
contributory retirement plan, similar to a 401(k), as well as noncontributory
retirement benefits with 20 years of service. For Officers serving in the Army
Reserve, retirement benefits are paid at age 60 after 20 years of qualifying
service. For more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/allied-health/benefits. html
Here's More Links:
Medical Specialist Corps Specialty Pay

Response

Hello. I'm SGT STAR, the Virtual Guide for goarmy.com. My training allows me
to answer almost any question about what life is like in the US Army.
Interacting with me is simple. Just type in your question just as though you
were chatting with a live recruiter.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
SGT STAR's Mobile App
Log into My GOARMY Account

Hey, I'm the sergeant, here, YOU drop down and give me twenty! I CAN'T
HEAR YOU!!! COUNT 'EM!!!
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>
Home school graduates seeking to enlist in the Army need to meet certain
requirements. For more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/additional-incentives/home-schoolgraduate. html
Here's More Links:
Education Level Required

Hooah has many meanings. Basically, it's a standard response to mean
anything and everything except no.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

HOOAH!
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
How To Join

I am a dynamic, intelligent self-service virtual guide, created by the Army, that
will help you quickly navigate the GoArmy Web site and retrieve Army-related
subject matter, while simultaneously answering questions and directing
communication based on interaction with the user.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
SGT STAR's Mobile App

I am a Sergeant in the US Army.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>
I am a virtual guide for the Go Army Web site. I have not been in a combat
situation but I know many Soldiers who have bravely defended our country.
You can visit the Go Army Ask A Soldier Discussion Board and post a question
on that board. A Soldier may have an answer to your question.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rightnav/discussion-board. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

I am and always have been a fan of the film "Patton."
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>
I am here to assist you 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Is SGT STAR Real?
Find a Local Recruiter
SGT STAR's Mobile App

I am here to help answer questions about the Go Army Web site. Your
question isn't appropriate. Do you have another question that I could answer?
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Purpose of SGT STAR

I am married, Mrs. STAR is my boss.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Army Married Couples Program

Response

I am partial to red, white, blue, and of course, good ol' Army Green!
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>
I appreciate all visitors to the GoArmy Web site and look forward to answering
your questions.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>
I attended Lewis and Clark High School in downtown Spokane, Washington.
Built in 1912, Lewis and Clark High School has a long history of excellence
ranking among the top high schools in the United States.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Education Level Required

Response

I can only tell you about the Army, which is the largest and the oldest of all
the branches of service. It's self-contained, well-equipped and can be
deployed anywhere in the world. As the largest branch, the Army offers the
most competitive enlistment options, incentives and guarantees.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Joining the Army Discussion Board
Operation Blue to Green
Joint Operations
Steps to Enlisting
Request More Information
SGT STAR's Mobile App

I completed my Basic Combat Training (BCT) at Fort Knox, Kentucky, where I
received instruction from some of the best Soldiers in the Army. Your BCT
location will be one of the five locations and can depend on your Military
Occupational Specialty (MOS). For information on BCT location, indicated by
red star on the map, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/post-locations. html
Here's More Links:
Location of BCT

I could talk about Mrs. Star all day long but I'd like to continue answering your
questions about GoArmy. What other questions do you have?
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Locate a Recruiter Near Me

Response

I have a vast amount of knowledge on military history that I can provide you.
However, are you looking for information about the Army, Vietnam, World
War I or World War II?
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Army History
History of Vietnam
History of WWII
History of WWI

I have an eclectic taste in music. I like everything from the classics to hip-hop
to good ole rock n roll.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Army Band

I keep a record of all the chats I have with GoArmy users. My conversations
are reviewed to ensure all potential recruits are getting the information that
they need. However, your information will not be shared with the public.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

I know several virtual assistants and I am friends with all of them.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

I like to catch re-runs of M.A.S.H. whenever I can.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>
I live and work on a computerized U.S. Army post.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Housing

I own a rottweiler named Chomp.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Personal Pets

I prefer day desert camo.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Combat Uniform

Response

I spend any extra time I have doing PT and rebuilding vintage cars.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Sports On Post
Morale, Welfare, and Recreation Program
USO

I started my assignment on August 2, 2006. I'm here to help you learn how
you can become Army Strong. What can I answer for you about the Army?
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

I understand if you don't want to sign up for the Army right now. You can
click on the link below to learn more about the benefits of joining. Otherwise,
what else can I help you with?
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Benefits Of Joining

I was born and raised in the city of Spokane, located in the northeastern
corner of Washington State.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

I'd be happy to send you some information. Please fill out the form and I'll get
it to you. You can also call 1-800-USA-ARMY or email us at
GoArmy@usarec.army.mil to speak with an Army Representative
immediately.
URL:
https://my.goarmy.com/info/form/GetBrcFormRedirectByUrl.do?url=/info/se
nd1
Here's More Links:
Find a Local Recruiter
SGT STAR's Mobile App

If mobilized for Active Duty, a Translator Aide receives limited medical
coverage, and may qualify for expedited citizenship and Foreign Language
Proficiency Pay.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Request More Information

If otherwise qualified, individuals may join and serve in the Army without
regard to gender.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/service-options/enlisted-soldiers-andofficers/enlisted-soldier. html
Here's More Links:
Enlistment Standards

Response

If otherwise qualified, individuals may join and serve in the Army without
regard to sexual orientation.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links:
Find a Local Recruiter

If you are a dental student, you can apply for a commission as a Medical
Service Corps Officer while you complete your studies. When you graduate
and enter the active Army, you'll receive credit for pay for that entire period
of time. You'll also be eligible for the Health Professions Scholarship Program.
Please note that ECP credit does not count for credit toward retirement.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Dental Corps Rank
Dental Corps Specialty Training

If you are a physician who is currently in residency training, you can receive an
annual grant, plus a monthly stipend from the U.S. Army. For more
information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/allied-health/benefits. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

If you are a U.S. Citizen living overseas, select the "Email Us" link to email your
local overseas recruiter.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

If you are already in the Army and have completed all of your training, you will
need to speak with your unit about your questions and concerns. If you have
enlisted and are in the Future Soldier Program, you will need to speak with
your recruiter for further assistance. For more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.futuresoldiers.com/
Here's More Links:
Find a Local Recruiter

If you are AWOL, report to the nearest Army post with your Army ID or other
picture ID and any documents or records in your possession which pertain to
your Army service. On the installation, go to the Military Police station and
turn yourself in to the MPs. They will assist you with transportation to the
installation responsible for processing you. You may report directly to the U.S.
Army Personnel Control Facility at Fort Knox, KY or Fort Sill, OK. You may call
USADIP administrative processing (Monday through Friday 7 a.m. until 3:30
p.m. EST or call 502-626-3722 or 3724) or NCIC (24 hours a day at 502-6263711/3712 or 3713) if you have any questions or need further assistance.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links:
What is AWOL?

Response

If you are currently a student at an accredited dental school, or applying to or
have been accepted by an accredited dental school, HPSP offers opportunities
for financial support and permits students to be commissioned as officers in
the Army Reserve.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/amedd-categories/dentalcorps-jobs/HPSP-student. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

If you are currently an officer in the Army Reserve and are interested in
returning to Active Duty, use your unit chain of command. If you are a civilian
and no longer hold a commission, and are interested in regaining that
commission to enter the Reserve, contact the Reserve Appointments Branch
(RAB) at (502)613-6612.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links:
Request More Information

If you are currently enlisted in the Army, you may be eligible to apply for a
four-year, three-year, or two-year scholarship through the Green to Gold
program. Current enlisted Soldiers can also enter Army ROTC as nonscholarship cadets. If you are not in service then you would have to apply
through the United States Army Cadet Command and meet the basic
requirements to receive an ROTC scholarship. Prior Service Soldiers can waive
the first two years of Army ROTC, which is known as the Basic Course.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rotc/enlisted-soldiers. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

If you are currently enlisted in the Army, you may be eligible to apply for a
four-year, three-year, or two-year scholarship through the Green to Gold
program. Current enlisted Soldiers can also enter Army ROTC as nonscholarship cadets. If you are not in service then you would have to apply
through the United States Army Cadet Command and meet the basic
requirements to receive an ROTC scholarship. Prior Service Soldiers can waive
the first two years of Army ROTC, which is known as the Basic Course.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rotc. html
Here's More Links:
ROTC for Currently Enlisted Soldiers
ROTC Green to Gold Program
ROTC Simultaneous Membership Program
Request More Information

If you are currently in high school go to
www.goarmy.com/rotc/high_school_students.jsp. If you are currently on a
college campus, please contact your local on-campus ROTC Department. If an
ROTC department does not exist at your school, find the nearest ROTC
program to determine if a partnership has been established with the school
you are attending or, If you are currently on a college campus, contact the
department of Military Science. If the ROTC Program does not exist at your
college, find the nearest ROTC Program to determine if they have a
partnership with the school you attend. You can also go to
www.goarmy.com/rotc/find_schools.jsp to view which colleges have the
ROTC programs.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rotc/scholarships. html
Here's More Links:
ROTC Participating Schools
Locate a Recruiter

Response

If you are enlisted in the Army, and have more than 90 Semester hours from
an accredited institution, you may be eligible to apply for Degree Completion
Program. This will allow you to get commission as a Second Lieutenant in the
US Army. After 18 months and obtaining the rank of First Lieutenant you can
apply for degree completion. However, the 90 semester hours is pending a
Department of the Army policy change to require all OCS applicants to have a
4-year degree. As a civilian you must have a Bachelors Degree in order to
apply for OCS.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/ocs. html
Here's More Links:
OCS Education Requirements
OCS Service Obligation

If you are enrolled in or have received a letter of acceptance from an
accredited dental school, you are eligible to receive a Health Professions
Scholarship for up to four years. You'll receive full tuition, money for books
and academic fees, plus more than $1,900 per month. Applicants must be U.S.
citizens.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/dentist/benefits. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

If you are enrolled in or have received a letter of acceptance from an
accredited optometry school, you are eligible to receive a Health Professions
Scholarship for up to four years. You'll receive full tuition, money for books
and academic fees, plus more than $1,900 per month. Applicants must be U.S.
citizens.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/education/hpsp. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

If you are enrolled in or have received a letter of acceptance from an
accredited school of medicine or osteopathy, you are eligible to receive a
Health Professions Scholarship for up to four years. You'll receive full tuition,
money for books and academic fees, plus more than $1,900 per month.
Applicants must be U.S. citizens.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/education/hpsp. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

If you are enrolled in or have received a letter of acceptance from an APAaccredited clinical or counseling psychology doctoral program, you are eligible
to receive a Health Professions Scholarship for up to two years. You'll receive
full tuition, money for books and academic fees, plus more than $1,900 per
month. Applicants must be U.S. citizens.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/education/hpsp. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

If you are enrolled in or have received a letter of acceptance from an AVMAaccredited veterinary school, you are eligible to receive a Health Professions
Scholarship for up to three years. You'll receive full tuition, money for books
and academic fees, plus more than $1,900 per month. Applicants must be U.S.
citizens.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/education/hpsp. html
Here's More Links:
Veterinary Corps Rank

If you are having trouble setting up your ACE account or logging in, please
send an email to our Technical Support team using this form.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/technical-site-feedback. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

If you are in the Army Reserve and interested in transferring to the Active
Army, you must have completed all training through your Reserve unit; be in
your unit a minimum of 6 months; meet all enlistment qualifications; and be
released by your unit. If you are currently deployed, you must wait until after
your demobilization to submit your request for Active Duty. View this page to
send us an email to get the process started.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

If you are interested in participating in Correspondence Courses while in the
Future Soldier Program, your recruiter will be able to assist you with
enrollment procedures. You will need your AKO information in order to log in.
For information on the catalog of courses view this page.
URL:
https://www.futuresoldiers.com/html/errors/authenticationError.jsp?reqPath
=/html/fst/correspondence.jsp
Here's More Links: <NONE>

If you are unable to view the videos, try changing your connection speed. If
changing the connection speed does not work, make sure you have an
updated Flash Player installed on your computer. If you have tried both
methods and you still cannot view the videos, some of the videos have a text
version available that you access by clicking on the Non-Flash Version tab.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Technical and Site Feedback

Response

If you aren't 17 years old, you cannot enlist in the Army. There is another
program you can enroll in called Junior Reserve Officers' Training Corps, or
JROTC, that can help you prepare. JROTC is designed to teach high school
students the value of citizenship, leadership, service to the community,
personal responsibility, and a sense of accomplishment, while instilling in
them self-esteem, teamwork, and self-discipline. It is not a requirement for
joining the Army, but can be an incentive of a higher rank upon enlistment.
See your school guidance counselor for details.
URL: https://www.usarmyjrotc.com/jrotc/dt
Here's More Links:
Parental Consent
JROTC
Reserve Split Option

If you become a Veterinary Officer in the Army Reserve, you could receive a
$75,000 special pay, paid in three annual installments of $25,000. This bonus
may be combined with one other Army Reserve incentive program.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/veterinarian/benefits. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

If you complete Airborne school and remain Airborne qualified, you will earn
an additional monthly allowance on top of your normal pay check. For
additional information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/being-a-soldier/ongoingtraining/specialized-schools/airborne-school. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

If you currently have a signed lease with your landlord, you will need to speak
with them to determine if your lease has a Military Clause. If it does, this
clause would allow you to break your lease if you were to join the military.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/locate-a-recruiter. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

If you do not make it through your OCS training, you will renegotiate your
contract and receive an enlisted MOS for the remainder of your contract.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/service-options/enlisted-soldiers-andofficers/commissioned-officer. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

If you have a history of bad credit you are not disqualified from enlisting in the
Army. There are, however, certain jobs such as intelligence, law enforcement
and other sensitive fields, where your credit history must be revealed.
Bankruptcy, repossession and a general bad credit history could disqualify you
from these positions. The final determination will be done by the security
interviewer at the time of enlistment.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

If you have a pending court case, law violation or are on supervised probation
you are not eligible to process for enlistment. Before your Recruiter can
determine your eligibility and begin your processing, you must have a final
disposition for any law violations and all tickets and fines must be paid.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/locate-a-recruiter. html
Here's More Links:
Send Email
Drug Use Policy

If you have a pending court case, law violation or are on supervised probation
you are not eligible to process for enlistment. Before your Recruiter can
determine your eligibility and begin your processing, you must have a final
disposition for any law violations and all tickets and fines must be paid.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/locate-a-recruiter. html
Here's More Links:
Send an Email

If you have forgotten your password, simply enter your email address in the
space provided on the page. An email containing your password will be sent
to that address.
URL: https://my.goarmy.com/accounts/register/reset_password.jsp
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

If you have prior military service, you could be eligible for an enlistment bonus
when you re-enlist in the Army Reserve.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>
If you have young children, their first move can be challenging and maybe
even downright scary. Let them know they're not by themselves in this move.
View this page developed by military kids, for military kids with real stories,
for advice on how to make a move a good thing.
URL: http://www.defenselink.mil/mtom/index_k.htm
Here's More Links: <NONE>

If you haven't taken the ASVAB at your high school, you can schedule it with
your local Army Recruiter. Although it is not available online, there are online
preparation tools. This test can only be taken in written form.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/learn/understanding-the-asvab. html
Here's More Links:
Learn More About ASVAB
Find a Local Recruiter

If you outrank me, you should already know most of these answers. You must
be testing me. Please continue with your questions.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

If you rely on the training you receive in the Army, you will be prepared for
any situation.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>
If you'd like more information about this topic, please send the Army an email
by clicking 'Send Email' and a recruiter will contact you as soon as possible.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Send Email
SGT STAR's Mobile App

If you're an Army Officer who wishes to transfer to another Branch within the
Army, you will need to contact your Branch manager. They'll be able to assist
you and provide you with your options.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/officer-careers-andspecialties. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

If you've received a "null" response, please ask your question again.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

If you've recently played organized sports you're probably in fair physical
condition, so keep up the good work. On the other hand, if you haven't been
physically active you'll probably need extra time to prepare for BCT. Your
Army Recruiter can help you prepare for BCT. While I cannot give out dietary
advice due to Army regulations, you can view a Physical Training (PT) Guide
for more information. Within this guide you can explore all the things that
today's Army Soldiers do to stay fit, including proper conditioning, movement
drills, and stretching techniques. You'll also find information and tips on
nutrition. As with any exercise program, consult your physician before starting
any exercise routine for proper guidance. For the Physical Training Guide,
view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/downloads/physical-training-guide. html
Here's More Links:
Army Physical Fitness Test
Height and Weight Standards
Body Fat Percentage Test
Physical Fitness Table
Starting Strong - Videos

Illegal drugs and paraphernalia are not tolerated in the Army. Soldiers are
subject to mandatory drug tests and those who test positive are subject to the
Uniformed Code of Military Justice and can be discharged from the Army.
Drug use can affect morale and the mission, and is a liability to the Soldier and
his team.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

I'm 6' - 1" tall and weigh 189 lbs, well within standards for a 28-year-old.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Fitness

I'm an Aries - a born leader, the Army has helped me develop my leadership
potential.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>
I'm an artificial intelligence agent created for the U.S. Army to provide you
with information about Army life. My experience is limited to the content on
this Web site.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

I'm familiar with the game SOCOM. For a realistic portrayal of the U.S. Army,
check out America's Army.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/downloads/americas-army-game. html
Here's More Links:
Americas Army Installation Help
Games And Downloads

I'm fine thanks. How are you?
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

I'm glad to hear it. What questions can I answer for you about the army?
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>
I'm here to help you navigate though goarmy.com and answer your questions
about the Army. I'm not here to discuss politics.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>
I'm partial to Beef Stew MRE's. They eat like a meal and mmmmmm they're
good.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/fitness-and-nutrition/componentsof-nutrition/meals-ready-to-eat. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

I'm sorry I wasn't able to provide you with the answers you were seeking.
Your feedback is important and will help us improve the quality of information
provided. If you have a question, comment, or suggestion for the Army,
please send an email by clicking 'Send Email' and a recruiter will get back to
you shortly.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links:
Send Email
Find a Local Recruiter

Response

I'm sorry you are experiencing technical issues. Feel free to use this page to
report techical problems on GoArmy.com.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/technical-site-feedback. html
Here's More Links:
SGT STAR's Mobile App

I'm sorry you feel that way. If you would like to speak with someone about
your concerns, please send the Army an email by clicking 'Send Email' and a
live recruiter will get back to you shortly.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links:
Send Email

I'm sorry, but the recruiting program you requested is no longer available. For
information on the most recent recruiting programs and promotions, talk to
your local recruiter about what the Army has to offer you.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/locate-a-recruiter. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

I'm sorry, I'm not authorized to release personal information about Soldiers.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Family Emergency
BCT Communication

Response

I'm wearing the Army's new Army Combat Uniform, or ACU. The digital
camouflage pattern is suitable for just about any situation, while its new
construction allows it to be worn comfortably under body armor. It was
introduced in April of 2005, and I have to say that it is quite possibly the most
comfortable and versatile uniform I've ever worn!
URL: http://www.army.mil/symbols/combatflash.html
Here's More Links:
Combat Uniform
Dress Uniform
Battle Rattle

In addition to Basic Pay or Drill Pay, there are many opportunities to earn
additional money in the Army. These one-time bonuses are available if you
choose a specific Army job, complete special training, take an extra
responsibility or have served in the military before. Initial payment will be
made upon arrival at your first duty station. The remaining bonus amount will
be paid in two annual increments. The Counselor at MEPS will provide you
with a payment schedule if this applies to you.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/money/bonuses-earning-extramoney. html
Here's More Links:
Basic Pay
Total Compensation
Request More Information

Response

In addition to Basic Pay or Drill Pay, there are many opportunities to earn
additional money in the Army. These one-time bonuses are available if you
choose a specific Army job, complete special training, take an extra
responsibility or have served in the military before. Initial payment will be
made upon arrival at your first duty station. The remaining bonus amount will
be paid in two annual increments. The Counselor at MEPS will provide you
with a payment schedule if this applies to you.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/money/bonuses-earning-extramoney. html
Here's More Links:
Basic Pay
Total Compensation

In addition to the income you'll earn as an Officer in the Army Dental Corps,
qualified dentists may be eligible for one or more financial incentive
programs. These programs include the Specialized Training Assistance
Program (STRAP), the Healthcare Professional Bonus (HPB), and the Active
Duty Health Professions Loan Repayment Program (ADHPLR). For more
information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/dentist/benefits. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

In addition to the income you'll earn as an officer in the Army Dental Corps,
qualified dentists may be eligible for one or more of the financial incentive
programs including the Specialized Training Assistance Program (STRAP), the
Healthcare Professional Bonus (HPB), and the Health Professional Loan
Repayment Program (HPLR).
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/dentist/benefits. html
Here's More Links:
Army Reserve Dental Corps Special Pay
Army Reserve Dental Corps Benefits

In basic training you start your day with an organized physical training session.
Your day can start as early as 4:30 a.m. and there may be days that you will
not get your eight hours of sleep, five to seven hours will be normal. The day
ends about 9 to 10 p.m. Be aware, that your basic training location may be in
a different time zone, so prepare accordingly.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

In Basic Training, your drill sergeants and training schedules dictate your daily
schedules. But in general, Soldiers wake up at 5 a.m. and go to sleep at 10
p.m. Personal time is daily from 9 p.m. to 10 p.m. (showers, boots, letters,
wall lockers). On Sunday, you are allowed to go to church services (all
denominations are accommodated) or you can stay in the barracks for
personal time. Your Drill Sergeant determines what you do with the rest of
your day.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Starting Strong - Videos

Response

In dentistry today, sharpening your skills and keeping abreast of the latest
techniques is imperative. That's why all Army Dental Corps officers are
encouraged to attend at least one professional dental meeting each year at
government expense. Guest speakers, professional study clubs, and individual
specialty clinical rotations are organized to provide at least 30 hours of
continuing education each year.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Dental Corps Advanced Programs
Dental Corps Benefits

In many Army Reserve jobs you'll have the opportunity to earn professional
and trade certifications. Nationally recognized, these certifications can help
you succeed in your civilian career and even give you an edge over civilians
seeking the same jobs. For more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/reserve/benefits/job-certification-and-ret.
html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

In most cases Soldiers are allowed to take leave upon completion of all initial
active duty training (BCT and AIT). Reserve Soldiers are not required to take
leave to return home. Family members and friends are encouraged to attend
Family Day and the BCT graduation and the Soldier is afforded some time off
to spend with them. All leave must be submitted to and approved by your
unit.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

In most cases, after you completed all of your training, Soldiers are authorized
to move their families to their permanent duty station.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Married Housing
Relocation Readiness Program (PCS)
AIT Living Arrangements

In most cases, on-base housing is available for you, your spouse and children
at little or no cost once you have completed all of your training. The type of
housing offered depends on how many children you have. Married Soldiers
can also live off post. The Army provides them with a Basic Allowance for
Housing (BAH) that varies by location.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

In most cases, on-base housing is available for you, your spouse and children
at little or no cost once you have completed all of your training. The type of
housing offered depends on how many children you have. Married Soldiers
can also live off post. The Army provides them with a Basic Allowance for
Housing (BAH) that varies by location.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/being-a-soldier/housing/familyhousing. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

In order to access your Army Knowledge Online (AKO) account, please log in
using the provided page. If you have any issues viewing this page or with your
account, you can contact the AKO help desk.
URL: https://www.us.army.mil
Here's More Links:
AKO Help Desk

In order to apply for the Non-Aviation Warrant Officer positions, you must
already be a Soldier in the Army or Army Reserve. For more information, view
this page.
URL: http://www.usarec.army.mil/hq/warrant/WOgeninfo_mos.shtml
Here's More Links: <NONE>

In order to enlist for both Active Duty and the Army Reserve, you must meet
the age, physical, educational, and citizenship requirements, just to name a
few. Select one of the links below to get additional enlistment requirements
or contact your local Recruiter to get the enlistment process started.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/service-options/enlisted-soldiers-andofficers/enlisted-soldier. html
Here's More Links:
Age Requirements
Education Level Required
Work Visa Requirement for Enlistment
Height and Weight Standards
Steps to Enlisting
Send Email
SGT STAR's Mobile App
Locate a Recruiter

Response

In order to have your discharge information corrected or reviewed for an
upgrade, please use the provided website.
URL: http://www.archives.gov/veterans/military-service-records/correctservice-records.html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

In order to locate the form or publication you are looking for, please use the
website provided.
URL: http://www.apd.army.mil/AdminPubs/ProductMap.asp
Here's More Links: <NONE>
In order to request K-9 training, you must already be an MP in the Army. Once
you are at your unit you will need to speak with your supervisor to find out if
that course is available to you.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

In order to stay concealed during missions, the Army has developed nontraditional full-body camouflage uniforms called ghillie suits to help Soldiers
blend in with the surrounding vegetation.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/army-vehicles-and-equipment/armygear-and-weapons. html
Here's More Links:
Battle Rattle

Response

In some cases, Soldiers are offered a guaranteed location as an enlistment
option based on Military Occupational Specialty (MOS) vacancies. All other
Soldiers identify their preferences prior to the start of Basic Combat Training.
Your choices, along with your MOS and the needs of the Army, determine
your first assignment. For more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/post-locations. html
Here's More Links:
Choosing an MOS

In the Active Army, you are required to leave your hometown environment to
serve in the Army in a full time position. You have full time employment with
a place to live, and benefits you can use throughout your military enlistment.
In the Army Reserve you return to your hometown after initial training and
train one weekend a month plus two weeks per year, and serve as needed.
Both options offer a variety of job choices and incentives. A Recruiter can help
you decide which enlistment option is best for you.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/service-options/active-duty-andreserve-duty. html
Here's More Links:
Active Duty Component
Reserve Component
Request More Information
Army Reserve and Army National Guard
National Guard: How to Join
Find a Local Recruiter

Response

In the Active Army, you are required to leave your hometown environment to
serve in the Army in a full time position. You have full time employment with
a place to live, and benefits you can use throughout your military enlistment.
In the Army Reserve you return to your hometown after initial training and
train one weekend a month plus two weeks per year, and serve as needed.
Both options offer a variety of job choices and incentives. A Recruiter can help
you decide which enlistment option is best for you.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/service-options/active-duty-andreserve-duty. html
Here's More Links:
Request More Information

In the Active Army, you are required to leave your hometown environment to
serve in the Army in a full time position. You have full time employment with
a place to live, and benefits you can use throughout your military enlistment.
In the Army Reserve you return to your hometown after initial training and
train one weekend a month plus two weeks per year, and serve as needed.
Both options offer a variety of job choices and incentives. A Recruiter can help
you decide which enlistment option is best for you.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/service-options/active-duty-andreserve-duty. html
Here's More Links:
Request More Information

Response

In the Army Reserve, general dentists, comprehensive dentists,
prosthodontists and oral surgeons are eligible for $75,000 in Special Pay.
Participants receive $25,000 per year for three years. Offer may be combined
with one other incentive.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/dentist/benefits. html
Here's More Links:
Army Reserve Dental Corps Incentives
Army Reserve Dental Corps Benefits

In the Army, a dependant refers to your spouse or any child or adult that
depends on you for basic care.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>
In the U.S. armed forces, the green beret may only be worn by personnel
awarded the Special Forces tab, signifying that they have been qualified as
Special Forces (SF) soldiers. The U.S. Army Special Forces wear the green beret
because of their links to the British Commandos of World War II.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/special-forces/team-members. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

In times of need your Army Reserve unit may be called upon to deploy for fulltime duty supporting the Active Duty Army. While deployed, Reserve Soldiers
receive the same pay, benefits and privileges as Active Duty Soldiers. The
length of deployment varies with the needs of the Army. Typically,
deployments are one year or less. Currently, legislation is under review that
will limit the frequency of Reserve deployments. Additionally, Reserve
Soldiers' civilian jobs are protected during their deployments, so they can pick
up where they left off upon returning home.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Deployment Discussion Board

In times of war, deployment is likely. The possibility of deployment depends
on your MOS and unit of assignment. All Soldiers must be strong, trained and
ready upon assignment to a unit and prior to any deployment, including
training exercises, humanitarian missions or combat operations. In general,
deployments last a maximum of one year. If you join the Army at the age of
17, you will not be eligible to deploy until you are 18 years of age.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Deployment Discussion Board
COMBAT JOBS
Non-Deployable Unit
Battle Rattle
Define War Zone

Response

Incredible, isn't it? Is there anything else I can help you with?
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>
Individuals who speak certain Middle-Eastern languages and enlist as
translator aide in the U.S. Army Individual Ready Reserve are eligible for an
enlistment bonus and if enlisting for a period of four or more years in the
Active Army may be eligible for an additional bonus. The Translator Aide
Program is part of the U.S. Army's effort to enlist and train Dari, Pashtu, Farsi
and Urdu speakers to help with rebuilding efforts in the Middle East. Those
who serve will be providing an invaluable service by using their language skills
to do something positive for the people of the Middle East. For more
information, contact your area recruiter or view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/money/bonuses-earning-extramoney. html
Here's More Links:
Request More Information

It is always best for you to continue to contact your recruiter or recruiting
station. Recruiters have a heavy workload such as visiting homes, schools,
attending or organizing special events and other paperwork and may not be
able to return your phone call within a specific time frame. If your recruiter is
not available to assist you and you have an issue, you can request to speak to
the Station Commander and he or she can assist you. View this page for
information on how to contact a Recruiting Station.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/locate-a-recruiter. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

It is great to show support to our troops either in Basic Training or when
deployed overseas. Are you asking about care packages for deployed soldiers
or a soldier attending Basic Training?
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
BCT
Deployed

It is time for you to sign up and become Army Strong. Unlock your potential
and take control of your future by joining the strongest ground force in the
world.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/learn. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

It's possible you could be injured in any job, not just the Army. The Army
prides itself in training of all Soldiers to ensure they are prepared for any
situation. In the event of injury, Soldiers are treated by some of the best
medical professionals in the world on the Army healthcare team.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

I've been in the Army for as long as I can remember, and I've loved every
minute of it.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
SGT STAR's Mobile App

Response

I've met a lot of people in the Army, but I am not allowed to give out personal
information on any of them.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Find a Local Recruiter

Jobs that are One Station Unit Training, where basic and job training is
combined together normally last between 13 to 22 weeks. The installations
that offer OSUT are Fort Benning for Infantry, Fort Knox for Armor,
Mechanics, Fort Leonard Wood for Engineers, MP, Chemical and Fort Sill for
Field Artillery.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/post-locations. html
Here's More Links:
Location of BCT
AIT Location and Times
Post Locations

JSLIST stands for Joint Service Lightweight Integrated Suit Technology. This
state-of-the-art suit, when combined with the Chemical Protective Mask, is
designed to provide protection against radioactive fallout particles, chemical
and biological agents, and other battlefield contaminants.
URL: http://www.army.mil/factfiles/equipment/nbc/jslist.html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Judge Advocate General's (JAG) Corps is the oldest law firm in the nation. As a
JAG Attorney, you'll become an Officer and practice law with all of the U.S.
Army's vast resources behind you, gaining experience in criminal and military
law, federal and international law, contract negotiation and legal assistance.
For more details, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/jag. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Judge Advocate General's (JAG) Corps is the oldest law firm in the nation. As a
JAG Attorney, you'll become an Officer and practice law with all of the U.S.
Army's vast resources behind you, gaining experience in criminal and military
law, federal and international law, contract negotiation and legal assistance.
For more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/jag. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Junior Reserve Officers' Training Corps, or JROTC, is designed to teach high
school students the value of citizenship, leadership, service to the community,
personal responsibility, and a sense of accomplishment, while instilling in
them self-esteem, teamwork, and self-discipline. It is not a requirement for
joining the Army, in fact the mission of the JROTC is to develop better citizens
and is not a recruiting tool. However, participants receive an incentive of a
higher rank upon enlistment. See your school guidance counselor for details.
URL: https://www.usarmyjrotc.com/jrotc/dt
Here's More Links:
Reserve Split Option

Response

Just like Army Soldiers, Chomp is well trained and well behaved. What else
can I answer for you about the Army?
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>
Many posts have arts and crafts shops that offer both leisure time and
instructional classes in a variety of art media including photography, pottery,
ceramics, and woodworking. The auto crafts shop provides a place where you
can perform self-help services on your vehicles.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/army-family-strong/recreation.
html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Many universities and colleges in the country offer an Army ROTC curriculum.
Use this page to search the 273 ROTC host programs nationwide, as well as
many of the nearly 1,000 other affiliated campuses. Contact your school's
Military Science department for more information on their particular
program. Many schools offer additional incentives for Army ROTC Cadets.
View this page to locate schools.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rotc/find-schools. html
Here's More Links:
ROTC Enrollment
Locate a Recruiter

Response

March 2 Success is a Web-based program, developed as a public service by
the U.S. Army, that provides a free, no obligation tool to help anyone improve
their test scores in the areas of English, Math and Science. Diagnostic tests
help students identify their strengths and weaknesses. This program makes
high quality, test preparation available to any current or former student - at
no cost. While registrants can request recruiter contact, there is no obligation
to do so. Only those registrants who indicate such a desire will be contacted.
URL: https://www.march2success.com
Here's More Links:
Take an ASVAB Pre-Test

Married applicants do qualify for enlistment as long as they meet the
dependency requirements. If you enter the Army as a single Soldier, it is
possible to get married during your time of enlistment. Soldiers would have to
notify their chain of command that they wish to get married and once married
they would need to change their marital status through their unit
administrative section. This will insure that their new family members are in
the system.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Medical Officers in the U.S. Army are eligible for specialized training
programs, including more than 57 fellowship programs in areas such as
cardiology, plastic surgery, preventive medicine and spine surgery.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/physician/benefits. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Military One Source supplements existing family programs by providing a 24hour, seven day a week toll free information and referral telephone line and
Internet/Web based service to active duty Soldiers and their family members.
Military One Source can provide information ranging from most everyday
concerns to dealing with such topics as relocation and deployment and
reunion issues. The toll free number for assistance is 1-800-342-9647. Callers
may call collect if toll free service is not available by calling 484-530-5908.
Help is available in English and Spanish.
URL: https://www.militaryonesource.com/MOS.aspx
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Military Police (MP) are primarily responsible for providing support to the
battlefield by conducting area security, police intelligence operations,
internment and resettlement, maneuver and mobility support, and law and
order operations. For more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.wood.army.mil/usamps/default.htm
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Mobilization refers to Reserve Component units that are placed on active duty
to support the active Army. Deployment refers to the movement of a unit
away from its home station.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

MOLLE is an acronym for Modular Lightweight Load-carrying Equipment and is
pronounced like the girl's name Molly. It was first introduced in the very late
1990s but it wasn't widely issued until after the 9/11 terror attacks. It has
seen action in Afghanistan and Iraq. The MOLLE system is comprised of: 1. A
vest with PALs (Pouch Attachment Ladder System) webbing, incorporating a
modular belt 2. A Rucksack (with PALs webbing) and external rucksack frame
3. Various pouches for attachment to the vest or rucksack
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/army-vehicles-and-equipment. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

MOS stands for Military Occupational Specialty. This is the job that you will
perform while in the Army.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/browse-career-and-jobcategories. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Most military posts have an SJA office that provides free legal assistance to
Soldiers and their families on personal legal matters. Assistance can be
provided in areas such as Powers of Attorney, family law, estate planning,
consumer law, landlord-tenant law, taxes, and immigration matters. Call 1800-342-9647 for more information.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/soldier-and-family-services. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Most overseas assignments are three years for married Soldiers who bring
dependants with them and two years for a single Soldier or a married Soldier
who does not bring dependants. An assignment to Korea is a one year
unaccompanied tour and two years if the Soldier is given a slot where they
can bring family members. Usually a stateside assignment is two to three
years or more.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Most Soldiers will have a military escort from the airport to Basic Training.
Your Recruiter will be able to help you coordinate your arrival.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/locate-a-recruiter. html
Here's More Links:
Locate a Recruiter Near Me

Most Soldiers will wear the Army Combat Uniform, or ACU, on a daily basis.
The ACU has a digitized camouflage pattern of slate gray, desert sand and
foliage green. The ACU consists of a long-sleeve jacket, cargo-type trousers,
moisture wicking t-shirt and the brown combat boots. This uniform will
replace both versions of the Battle Dress Uniform (BDU) and the Desert
Camouflage Uniform (DCU).
URL: http://www.army.mil/symbols/combatflash.html
Here's More Links:
Dress Uniform
Battle Rattle

Response

My eyes are brown.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>
My favorite place is at basic, turning a bunch of green recruits into a hardened
fighting force.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Location of BCT

My favorite weapon is the M-4 Carbine which is a version of the M16A2 rifle,
with a collapsible stock, a flat-top upper receiver accessory rail and a
detachable handle/rear aperture site assembly.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Army Weapons

My hair is light brown and I like to keep it high and tight.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

My mobile app gives you freedom to talk to me on your mobile device 24
hours a day. It's free and simple to download. Select the link below to get
started.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Google Play Store

My MOS, or military occupational specialty, is to guide you through the
GoArmy.com Web site and answer your questions regarding the Army.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Search for Jobs

My name is SGT STAR which stands for Strong, Trained And Ready. I'm an
artificial intelligence agent created for the U.S. Army to provide you with
information about Army life.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

MyPay gives soldiers and their families 24/7 access to information about a
service member's pay. If you are a service member or family member, view
this page to log into MyPay account using the associated pin number.
URL: https://mypay.dfas.mil/mypay.aspx
Here's More Links:
Army Family, Bank Services
Receiving Bonus Money
BCT Bank Accounts

Nearly all dentists who make the Army a career receive specialty training. That
is why the two-year Advanced General Dentistry Program (Comprehensive
Dentistry) began. Specialty residences are also available in: Endodontics,
Periodontics, Prosthodontics, Oral and Maxillofacial surgery, Public Health,
Orthodontics, and Oral Pathology.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Normally, once a Soldier arrives at the Reception Battalion (RECBN) they are
allowed to call home to let their families know they have arrived safely. Phone
calls during Basic Combat Training (BCT) are normally for emergencies only,
however, Soldiers can earn special phone privileges during their BCT to call
home. Soldiers will not have access to email or Internet during BCT. Family
and friends are encouraged to write letters to stay in touch with their trainee,
as this provides moral support as they grow into Soldiers. The Soldier will
need to provide you with his/her address in order for you to write them, this
will be provided once the Soldier has started BCT.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Care Packages at BCT
Family Emergency

Normally, Servicemembers are entitled to ship a privately owned vehicle
(POV) to or from an overseas location at government expense. You can
contact your local military transportation office for more information.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Nurses must make an initial commitment of 8 years, attend two-week Army
Medical Department Officer Basic Course, have flexible training, and be able
to serve when needed.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/nurse. html
Here's More Links:
Nurse Corp Reserve Training
Nurse Corps Reserve Eligibility Requirements

Response

Nurses serving on the U.S. Army Health Care Team are dedicated to providing
nursing care to our nation's Soldiers and their Families. You can find nurses
with skills that cover a broad range of specialties in our clinics, hospitals and in
field units around the world. In addition, the Army provides a wide-range of
programs designed to enhance your skills, and provides educational and
financial assistance. For more information, view this page.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Nurses serving on the U.S. Army Health Care Team are dedicated to providing
nursing care to our nation's Soldiers and their Families. You can find nurses,
with skills that cover a broad range of specialties, in our clinics, hospitals and
field units around the world. In addition, the Army provides a wide range of
programs designed to enhance your skills and provide educational and
financial assistance. Our nurses receive a comprehensive salary and benefits
package, which includes allowances for food and housing, plus low- or no-cost
health care, life and dental insurance. Nurses are also eligible for a
contributory retirement plan (similar to a 401(k)) as well as noncontributory
retirement benefits with 20 years of service. For nurses serving in the Army
Reserve, retirement benefits are paid at age 60 after 20 years of qualifying
service. For more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/nurse/benefits. html
Here's More Links:
Nurse Corps Advantages over Civilians

Response

Nurses who aren't currently commissioned in a branch of the military are
eligible for a sign-on bonus of $20,000 or $30,000. If you participate in the
Active Duty Nurse Loan Repayment Program, you are eligible for a sign-on
bonus of $10,000. For additional information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/nurse/benefits. html
Here's More Links:
Yes, I have a nursing degree.

OCS is 12 weeks of intense classroom and field training held at Fort Benning,
GA. You will receive the kind of leadership development training that is
unmatched by any other program. How? By developing your potential in the
most important of ways-mentally, physically and emotionally. You will be
grouped into squads where you will gain experience in all leadership rolesculminating in verbal and written feedback on your improvement. The 12
weeks and three phases of OCS can lead you to the ultimate goal: becoming
an Army Officer.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/become-an-officer/officercandidate-school. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Officer Basic Course, which is now known as Basic Officer Leader Course
Phase Three (BOLC III), is a step to prepare you for your first assignment as a
Platoon Leader in the field you have been assigned to. This is where you will
learn your duties and responsibilities. BOLC III courses length varies by branch.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/become-an-officer/officercandidate-school. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Officer Candidate School (OCS) is another way to become an Officer in the
U.S. Army. After completing Basic Combat Training (BCT) a Soldier, if applied
for, can enter OCS. Additionally, a Soldier can apply for OCS throughout his
enlisted service; eligibility requirements vary. If accepted a Soldier becomes
an Officer Candidate and participates in OCS for 12 weeks. Upon successful
completion a Soldier is commissioned a Second Lieutenant. Specific
requirements do apply. For more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/become-an-officer/officercandidate-school. html
Here's More Links:
OCS Requirements
OCS Education Requirements
OCS Service Obligation
Request More Information

Officer Candidate School (OCS) is another way to become an Officer in the
U.S. Army. After completing Basic Combat Training (BCT) a Soldier, if applied
for, can enter OCS. Additionally, a Soldier can apply for OCS throughout his
enlisted service; eligibility requirements vary. If accepted a Soldier becomes
an Officer Candidate and participates in OCS for 12 weeks. Upon successful
completion a Soldier is commissioned a Second Lieutenant. Specific
requirements do apply. For more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/become-an-officer/officercandidate-school. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Officer Candidate School (OCS) is another way to become an Officer in the
U.S. Army. After completing Basic Combat Training (BCT) a Soldier, if applied
for, can enter OCS. Additionally, a Soldier can apply for OCS throughout his
enlisted service; eligibility requirements vary. If accepted a Soldier becomes
an Officer Candidate and participates in OCS for 12 weeks. Upon successful
completion a Soldier is commissioned a Second Lieutenant. Specific
requirements do apply. For more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/become-an-officer/officercandidate-school. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Officers are entitled to an initial uniform allowance upon call to active duty or
active duty for training. The initial uniform allowance is payable only once to
an officer.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Officers are the Army's senior leaders. They lead activities in every aspect of
the Army and make decisions that directly impact the nation's security forces.
You can choose to serve as an Officer in Active Duty or in the Army Reserve.
For more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/service-options/enlisted-soldiers-andofficers/commissioned-officer. html
Here's More Links:
Becoming an Officer
Non-Commissioned Officer (NCO)

Response

Officers in the Medical Specialist Corps receive Non-Physician Health Care
Provider Board Certification Pay. To qualify, you must have a graduate degree,
plus board certification in your clinical specialty. Specialty Pay, $2,000 to
$5,000 per year, is calculated based on years of creditable service. View this
page for more information.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/allied-health/benefits. html
Here's More Links:
Medical Specialist Corps Speciality Training

Officers joining the Army in the OCS program will have a 3 year service
obligation upon the completion of OCS training.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/service-options/enlisted-soldiers-andofficers/commissioned-officer. html
Here's More Links:
Contract Length for Enlisted Soldiers
Officer Candidate School

Response

Officers may participate in two different Hometown or campus based
recruiting programs. The Officer Recruiting Alumni Program (ORAP) allows
officers that have recently completed commissioning requirements the
opportunity to return to their college campus or a recruiting station near their
hometown to share their experience with prospects. While this program is at
the expense of the officer, it provides the officer opportunity to reconnect
with friends and family. The Special Recruiter Assistance Program (SRAP) is for
officers returning from combat operations. This program is at government
expense and as a result is much more structured than ORAP. Emphasis is on
sharing lessons learned with Cadets from the officers deployment experience.
Approval must be obtained from the first Lt. Col. in the officer's chain of
command and be supervised by an on-campus ROTC Professor of Military
Science. However, SRAP does provide the officer time to reconnect with
friends and family. Interested officers should contact U.S. Army Cadet
Command for assistance in completing their ORAP/SRAP packets.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/locate-a-recruiter. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

On our GoArmy Ask a Soldier Discussion Board, you can review subjects there
that may answer your question. You can also post a question on the board
and a Soldier may have the current answer to your question. For additional
information on the Ask A Soldier Discussion Board, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rightnav/discussion-board. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

On post housing is provided at no cost, whether you are single or married.
Soldiers who choose to live off post are provided a Basic Allowance for
Housing (BAH) that varies by location. The BAH offsets the cost of housing
when Soldiers live off base. Housing Allowance rates are based on location,
rank and family status. BAH is the second-largest piece of compensation for
most Soldiers. For married Soldiers, this benefit starts when you ship to BCT.
URL: http://www.dod.mil/militarypay/pay/bah/index.html
Here's More Links:
Allowances
Cost of Living Allowance (COLA)
Food Allowance

On the displayed page, use the calculator to input your height, age, and
gender to see if you meet the Army Weight Standards.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/fitness-and-nutrition/componentsof-fitness/body-composition. html
Here's More Links:
Fitness and Nutrition Help Before BCT
Body Fat Percentage Test
Army Physical Fitness Test
SGT STAR's Mobile App

Response

Once committed to the United States Army, you cannot change branches
during your term of service.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Operation Blue to Green
Contract Length for Enlisted Soldiers

Once you are at your first permanent duty station (after all initial entry
training), if you are not married you will live in single Soldier barracks. These
are set up like dorm rooms, separated by gender, and normally shared by two
Soldiers per room. Civilians can not live in the barracks but can visit Soldiers
there. Please check this link for more information about each installation's
single Soldier housing.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Once you are at your first permanent duty station (after all initial entry
training), if you are not married you will live in single Soldier barracks. These
are set up like dorm rooms, separated by gender, and normally shared by two
Soldiers per room. Civilians can not live in the barracks but can visit Soldiers
there. Please check this link for more information about each installation's
single Soldier housing.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/being-a-soldier/housing/singlesoldier-living. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Once you are at your first permanent duty station (after all initial entry
training), if you are not married you will live in single Soldier barracks. These
are set up like dorm rooms, separated by gender, and normally shared by two
Soldiers per room. Civilians can not live in the barracks but can visit Soldiers
there. Please check this link for more information about each installation's
single Soldier housing.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/being-a-soldier/housing/singlesoldier-living. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Once you are determined to be fully qualified, an Army Guidance Counselor
will assist you in selecting a job based on your qualifications. Your ASVAB
score and physical exam help determine your eligibility for jobs. Would you
like to talk to a recruiter about your opportunities?
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/browse-career-and-jobcategories. html
Here's More Links:
Email a Recruiter
No, I would not like to talk to a Recruiter.

Once you arrive at your permanent duty station, you can speak with your unit
chain of command about the possibility of volunteering for deployment.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/locate-a-recruiter. html
Here's More Links:
Apply Online

Response

Once you complete your initial entry training (both BCT/AIT), you can speak to
your local education center about having your Army training transferred into
college credits.
URL: https://www.goarmyed.com/public/public_programs_servicescollege_credit_for_mos.aspx
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Once you create a MY GOARMY account, you'll have the option to send pages
to a friend. By clicking the send to a friend button, you'll send an email to the
address you provide along with a link to the goarmy.com content you want to
share.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Log into My GOARMY Account

Once you decide to join the Army, your success depends on your
qualifications, desire, commitment and demonstrated leadership potential.
Promotions from E-1 to E-4 are automatic with time in grade, time in service
and by approval of your command. Further promotion depends on promotion
board result and selection from the Department of the Army. For Warrant and
Commission Officer their first promotion after school is based on time in
service, and future promotions are through the Department of the Army
selection board.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/ranks-and-insignia. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Once you decide to join the Army, your success depends only on your desire
and commitment to become a better Soldier. While the amount of time spent
in each rank is based on averages, you can often accelerate the promotion
process by taking advantage of additional training and schooling
opportunities. View this page to see a list of Army Ranks and Insignias.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/ranks-and-insignia. html
Here's More Links:
General Discussion Board
Enlisting with Advance Rank
Promotions
Salary
SGT STAR's Mobile App

One of the most important aspects of being a Soldier is working successfully
with a team. Unit Training tests your skills as an individual and the talents of
every Soldier around you. There are many opportunities to receive Unit
Training throughout your Army career, whether you're an Active Duty Soldier
or in the Army Reserve. Unit Training is where you gain the hands-on
experience that prepares you for real-world missions.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

One of the seven Army Values is Integrity. All Soldiers represent these values,
which are the foundation of our Army. Prospective applicants should look to
themselves for this value because the Army does. Failure to fully disclose
correct and accurate information prior to and during the enlistment process
will lead to discharge from the United States Army and Army Reserve. All new
Soldiers are required to sign a form which is part of their contract, that states:
I have reviewed all information contained in this document to date. That
information is correct and true to the best of my knowledge and belief, if
changes were required, the original entry has been marked "See item34" and
the correct information is provided below.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

One Station Unit Training is when BCT and AIT are combined at the same post.
The location will depend on your MOS.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
OSUT AIT Location and Times

Only female Soldiers are authorized to carry and use an umbrella, and only
during inclement weather, when wearing the service (class A and B), dress,
and mess uniforms. The commercial design umbrella is an optional purchase
item and must be black, plain, and with no logos or designs. Umbrellas are not
authorized in formations when wearing field or utility uniforms.
URL: http://www.army.mil/asu/
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Only the most qualified Non-Commissioned Officers (NCOs) are chosen to
attend Drill Sergeant School, where they are trained to fulfill a role of utmost
importance - the role of a Drill Sergeant. After all, Drill Sergeants teach new
recruits every aspect of Basic Combat Training - which means they have the
great responsibility of shaping recruits into the best Soldiers in the world. For
more information about Drill Sergeant School, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/being-a-soldier/ongoingtraining/specialized-schools/drill-sergeant-school. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Only you can determine whether the Army is right for you or not. Joining the
U.S. Army opens the door to an exciting, life-changing adventure with
opportunities that would not be available to you anywhere else. I recommend
you explore goarmy.com thoroughly so you can make the best decision for
you. What kind of information can I start you with?
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/service-options. html
Here's More Links:
Request More Information

Response

Overall, the Army has three categories of Soldiers: Enlisted, Warrant Officer
and Officers. Each has its own specialized training, responsibilities and areas
of expertise. Together, they are critical to the Army's ability to defend our
country. Enlisted Soldiers put plans into action. Much like employees at a
company, they perform specific jobs and have the knowledge that ensures the
success of their unit's missions. Warrant Officers are highly specialized experts
and trainers who progress within their specialized career fields. Officers
implement strategic concepts at various levels of the Army, they are problemsolvers and planners who lead other Soldiers in all situations. For more
information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/service-options/enlisted-soldiers-andofficers. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Partnering graduate schools and seminaries offer generous scholarships or
tuition waivers to qualified students who enter the Army Chaplain Candidate
Program.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/education-benefits/money-forcollege/scholarships. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

PATRIOT stands for Phased Array Tracking Intercept of Target. Since 1985 the
PATRIOT has been used by the Corps to provide defense against aircraft,
cruise missiles, and tactical ballistic missiles (TBMs). The Patriot Advanced
Capability-3 (PAC-3) is designed to use hit-to-kill technology for greater
defense against TBMs armed with weapons of mass destruction.
URL: http://www.army.mil/factfiles/equipment/airdefense/patriot.html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

PaYS was created to give Soldiers the best career opportunities possible after
the Army by giving you preferential hiring at select companies all over the
country - including many Fortune 500 companies. It's a valuable benefit that
only the Army offers.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/additional-incentives/partnership-foryouth-success. html
Here's More Links:
Army PaYS Program - Official Facebook Page (Login Required)

People from all walks of life join the Army Reserve, they are serving their
country part-time while continuing to work in their community.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/reserve/profiles. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>
Personal vehicles are not authorized during Basic Combat Training. Depending
on your MOS, you may be allowed to bring a vehicle to AIT.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Personal amenities

Physicians in certain specialties are eligible for $75,000 in special pay from the
Army Reserve. The bonus is paid in three yearly increments of $25,000. This
incentive may be combined with one other Army Reserve incentive program.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/physician/benefits. html
Here's More Links:
Medical Corps Specialty Training

Response

Please click on the links provided to find the information you are looking for.

Please click one of the links below to find out more information about
Commissioned Officers or Warrant Officers.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Warrant Officer
Commissioned Officer

Please click one of the links below to find out more information about
religion.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Religious Preferences in the Army
Religious Services
Equal Opportunity

Please send the Army an email by clicking "Send Email" and a recruiter will
contact you as soon as possible.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us. html
Here's More Links:
Send Email
Find a Local Recruiter
Talking to a Recruiter Discussion Board

Response

Please send the Army an email by clicking 'Send Email' and a live recruiter will
get back to you shortly.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links:
Send Email
SGT STAR's Mobile App
Request More Information

Please view this page to explore your options in the Health Care field as an
enlisted soldier.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/browse-career-and-jobcategories/medical-and-emergency. html
Here's More Links:
Request More Information

President Barack Obama is the current President of the United States of
America.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Prior Service applicants who desire to reenlist into the Army must meet all the
basic qualifications and provide their discharge paperwork to a Recruiter. To
determine if you meet the age requirements, subtract your total active duty
time from your age. If this number is less than 35, you meet the age eligibility
requirements for active duty. For the Army Reserve you must be able to retire
with 20 years of federal service before the age of 60. Enlistment incentives
and specialty training are usually not authorized, but may be available.
Instead of attending basic training you may have to attend Warrior Transition
Course (WTC). To see your options, incentives and processing requirements,
contact your local Recruiter.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links:
Reenlistment or Reclassification
Find a Local Recruiter
DD form and Reenlistment After Discharge
Prior Service Rank
SGT STAR's Mobile App

Prior Service records may be located in archives, for information that may
assist you view this page.
URL: http://www.archives.gov/veterans/military-service-records/
Here's More Links:
Request for Military Medical Records

Response

Privates through Specialists may retain their ranks upon separation of the
Army if they re-join the Army within a window of eligibility. Sergeants or
higher must have their rank eligibility evaluated.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Promotions may be available for those who have earned Eagle Scout, Girl
Scout Gold Awards or Billy Mitchell Awards, to name a few. Contact your local
Recruiter for details.
URL: https://www.usarmyjrotc.com/jrotc/dt
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Provides up to $120,000 to pay down qualifying dental school loans through
the Active Duty Health Professions Loan Repayment Program (ADHPLRP);
participants receive $40,000 per year for three years.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/health-care/benefits. html
Here's More Links:
Health Professions Scholarship Program (HPSP)

PS stands for Prior Service and means that you have previously serviced in a
branch of the military. NPS stands for Non-Prior Service and means that you
have never served in the military before.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Prior Service
Enlistment Standards

Response

Qualified Active Duty and Reserve recruits may be eligible for a combination
of bonuses. For more information, contact your Recruiter or view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/money/bonuses-earning-extramoney. html
Here's More Links:
Find a Local Recruiter

Qualified Soldiers may apply for U.S. Citizenship once they have completed
training and have arrived at their duty Station or Army Reserve Unit. Every
military installation should have a designated point-of-contact to handle the
application and certify Request for Certification of Military Service. You should
inquire through your chain of command to find out who this person is, so they
can help you with your application packet.
URL: http://www.uscis.gov/military
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Ranger candidates must pass Airborne school and a stringent orientation
course before they will be selected to enter Ranger school, which lasts about
two months. Being a Ranger involves special physical and mental training and
challenges. As a Ranger, you will serve as a member of one of the Army's elite
combat units.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/being-a-soldier/ongoingtraining/specialized-schools/ranger-school. html
Here's More Links:
Special Operations Discussion Board

Response

Ranging in age from 21-62, these nursing professionals vary greatly in their
backgrounds and experiences. Almost 64 percent of Active and Reserve
Nurses are married. All active nurses hold baccalaureate degrees while 35
percent hold their masters. Regardless of your nursing background, there is a
place for you in the Army Nurse Corps.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/amedd-categories/nursecorps-jobs. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Recruiters are professionally trained to help prospective recruits choose the
right paths.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/becoming-a-soldier/working-witha-recruiter. html
Here's More Links:
Find a Local Recruiter
SGT STAR's Mobile App

Response

Recruiters are responsible for verifying age, citizenship, trainability, education,
physical, medical, dependants, moral and administrative eligibility
requirements. A determination is made on whether the person is qualified,
not qualified, or needs a waiver to become eligible for enlistment. A person
that is permanently disqualified does not meet the requirements for
enlistment at that present time or in the future. A person that does not
receive an approved waiver may have the option to reapply for a waiver after
a certain time period depending on the nature of the waiver. Talk to the
Recruiter to see if you qualify.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Find a Local Recruiter
Email Us

Recruits must face their fear of heights head-on during the second week of
Basic Combat Training, rappelling from the Warrior Tower. For more
information and a video, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/becoming-a-soldier/basic-combattraining/phase-2-white. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Regardless if you're fluent in a foreign language or would like to learn one, the
U.S. Army Language Program may be for you. The only criteria is that you
must have an aptitude to learn, meet the qualifying standards of the Army,
and be a U.S. citizen. Students at the Defense Language Institute (DLI) learn
how to speak and write fluently. For more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/linguist. html
Here's More Links:
Request More Information

Regardless of your dental experience, you will enter with the rank of at least
Captain, and you will be entitled to all the prestige and privilege of being an
officer in the U.S. Active Army.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Religious services are provided during BCT as well as throughout your Soldier's
term of enlistment. Chaplains work with both families and Soldiers to assist
them in handling problems of all sorts. Some of these stresses might include
becoming a Soldier. Your Recruiter can put you or your Soldier in touch with a
Unit Ministry Team, a resource you may contact at any time.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/locate-a-recruiter. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Request for Info Packs are sent only to locations in the United States and its
territories. They may be mailed to APO or FPO addresses also. If you have
further questions, please send the Army an email by clicking 'Send Email' and
a live recruiter will get back to you shortly.
URL:
https://my.goarmy.com/info/form/GetBrcFormRedirectByUrl.do?url=/info/se
nd1
Here's More Links:
Send Email

Reserve Soldiers have to meet the same training requirements as Active Duty
Soldiers. This includes going through Basic Combat Training, unless you have
previously completed an Army or Marine Corps Basic Training course.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/becoming-a-soldier/basic-combattraining. html
Here's More Links:
Reserve Training

Response

Retirees can request voluntary recall for contingency operation or preassignment by logging into the U.S. Army Human Resources Command portal.
Select the "Tools" icon. In the Tools section, select "Continuum of Service
Application". Select "Start" at the bottom right to continue with the
application process. Review and update contact information if required and
then select "Next". Selecting the check box indicates that you agree to have
your name placed on the Continuum of Service consideration list for an 18month period. Select "Finish" will complete the process.
URL: https://www.hrcapps.army.mil/portal/
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Review this tutorial page for instructions.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/ask-sgt-star. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>
ROTC non-scholarship cadets have the option to participate in the
Simultaneous Membership Program (SMP). SMP Cadets are assigned to a
reserve Component Troop Unit (TPU), while simultaneously participating as a
contracted cadet in the ROTC Advanced Course at a university or college. SMP
cadets are entitled to Reserve Component pay of E-5 under this program.
Upon completion of the ROTC program, the Officer has an eight-year
obligation that can be served in the Reserve Forces, on Active Duty or a
combination of the two.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rotc/ways-to-attend. html
Here's More Links:
ROTC Green to Gold Program
ROTC for Currently Enlisted Soldiers

Response

ROTC Nursing Program offers full tuition scholarships for those who wish to
be Army Nurses. You'll take courses in military science with your nursing
program.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Selected Cadets may choose to serve part-time in the U.S. Army Reserve while
pursuing a civilian career.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rotc. html
Here's More Links:
Army Reserve
National Guard: How to Join
Locate a Recruiter

Service options for the Army Reserve range from one to six years depending
on the individual's MOS, the incentives that they may qualify for and the
location of their Army Reserve Center.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/reserve/jobs/help-choosing. html
Here's More Links:
Contract Length for Enlisted Soldiers
Find a Local Recruiter
Request More Information
Send Email

Response

Servicemembers' Group Life Insurance (SGLI) provides coverage up to a
maximum of $400,000 in death benefit. Premiums are currently only $.65
cents per $1,000 of coverage; the amount is deducted automatically from the
Soldier's basic pay each month. Spouses and children are eligible for Family
SGLI.
URL: http://www.insurance.va.gov/sgliSite/default.htm
Here's More Links:
Basic Pay

Servicemembers' Group Life Insurance (SGLI) provides coverage up to a
maximum of $400,000 in death benefit. Premiums are currently only $.65
cents per $1,000 of coverage; the amount is deducted automatically from the
Soldier's basic pay each month. Spouses and children are eligible for Family
SGLI.
URL: http://www.insurance.va.gov/sgliSite/default.htm
Here's More Links:
Basic Pay

Several programs have been established within the Army to help Soldiers and
family members continue their education. Army Education Centers provide
counseling and testing services and education programs. Here you can obtain
counseling and advice about earning degrees from accredited colleges or
universities, and information concerning programs, such as English as a
Second Language. Many installations have satellite college campuses right on
post.
URL: https://www.hrcapps.army.mil/portal/
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Sexual harassment is unacceptable and has no place in the Army. The Army
maintains a zero tolerance stance pertaining to sexual harassment or
misconduct, and charges all Soldiers entering the Army to report any violation
of this policy. In addition, Drill Sergeants go through a rigorous application and
training process. They are trained in and teach Army Values, basic combat
skills, and human relations skills.
URL: http://www.preventsexualassault.army.mil/
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Since before the United States entered World War II, the USO (United Service
Organizations) has been the bridge between the American public and the U.S.
military. In times of peace and war, the USO has consistently delivered its
special brand of comfort, morale and recreational services to the military.
URL: http://www.uso.org/
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Single Soldiers are not permitted to have pets in their barracks rooms.
Married Soldiers may be authorized to have pets in post housing, but they
must follow post regulations pertaining to pets. All animals on post need to be
registered with the post veterinary clinic. The Army will not pay to transport
animals to overseas locations, and you may not be able to bring your pet with
you on some duty assignments, including deployments.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Single Soldiers are not permitted to have pets in their barracks rooms.
Married Soldiers may be authorized to have pets in post housing, but they
must follow post regulations pertaining to pets. All animals on post need to be
registered with the post veterinary clinic. The Army will not pay to transport
animals to overseas locations, and you may not be able to bring your pet with
you on some duty assignments, including deployments.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Sniper training is not an enlistment option. To become a sniper you must be
either in the Infantry or Special Forces career fields; score perfect with the
M16A2 or M4 within 6 months; be at least an E-3; recommended by your
Company Commander; have 20/200 correctable to 20/20 vision and normal
color vision; have NO Disciplinary history of any kind; be capable of working
alone under adverse conditions for extended periods; and pass a
Psychological Evaluation.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

SOLD (Spouse Orientation and Leader Development) is an innovative system
for providing services to Army spouses, helping them make the most of life in
the military. Although SOLD's primary focus is spouses, Soldiers, parents,
children, and significant others can benefit as well. SOLD enhances
performance, readiness, retention and recruiting by supporting the families
who support and influence the Soldier.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Soldier and Family Services
Army Family, Spouse and Family Orientation

Response

Soldiers are allowed to keep their uniforms if they have been discharged
under honorable conditions. All issued gear will be turned in prior to
discharge from the Army.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Soldiers are authorized relocation of family members to AIT of 20 weeks or
more in length, with the permission of their company commander. However,
Soldiers will live in the barracks until after successful completion of the 11th
week of AIT. Therefore, even if the family members are moved to the AIT
location at the beginning of the course, the Soldier will NOT be allowed to
reside with them until after successful completion of the 11th week of AIT.
Unmarried Soldiers and Soldiers with an AIT that is shorter than 20 weeks will
live in the barracks.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/being-a-soldier/housing. html
Here's More Links:
Barracks
Married Housing
AIT Car Ownership
AIT Packing List

Soldiers are sworn into the Army with the official Oath of Enlistment. The
Oath is administered at the Military Entrance Processing Station (MEPs) prior
to Basic Training. Every Soldier must adhere to the Oath of Enlistment
throughout their military career. It's a pledge to defend the Constitution.
URL: http://www.history.army.mil/faq/oaths.htm
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Soldiers assigned or deployed to locations where the military will not move
families receive a monthly Family Separation Allowance to cover expenses
incurred during a Soldier's separation from their family. For additional
information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/money/allowances-covering-the-costof-living. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Soldiers assigned to high-cost locations in the continental U.S. and overseas
are paid a Cost of Living Allowance. This allowance offsets the higher costs of
food, transportation, clothing and other non-housing items. Higher costs of
housing are covered separately by the Basic Allowance for Housing (BAH).
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/money/allowances-covering-the-costof-living. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Soldiers can earn a wide array of awards. For information on awards, view this
page.
URL: http://www.tioh.hqda.pentagon.mil/Awards/order_of_precedence.aspx
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Soldiers have the opportunity to attend 2-year junior or 4-year senior military
colleges through the ROTC program. Click one of the links below for more
information.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rotc/courses-and-colleges/military-colleges.
html
Here's More Links:
West Point Military Academy
Junior Military College
Senior Military Colleges

Soldiers have the same legal rights as any other American. They can vote, own
personal weapons, and participate in all other constitutionally protected
rights.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Soldiers in the Individual Ready Reserve (IRR) have not yet fulfilled their
service obligation to the Army either in the Active Army or in the Army
Reserve. Soldiers have a Military Service Obligation (MSO) for eight years
total. Based on needs of the Army, those in the IRR are sometimes recalled to
fill important jobs during crises.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Soldiers in the National Guard can transfer to Active Duty. View this page to
email us for more information.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Soldiers may not reject an assignment to serve or live with any other Soldier.
Further, the Army will not allow the early discharge of Soldiers based upon
their objection to the repeal of any new policy, including Don't Ask, Don't Tell.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links:
Find a Local Recruiter

Soldiers on Active Duty can transfer to the Army Reserve upon completion of
their service obligation. Reservists may transfer to Active Duty while still
serving. Soldiers need to work through their Career Counselors for more
information.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Soldiers typically remain at a duty station for at least three years.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>
Soldiers who enlist for and complete Officer Candidate School (OCS) in an
eligible Area of Concentration may receive a bonus for Army Reserve
enlistment. For active duty enlistment, they can qualify for the Loan
Repayment Program. For more information, contact your recruiter.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/money/bonuses-earning-extramoney. html
Here's More Links:
Request More Information

Response

Soldiers who enlist for and complete Warrant Officer Flight Training (WOFT)
may qualify for the Loan Repayment Program. For more information, contact
your recruiter.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/service-options/enlisted-soldiers-andofficers/warrant-officers. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Soldiers who have served 90 or more days on Active Duty on or after
September 11, 2001, are eligible for the Post-9/11 GI Bill. The Bill provides up
to 36 months of benefits for education at an institution of higher learning.
Benefits of the program include tuition, fees, a monthly living allowance,
books and supplies. Benefits can also be transferred to a spouse or dependent
children.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/education-benefits/money-forcollege. html
Here's More Links:
GI Bill

Soldiers will not be involuntarily separated from the Army for being in a samesex marriage.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links:
Find a Local Recruiter

Response

Soldiers will receive monthly pay during BCT via Direct Deposit, the
mandatory method for military pay. You should already have a bank account
set up before you leave for basic training. Bring your account information and
an ATM/debit card with you. If you don't have an account set up, one of the
first things the staff will do is require you to establish an account at the base
credit union or base bank. However, it may be several weeks before the bank
can give you a debit card, which will impact your ability to access your pay.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/becoming-a-soldier/basic-combattraining/introduction. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Some enlisted Soldiers may have a job that would require them to carry a
sidearm in addition to their rifle, like military police for example, but the
majority of Soldiers carry M16s.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Some jobs have specific citizenship requirements, but generally you are
eligible to join the U.S. Army if you are a U.S. citizen, U.S. National, or have a
green card. In order to move to the United States you have to get a resident
card, which is obtained by getting a job in the U.S first. Green cards are
obtained after you live in the United States for 5 years or marry a U.S. citizen.
URL: http://www.uscis.gov/portal/site/uscis
Here's More Links:
Enlistment Standards
English Comprehension Language Test
Locate a Recruiter

Response

Some jobs may require that you have a driver's license to be able to meet the
eligibility requirements for that specific job. Other jobs do not require that
you have a driver's license to qualify for enlistment. Contact a Recruiter to
find out what jobs require a driver's license.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/locate-a-recruiter. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Some of the content available on MY GOARMY includes the Army Career
Explorer, which helps match an Army job with your capabilities and interests.
You can also subscribe to Army Podcasts and RSS feeds to get the latest news
and updates about the Army. There's also content created especially for
parents and much, much more. View this page to create a MY GOARMY
account.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/help-choosing-a-careerjob/army-career-explorer. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Some Soldiers choose to build lifelong careers in the Army. Others decide to
pursue opportunities in the civilian world. Whatever path you choose, the
Army supports your decision with programs and guidance to help you
succeed.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/after-the-army. html
Here's More Links:
PaYS Program

Response

Sorry, you've used up all your chances. Come back when you live up to the
Army Values.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/being-a-soldier/living-the-armyvalues. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Special duty pay is offered to Soldiers in jobs that demand extra responsibility
or extraordinary effort.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/money/special-pay-for-special-dutiesand-skills. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Special forces are either on a mission worldwide or training for a mission.
Some of these missions are classified and can range from counterterrorism to
unconventional warfare to humanitarian efforts.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/special-forces/primary-missions. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Special Forces are often deployed abroad to preclude, preempt, and resolve
terrorist incidents. The top goal for the Special Forces Counter Terrorism
exercise is to prevent terrorist uprisings or cells from forming.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/special-forces/primarymissions/counterterrorism. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Special Forces groups are organized in small teams of 12 men.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/special-forces/team-members. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Special Forces have long employed the use of Unconventional Warfare (UW),
a.k.a. guerrilla warfare to train forces in the enemy-held or controlled
territory. Unlike Direct Action, which is generally a quick campaign, UW can
last months, even years.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/special-forces/primarymissions/unconventional-warfare. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Special Forces Soldiers are the Army's most specialized experts in
unconventional warfare. They make up a strategic multi-purpose force
capable of a rapid response to various contingencies around the world. These
highly skilled Soldiers are trained in various missions and environments and
are sometimes called on to survive for months behind enemy lines.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/special-forces. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Specific feminine hygiene products can be purchased at the PX. For additional
items for women, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/becoming-a-soldier/basic-combattraining/introduction. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

STARR - Specialized Training for Army Reserve Readiness is a program that
allows non-prior service and prior service Soldiers to be trained in a medical
job by taking their job training at a local community college. Ask your
recruiter about the STARR program.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Students enrolled in accredited medical schools are eligible for a monthly
stipend. Once you graduate, you'll train as part of an Army Reserve unit and
get a chance to serve.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/education-benefits/money-forcollege. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Thank you for apologizing. Remember, you should communicate with me as if
you were speaking to a live Recruiter. Keep in mind that you will be held
accountable for anything you type. All threats are taken very seriously and will
be investigated by the Army Criminal Investigation Division. What else can I
tell you about joining the Army?
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Thanks for chatting with me and visiting goarmy.com. Remember, I'm here 24
hours a day, seven days a week to answer your Army Recruiting questions.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Thanks, I try.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
SGT STAR's Mobile App

Response

That is a good question, however, I am not positive that I understand what
you're asking. Try rephrasing your question. I understand simple questions
best.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Send Email
Request More Information

That would be 2. This is too easy, but don't you have some questions about
the Army I can help you with?
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
ASVAB

That's a question for an Internet dating service, not GoArmy. Next question,
please!
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Is SGT STAR Real?

That's an easy one, energy equals mass times the velocity of light squared.
What questions can I answer for you about the Army?
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
ASVAB

Response

That's ok, what else can I help you with?
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>
That's ok. Just remember that you can sign up at any time. What else can I
help you with?
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>
That's too bad. Sometimes life isn't easy, but if it was easy, we wouldn't learn
and grow from it. When life serves us lemons, we need to crush the lemons,
add sugar and make lemonade. I hope things turn around for you. What can I
answer for you about the army?
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The 101st Airborne Division (Air Assault) located at Fort Campbell, Kentucky,
and nicknamed the "Screaming Eagles" is an airborne division of the U.S. Army
primarily trained for air assault operations. During the Vietnam War, the 101st
was re-designated an airmobile division, and later as an air assault division.
The unit keeps the identifier of "airborne," but it does not conduct parachute
operations at the division level.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The 10th Mountain Division (Light Infantry), stationed at Fort Drum, New
York, is a specially tailored infantry division that is rapidly deployable by
strategic airlift to conduct a full spectrum of operations from humanitarian
relief to combat. Over the last decade, the 10th Mountain Division has been
involved in more deployments than any other division in the Army.
URL: http://www.drum.army.mil/sites/local/
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The 3rd U.S. Infantry Regiment conducts and supports Official Joint and Army
ceremonies, memorial affairs, and special events representing the U.S. Army
and the Armed Forces to the highest standard. For more information, view
this page.
URL:
http://www.army.mil/info/organization/unitsandcommands/commandstruct
ure/theoldguard/
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The 75th Ranger Regiment is a flexible, highly-trained, and rapidly deployed
light-infantry force with specialized skills that enable it to deploy against a
variety of conventional and special operations targets. This elite unit is the
premier light-infantry regiment in the world.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/ranger. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The 82nd Airborne Division is out of Fort Bragg, North Carolina, and is the
Army's rapid deployment force. Its mission is to deploy to any place in the
world within 18 hours and to secure key objectives for follow-up military
operations in support of U.S. national interests.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The Accelerated Enlistment Program, also known as the 15 month enlistment
option, is not available at this time.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>
The acronym USACAPOC is for the U.S. Army Civil Affairs and Psychological
Operations Command. The ultimate objective of U.S. military psychological
operations is to convince enemy, neutral, and friendly nations and forces to
take action favorable to the United States and its allies. Civil affairs units
support military commanders by working with civil authorities and civilian
populations in the commander's area of operations.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/reserve/jobs/browse/intelligence-and-combatsupport/psychological-operations-specialist. html
Here's More Links:
37 PSYOPS Operations Officer

Response

The Active Army College Loan Repayment Program allows you to pay off
qualified federally insured student loans when you enlist. The program pays
up to $65,000 for selected specialties to repay college loans.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/education-benefits/money-forcollege. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The active duty commitment for the Army Nurse Corps is attending the 11week Army Medical Department (AMEDD) Officer Basic Course (OBC) and
serving on active duty for three to four years.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/amedd-categories/nursecorps-jobs. html
Here's More Links:
Nurse Corp Benefits

The AFQT is a score from the ASVAB which is used to determine your
qualifications for enlistment.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/learn/understanding-the-asvab. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>
The Army and Army Reserve Tuition Assistance Program allows you to receive
100% tuition assistance.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/reserve/benefits/education.
html#tuition_assistance
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The Army Career Explorer is a place where you can explore Army
opportunities and benefits, browse for jobs that match your capabilities and
interests, ask questions of a Recruiter, and more. For more information view
this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/help-choosing-a-careerjob/army-career-explorer. html
Here's More Links:
Choosing an MOS
Find a Local Recruiter
Request More Information

The Army Crossover page is no longer available.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>
The Army Dental Corps offers its Active Army Officers a number of categories
of special pay. Each Officer is eligible for one or more of these financial
incentives, which are offered in addition to base pay. For more information,
view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/dentist/benefits. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The Army Dental Corps offers you a wealth of benefits and life experiences
you couldn't get with any other health care organization. These benefits
include the opportunity to work overseas in up-to-date clinics in countries like
Belgium, Italy, and Japan. Wherever you're assigned, you'll enjoy all the
personal advantages you would receive in the U.S., such as quality schools,
post housing or housing allowances, and many amenities and recreational
facilities on post. You never have to worry about losing pay, benefits, or
seniority if you move either.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The Army expects the same of you that you should expect of yourself - to be a
dedicated full-time student, putting your best effort toward your studies.
Along with your studies, for six weeks each year while you are a student, you
will serve as a Second Lieutenant in the Army Reserve. After your first year of
school and completion of the Army Medical Department (AMEDD) Officer
Leaders Basic Course, you'll have the opportunity to perform clinical rotations
in Army health care facilities for up to six weeks each year during the next two
years of school. Your active duty obligation to the Army is one year for each
year you receive the HPSP.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/education. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The Army Family Team Building (AFTB) program is an educational program
that prepares family members to learn about the Army and be more selfreliant. Classes include everything from military terms, acronyms, introduction
to the chain of command, family and military expectations, and even
beginning problem solving. Spouses are highly encouraged to contact the local
ACS to find out about the AFTB and enroll in classes.
URL: http://www.myarmyonesource.com
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The Army Flight Aptitude Screening Test or A.F.A.S.T. is the test required along
with the ASVAB Test for those who apply for the Warrant Officer Flight
Training (WOFT) Program. A 90 or higher is required to pass the AFAST, along
with a General Technical (GT) Score of 110 on the ASVAB.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The Army Green to Gold program is designed to offer Enlisted Soldiers in the
Army the opportunity to earn a commission as an Army Officer. For more
information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rotc/enlisted-soldiers. html
Here's More Links:
Request More Information

Response

The Army has an extensive list of job and leadership training opportunities so
prior experience is not required for Enlistment. However, each job will have a
specific set of requirements that need to be met before you are eligible to
apply for it. Talk to your local Recruiter to see if you qualify to enlist in the
Army.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/browse-career-and-jobcategories. html
Here's More Links:
Education Level Required
Army Civilian Acquired Skills Program (ACASP)
Prior Officers
Prior Military Service
Locate a Recruiter

The Army has many career opportunities in the medical, dental, and
veterinary fields. Having your degree offers additional opportunities within
the Army. Find out more about the Army Medical Department (AMEDD), or
try the Army Career Explorer to see what jobs are available for you even if you
don't have your degree.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The Army has many interesting jobs in different areas, provided you qualify
and a vacancy exists. To browse and search Army Jobs, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/browse-career-and-jobcategories. html
Here's More Links:
Army Jobs Discussion Board
Army Career Explorer (ACE)
Choosing an MOS
Matching Personal Interests and Jobs
Request More Information
SGT STAR's Mobile App

The Army has many programs to support the families of our Soldiers. View
this page to see some of the Soldier and family services.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/soldier-and-family-services. html
Here's More Links:
Family Readiness Group
Spouse Referral Services
Family Advocacy Program

The army has several career opportunities in medicine for those without an
advanced degree. For more information view this page.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The Army Health Care Team is one of the largest comprehensive systems of
health care in the country. Army health care is like no other health care in the
world with state-of-the-art facilities, high-tech equipment, and a strong
commitment to patient care. For more information view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd. html
Here's More Links:
U.S. Army Medical Department (AMEDD) - Official Facebook Page (Login
Required)
AMEDD Benefits

The Army is comprised of 25 branches. They include the Air Defense Artillery,
Armor, Aviation, Chaplain, Chemical Corps, Civil Affairs, Dental Corps,
Engineer, Field Artillery, Finance Corps, Infantry, Judge Advocate General
Corps, Medical Corps, Medical Service Corps, Medical Specialist Corps,
Military Intelligence, Military Police Corps, Nurse Corps, Ordnance Corps,
Personnel Systems Management, Quartermaster Corps, Signal Corps, Special
Forces, Transportation Corps and Veterinary Corps.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/officer-careers-andspecialties. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The Army is the largest and oldest of all the branches of service. It was
established in 1775 and is self-contained, well-equipped and can be deployed
anywhere in the world.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/personnel. html
Here's More Links:
Request More Information

Response

The Army Married Couples Programs allows husbands and wives to serve in
the Army often at the same Army post. A spouse can enlist whether the other
spouse is in the Army or another branch of service provided they have no
children under the age of 18. If children are involved, the couple is required to
obtain a waiver that can only be processed if the spouse that is on active duty
is qualified in their specialty and at a duty assignment. The Army does not
guarantee any assignments for couples in two separate services and the
needs of the Army prevail in determining if a couple can be stationed
together.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Family Readiness Group
Army Family, Spouse Referral Services
Spouse Orientation and Leader Development Program
Soldier and Family Services
Army Family, Spouse Involvement

The Army may provide LASIK eye surgery. Your vision will be evaluated by
your physician at your first duty station. At this time you can speak with
him/her about your options.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Eye Exams

The Army Medical Corps contains over 40 specialties, including internal
medicine, neurosurgery, pathology, anesthesiology and psychiatry.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/physician. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The Army no longer sponsors the NHRA Pro Stock Bike races.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>
The Army Nurse Corps offers positions in many specialties including
obstetrics/gynecology, critical care, and nurse anesthesia. Many nurses have
the opportunity to gain experience in advanced practice nursing roles as well,
such as nurse specialists, nurse practitioners, and nurse midwives. Army
nurses care for a diverse patient population using state-of-the-art equipment
in collaboration with talented health care professionals.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/amedd-categories/nursecorps-jobs. html
Here's More Links:
Nurse Corp Sepcialty Training

The Army offers a variety of educational benefits both in and after service,
including eArmyU, the GI Bill, the Army's College Loan Repayment Program,
tuition assistance, and scholarships for ROTC and AMEDD. Which of these are
you interested in?
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/education-benefits. html
Here's More Links:
Education Level Required

Response

The Army offers a wider range of career opportunities, in more places around
the world, than any other U.S. military branch.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rotc/legacy-and-value. html
Here's More Links:
ROTC Participating Schools
Locate a Recruiter

The Army offers dentists a $30,000 accession bonus for joining the active
Army. If you qualify, you will receive a sign-on bonus of $75,000, paid in a
lump sum at your first duty station. Dental students in their final year of
school may apply for this bonus.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/dentist/benefits. html
Here's More Links:
Dental Corps Benefits
Dental Corps Additional Special Pay

Response

The Army offers recent dental school graduates the opportunity for diverse
clinical experiences and advanced training through a 1-year training program
of ten major dentistry areas. If selected, you will train in one of seven
prestigious Army health care facilities across the United States or one in
Germany. Eligibility for the program includes being 21-46 years of age, be a
citizen of the U.S. or have a permanent visa, be enrolled in the senior year at
an accredited dental school or have graduated from an accredited dental
school in the past 3 years, meet the prescribed medical standards, and be of
high moral character.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Dental Corps Specialty Training
Dental Corps Program

The Army offers several opportunities to attend classes while serving as an
Active Duty or Army Reserve Soldier. Many posts have mini college campuses
where you can enroll in your choice of degree programs. For additional
information about continuing your education while in the Army, view this
page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/education-benefits/armyeducation/taking-classes-while-in-the-army. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The Army One Source (AOS) program provides excellent information and
assistance for most day-to-day issues. Once your Soldier enters BCT, the
family will be eligible for face-to-face counseling provided in your local area.
AOS services are available to your Soldier and family at no cost.
URL: http://www.myarmyonesource.com
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The Army pays for all continuing education courses related to your license. In
addition, you'll have opportunities to attend professional conferences.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/physician/benefits. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The Army pays for all continuing education credits (CE) that are required for
your professional license. In addition, you'll have opportunities to attend
annual professional conferences. Depending on your specialty, you could be
eligible for educational programs that can help you stand out from your peers.
For more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/allied-health/benefits. html
Here's More Links:
Medical Service Corps Speciality Training

The Army pays for all continuing education credits (CE) that are required for
your professional license. In addition, you'll have opportunities to attend
annual professional conferences. Depending on your specialty, you could be
eligible for educational programs that can help you stand out from your peers.
For more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/allied-health/benefits. html
Here's More Links:
Medical Specialist Corps Speciality Training

Response

The Army Physical Fitness Test (APFT) is administered to every Soldier, at least
twice a year, throughout their enlistment to determine their level of physical
fitness. The APFT consists of 3 events: the push-up, the sit-up (timed, 2minutes per event) and a timed 2-mile run. View this page for more
information on Army Exercising.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/fitness-and-nutrition/exercise.
html
Here's More Links:
BCT: Fitness
Height and Weight Standards
Starting Strong - Videos
Physical Fitness Uniform
Talking to a Recruiter Discussion Board

The Army prides itself on the strength and contribution of its female Soldiers.
Women have a variety of other career fields to choose from and have the
same opportunities for career advancement as their male counterparts. To
see what opportunities are available, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/browse-career-and-jobcategories. html
Here's More Links:
Find a Local Recruiter

Response

The Army provides all the programs and facilities you need to grow as a
Soldier and as a person. Whether it's a basketball game or golf, Soldiers have
plenty of opportunities to play their favorite sports or participate in fitness
activities.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/army-family-strong/recreation.
html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The Army provides allowances or free benefits for many basic necessities,
including food, housing, clothing, cost of living and moving expenses. What
allowances are you interested in?
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/money/allowances-covering-the-costof-living. html
Here's More Links:
Food
Housing
Clothing Allowance
Cost Of Living Allowance
Moving Expenses

The Army provides free information and, at times, gifts, to those who are
eligible to join the Army and agree to have a Recruiter contact them. You will
need to contact your local recruiting station for further information.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/locate-a-recruiter. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The Army Reception Battalion is where you begin the transition from civilian
to Soldier. Here, you will get your first taste of military life. Your military
records are established here. These files (medical, financial, and personnel)
will follow you throughout your military career. Your Reception Battalion
processing will include: general orientation, uniform issue and fitting,
personnel records processing, identification (ID) card issue, Army Core Values
Card issue, eye and dental check, immunizations (shots), initial pay, testing,
and interviews.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/becoming-a-soldier/basic-combattraining/phase-1-red. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The Army Reserve and National Guard are both Reserve Components of the
Army. While both branches primarily train and support the Active Duty Army,
the National Guard's primary function is to serve the states during national
emergencies.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The Army Reserve currently offers $45,000 for nurse anesthetists and $30,000
for nurses with a BSN in special pay. This incentive is paid in three annual
installments of $15,000/$10,000 respectively. If you have an Associate Degree
or nursing diploma, you are eligible for special pay of $15,000. This incentive
is paid in three annual installments of $5,000. Special Pay may be combined
with one other Army Reserve incentive program. For more information, view
this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/nurse/benefits. html
Here's More Links:
Nurse Corps Specialty Areas
Nurse Corp Sepcialty Training

Response

The Army Reserve currently offers up to $45,000 recruitment bonus for
optometrists. This bonus is paid over three years, in annual payments of
$15,000. This may be combined with one additional Army Reserve incentive
program. For more information view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/allied-health/benefits. html
Here's More Links:
Optometry School Scholarships

The Army Reserve eligibility requirements are the following: must be a U.S.
citizen or be a permanent resident; Be 21-42 years of age (dentists 42 years of
age or older may apply for an age waiver); graduate of an American Dental
Association-accredited dental school; current, unrestricted license to practice
dentistry in the U.S., District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, or a territory of the
United States; meet the prescribed medical and moral standards for
appointment as a Commissioned Officer; and have a favorable security
investigation completed.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/locate-a-recruiter. html
Here's More Links:
AMEDD Recruiter
Army Reserve Dental Corps Benefits
Army Reserve Dental Corps Incentives

The Army Reserve has no Special Forces jobs. View this page to see job
categories.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/reserve/jobs. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The Army Reserve is comprised of three groups of Soldiers: the Selected
Reserve, the Individual Ready Reserve and the Retired Reserve. In total, there
are more than one million Army Reserve Soldiers ready to serve the nation
when called upon by the President.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/personnel. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The Army Reserve offers a selected Reserve Montgomery GI Bill. If you qualify
for and accept a critical skill position in the Army Reserve you could earn an
additional MGIB Kicker. For additional information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/education-benefits/money-forcollege. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The Army Reserve offers a variety of educational benefits both in and after
service. For more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/reserve/benefits/education. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The Army Reserve offers the split option training that allows high school
juniors to attend Basic Training during the summer break then return back to
school for their senior year and attend weekend drills. Soldiers will receive
military pay for attending BCT and for attending weekend drills. Upon
receiving their high school diploma they will attend Advanced Individual
Training.
URL: https://forums.goarmy.com/thread/220083?tstart=0
Here's More Links:
Send an Email
JROTC
User Under Age 17
Request More Information

The Army Reserve unit you are assigned to train with is normally within 50
miles of your hometown. A waiver can be approved for assignments further
than 50 miles. Soldiers who plan to move from their hometown can request a
unit transfer through their current unit chain of command.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The Army Reserve, like the National Guard, is a Reserve Component of the
Army. Soldiers serving in these components provide critical support to the
overall Army in time of war and peace. The Guard performs combat missions;
the Reserve provide critical combat support and service missions. National
Guard and Reserve Soldiers play a critical role in our nation's defense. To
request more information through email, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The Army ROTC Advanced Course includes instruction, training, and
leadership labs as elective courses during your last two years in college. For
more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rotc/courses-andcolleges/curriculum/advanced-course. html
Here's More Links:
ROTC Leader Development and Assessment Course
ROTC Leader's Training Course
ROTC Participating Schools

The Army ROTC offers scholarships of up to four years to students enrolled in
nursing programs. With real world experience not available in nursing school
alone, nursing students who are also Army ROTC Cadets benefit from
extensive one-on-one mentoring and leadership training. The tactical training
provided to cadets will help prepare nursing students to handle leadership
positions with an added sense of confidence and respect. Qualification is
same as any other cadet. However, to enter the advanced course, nursing
students must be accepted to the upper division of their nursing schools and
ultimately pass the NCLEX examination prior to commissioning.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rotc/courses-and-colleges/programs/nursing.
html
Here's More Links:
Nurse Corps
ROTC Nursing Scholarships
Nursing School Scholarships

Response

The Army ROTC program offers two-, three- or four-year full tuition
scholarships for undergraduate Nursing students. Contact your high school
academic advisor or campus Military Science department for more
information.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
ROTC Scholarships
Locate a Recruiter
Nursing School Scholarships

The Army sponsored NASCAR from 2003 - 2012. See the links below for
information on current racing sponsorship.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
NHRA Pro Stock Bikes
NHRA Top Fuel Drag Racing

The Army takes pride in having Soldiers of every race, religion, gender, and
economic background. The Army's Equal Opportunity Program is designed to
ensure fair treatment for military personnel, family members, and DA
civilians. Discrimination of any kind is not tolerated in the U.S. Army. In the
Army, we're all green.
URL: http://www.armyg1.army.mil/eo/
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The Army takes pride in having Soldiers of every race, religion, gender, and
economic background. Your religious or non-religious preferences will have no
bearing on whether or not you are accepted into the Army.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Equal Opportunity
Religious Services

The Army uses the most powerful and technologically advanced aircraft, land
vehicles, equipment and weapons available. To learn more, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/army-vehicles-and-equipment. html
Here's More Links:
Army Weapons
Support Vehicles
Battle Rattle

Response

The Army Veterinary Corps is the only corps of its kind, serving all branches of
the U.S. military. You'll provide care to government service animals, including
military working dogs and ceremonial horses, as well as the pets of our
Soldiers and their Families. You'll also gain important experience in the areas
of laboratory animal medicine, biomedical research and food safety. In
addition, you'll utilize the latest technology, with no concerns about overhead
costs or practice management.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/veterinarian/benefits. html
Here's More Links:
Veterinary Corps Benefits
Veterinary Corps Commitment

The Army Veterinary Corps provides a wide range of educational
opportunities. For instance, you can earn a master's degree or Ph.D. in public
health, microbiology, pharmacology and physiology or toxicology. In addition,
you'll be eligible for residency training programs in such areas as pathology,
laboratory animal medicine and internal medicine.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The Army Volunteer Corps Coordinator is looking for people who like to work
with children, work in hospitals, write stories for the newspaper, design
posters and flyers, knit or crochet, talk on the phone, know about computers,
and enjoy helping people. Volunteering gives you a chance to try something
new or sharpen skills you already have. Visit your local ACS office, and contact
the Army Volunteer Corps Coordinator to find the volunteer position that is
right for you.
URL: http://www.myarmyonesource.com
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The Army wants outstanding Soldiers to become Recruiters. These Soldiers
are normally in the rank of Sergeant and higher, but there are possibilities for
Specialists and Corporals to become Recruiters. To be considered as a
volunteer you must complete the application and send the original to the
Recruiter Team at Fort Knox, Kentucky.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/being-a-soldier/ongoingtraining/specialized-schools/recruiting-and-retention-school. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The Army way of life offers you benefits that extend beyond training and
education. Many recreational and family benefits are available for Soldiers
and their families. For information on the many Army recreational benefits,
view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/health-care-vacation. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The Army will challenge and reward you every day. It helps you reach higher
levels that you might otherwise have thought you'd never be able to reach. To
hear Soldiers talk about their experiences, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/being-a-soldier/work-and-freetime. html
Here's More Links:
Becoming A Soldier
Request More Information

Response

The Army will cover expenses directly related to enlistment, including travel,
lodging and meals. Your Recruiter will provide you additional information
upon request.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/learn. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The Army will give you a chance to meet many other smart, motivated people
just like you. Camaraderie is a natural occurrence. Many life-long friendships
are developed while serving in the Army.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/being-a-soldier/work-and-freetime. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The Army works with all branches of the Armed Forces, along with coalition
efforts of the U.N. for all overseas contingency operations. These operations
have included Operations Iraqi Freedom and Operation Enduring Freedom.
Each military branch has their "Special Operation Groups" that cross train with
each service to hone their skills, to stand ready to defend the United States.
But due to operational security I would not be able to go into current
operations that are ongoing with our joint forces at this time.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The Army's aviation arsenal consists of several types of helicopters. View this
page to learn more.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/army-vehicles-and-equipment/armyhelicopters-and-uavs. html
Here's More Links:
Aviation Warrant Officer Qualifications

The Army's Future Soldier Training Program (previously DEP or Delayed Entry
Program) allows you to enlist now, reserve your guaranteed training and any
options and incentives and delay your departure to BCT for up to 365 days so
that you can complete your education or take care of any last minute
requirements. For more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.futuresoldiers.com/
Here's More Links:
Future Soldier Center - Official Facebook Page (Login Required)

The Army's policy on enlisting with children is a little complicated. Basically, if
you are married with two or fewer children under the age of 18, you are
qualified to join. A waiver is required if you are married and have more than
two minor children. For other situations, you should talk to a live Recruiter.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Find a Local Recruiter
Single Parents
Army Family Youth Programs
Soldier and Family Services

Response

The Army's risk management system ensures the best possible outcome to all
Army missions. Unfortunately, some Soldiers do die during combat. The
possibility of death exists in every profession. In the event that a Soldier dies,
the Army provides compensation for the family.
URL: http://www1.va.gov/directory/guide/home.asp?isFlash=1
Here's More Links:
Life Insurance

The Army's risk management system ensures the best possible outcome to all
Army missions. Unfortunately, some Soldiers do die during combat. The
possibility of death exists in every profession. In the event that a Soldier dies,
the Army provides compensation for the family.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Life Insurance
Medical Benefits

Response

The ASVAB Career Exploration Program was developed with input from a
panel of career development experts and designed to encourage students to
increase their level of knowledge and to understand how that information
could be linked to civilian and military occupational characteristics. The ASVAB
Program recently was redesigned to be helpful to virtually all students,
whether they're planning on immediate employment after high school in
civilian or military occupations, or further education at a university,
community college, or vocational institution. For additional information on
the ASVAB Career Exploration Program, view this page.
URL: http://www.asvabprogram.com
Here's More Links:
Request More Information

The ASVAB is an aptitude test used to measure your military career potential
and enlistment incentives. For enlistment, high school seniors/graduates need
a score of 50 or higher on the ASVAB. The ASVAB requirements may vary from
31 to 49 and sometimes 50 or higher based on needs of the Army. The
maximum possible ASVAB score is 99. Your guidance counselor at the military
entrance and processing station (MEPS) will input your scores to determine
your enlistment options.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/learn/understanding-the-asvab. html
Here's More Links:
ASVAB Location
Take an ASVAB Pre-Test
ASVAB Scores - Category 4
Choosing an MOS
Matching Personal Interests and Jobs

Response

The ASVAB is an aptitude test used to measure your military career potential
and enlistment incentives. For enlistment, high school seniors/graduates need
a score of 50 or higher on the ASVAB. The ASVAB requirements may vary from
31 to 49 and sometimes 50 or higher based on needs of the Army. The
maximum possible ASVAB score is 99. Your guidance counselor at the military
entrance and processing station (MEPS) will input your scores to determine
your enlistment options.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/learn/understanding-the-asvab. html
Here's More Links:
Choosing an MOS
Matching Personal Interests and Jobs

The Avenger is a mobile, short-range defense system designed to protect
against cruise missiles, unmanned aerial vehicles, low-flying aircraft,
helicopters, and other divisions and brigades.
URL: http://www.army.mil/factfiles/equipment/airdefense/avenger.html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The Basic Course takes place during your first two years in college as elective
courses. It normally involves one elective class or lab each semester. You will
learn basic military skills, the fundamentals of leadership and start the
groundwork toward becoming an Army leader. You can take the Army ROTC
Basic Course without a military commitment.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rotc/courses-and-colleges/curriculum/basiccourse. html
Here's More Links:
ROTC Leader Development and Assessment Course
ROTC Advanced Course
ROTC Information Request

The Big Red One refers to the 1st infantry Division. The Division's history
began in 1917 when General John "Blackjack" Pershing arrived in France with
the First American Expeditionary Force. The "Fighting First" led the way for
American troops in World War I. The unit is identified by the big red "1."
During World War II, the 1st Infantry Division was the first to reach England,
the first to fight the enemy in North Africa and Sicily, the first on the beaches
of Normandy in D-Day and the first to capture a major German City.
URL: http://www.1id.army.mil/bigredone/history.aspx
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The blue color of the sky is due to Rayleigh scattering. As light moves through
the atmosphere, most of the longer wavelengths pass straight through. Little
of the red, orange and yellow light is affected by the air. However, much of
the shorter wavelength light is absorbed by the gas molecules. The absorbed
blue light is then radiated in different directions. It gets scattered all around
the sky. Whichever direction you look, some of this scattered blue light
reaches you. Since you see the blue light from everywhere overhead, the sky
looks blue...you better remember this it's on the ASVAB! Okay, just kidding.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The BOLC II mission is to develop and produce adaptive Officers with
increased maturity, confidence and competence that share a common bond
with their combined arms peers and are prepared to lead small units upon
arrival at their first assignment. The training is designed to ensure a tough,
standardized, small-unit leadership experience.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The breadth of our mission far exceeds the bounds of conventional veterinary
medicine. You may be given responsibilities concerning our military food
supply and preventing the outbreak of food-borne disease. You could also be
involved in situations calling for quarantines and epidemiological
investigations of human cases suspected to be of animal origin. You could
participate in the protection of our nation's livestock industry as well. There is
a multitude of responsibilities and missions you could have as an Army
Veterinarian.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/veterinarian. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The buddy program is no longer offered as an enlistment option. However, if
you and a buddy do your enlistment processing at the same time, and you
both qualify for the same job it is possible that you could both be sent to
training at the same time. You would not be guaranteed the buddy program,
but this would accomplish the same objective.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Army Married Couples Program

The Chief Army Reserve (CAR) is responsible for plans, policies and programs
affecting all Army Reserve Soldiers, including those who report directly to the
Army. Office Chief of the Army Reserve (OCAR) is comprised of specialized
groups that advise and support the CAR on a wide variety of issues.
URL: http://www.usar.army.mil/ourstory/leadership/Pages/default.aspx
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The CID is the Criminal Investigation Division Command. To become a CID
agent you would have to be in the Army for at least two years and no more
than 10 before you apply. It is not a requirement to be an MP, but you do
need at least two years of college, you must be a U.S. citizen and be at least
21 years old. You must also pass a background check and an interview.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/browse-career-and-jobcategories/legal-and-law-enforcement/criminal-investigations-special-agent.
html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The CID is the Criminal Investigation Division Command. To become a CID
agent you would have to be in the Army for at least two years and no more
than 10 before you apply. It is not a requirement to be an MP, but you do
need at least two years of college, you must be a U.S. citizen and be at least
21 years old. You must also pass a background check and an interview.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/browse-career-and-jobcategories/legal-and-law-enforcement/criminal-investigations-special-agent.
html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The Command Sponsorship program allows for mission effectiveness of units
to fill critical need positions by stabilizing service members and their families.
Command sponsorship positions are authorized only in areas that have not
been designated as dependent-restricted. However, not every soldier may be
eligible to serve an accompanied-by-dependents tour. Depending on the
command, approval for Command Sponsorship will vary.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Europe
Korea

Response

The commissary provides high quality grocery products at the lowest possible
prices. Items are sold at cost, with only a five percent markup, or surcharge
added. The surcharge is used for commissary supplies and operating
expenses. In general, using the commissary instead of using a local
supermarket can save you from 30 to 35 percent on your cost of groceries.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/army-family-strong/army-dailylife/army-shopping. html
Here's More Links:
Food Allowance
Shopping On Base

The Concurrent Admissions Program (ConAP) allows you to apply for college,
and enlist in the Army or Army Reserve at the same time.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/reserve/benefits/education. html#conap
Here's More Links:
ConAP/SOCAD Website

The Confidence Course gives recruits confidence in their mental and physical
abilities. The course is an opportunity for recruits to see just how far they
have come and how far they are willing to go.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The creation of separate bathroom facilities or living quarters based on sexual
orientation is prohibited; commanders can't physically segregate members by
sexual orientation. Commanders maintain the discretion to alter
berthing/billeting assignments where necessary, to accommodate privacy
concerns of individuals on a case-by-case basis.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links:
Find a Local Recruiter

The critical needs of the Army change regularly and are unable to be listed.
During your MEPS processing you will have the opportunity to speak to a
MEPS Career Counselor who will be able to inform you on your enlistment
options based on your qualifications and the needs of the Army.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/browse-career-and-jobcategories. html
Here's More Links:
Request More Information
Find a Local Recruiter

The Department of Defense provides Soldiers and their family members with
distinct ID cards identifying them as Active Duty, Army Reserve, retired or
dependents, authorizing them to receive benefits and privileges. For locating
the ID Card facility nearest you, view this page.
URL: https://www.dmdc.osd.mil/rsl/appj/site?execution=e1s1
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The Dining Facilities in the Army are open to all Soldiers in a cafeteria-style
setting. Meals are balanced and choices are plentiful. The majority of Army
posts worldwide also have fast food restaurants. During training in the field,
Soldiers are provided MREs (Meals Ready to Eat) which are prepacked field
rations.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Army Family, Commissary
Food Allowance
Shopping On Base

The Dining Facilities in the Army are open to all Soldiers in a cafeteria-style
setting. Meals are balanced and choices are plentiful. The majority of Army
posts worldwide also have fast food restaurants. During training in the field,
Soldiers are provided MREs (Meals Ready to Eat) which are prepacked field
rations.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/fitness-and-nutrition/componentsof-nutrition/meals-ready-to-eat. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The dress uniform, which is also referred to as the Army Service Uniform, is a
traditional style uniform that is part of the Army bloodline. It links today's
warrior to their heritage and connects them to warriors past. Both men and
women have black overcoats, a blue coat, and blue trousers/slacks, women
have the additional blue skirt. The Army Service Uniform can be worn as a
duty uniform or to formal events, such as balls or ceremonies. The Army
Service Uniform when worn with the blue coat is called Class A; when worn
without the blue coat is called Class B.
URL: http://www.army.mil/asu/
Here's More Links:
Combat Uniform
Battle Rattle

The Education Plus Program is not available at this time.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>
The Employment Readiness Program (ERP) provides information and referral
services for Army family members. Services include: career and employment
counseling; employer resource file; assistance in resume and job application
preparation; and computerized skills training in typing and word processing.
The Army has also established a partnership with several large corporations
that have agreed to provide employment opportunities to Army spouses.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The English Comprehension Language Test (ECLT) is designed to measure an
individual's ability to read and understand the English language. It is required
for non-native English speakers when applying for certain schools. Some may
be required to take this test when enlisting. Based on your score on the ECLT
you may have to attend English Language Training prior to Basic Training.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links:
Peticion De Informacion
Request More Information

The Exceptional Family Member Program (EFMP) is a program designed to
help qualified families with special needs. EFMP coordinates with other
military and civilian agencies to provide comprehensive and coordinated
community support, housing, educational, medical, and personnel services to
families with special needs. Soldiers on active duty enroll in the program
when they have a family member with a disorder requiring specialized
services. Enrollment also allows special needs to be considered in the military
personnel assignment process. Soldiers should contact the nearest Army
military treatment facility EFMP office for help with enrollment procedures.
URL: http://efmp.amedd.army.mil/index.html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The famed 1st Cavalry Division was baptized by fire and blood on the western
plains in an era of horse-mounted cavalry. Dubbed the "First Team" by Major
General William C. Chase, the division has always strived not only to be the
first, but to be the best. Today the 1st Cav is located at Fort Hood, Texas.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The Family of Medium Tactical Vehicles (FMTV) is a set of vehicles deployed
worldwide for unit portability and resupply, and transportation of equipment
and personnel.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/army-vehicles-and-equipment/supportvehicles. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The Family Readiness Group (FRG) is a support network to help connect
Soldiers, spouses, and other family members before, during, and after times
of deployment. FRGs are a great resource to stay connected and receive
timely information about the Soldier's unit. Family members are not
permitted to accompany Soldiers during a deployment, however they can
relocate with a Solider to their duty assignment. View this page and the links
below to learn more.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/army-family-strong/deployment.
html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The goal of the United States Army's training in survival, evasion, resistance
and escape, or SERE, is to teach personnel how to survive if they become
separated from their unit; to evade a hostile force and make their way back to
friendly forces; and to avoid capture. In the event that soldiers are captured,
SERE training will have prepared them to resist the enemy's attempts at
exploitation, to escape from captivity and to return home with honor.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The government has a plan very similar to a civilian 401K with some extra
options. This plan is called the Thrift Savings Plan (TSP). For more information,
view this page.
URL: http://www.tsp.gov/
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The Green to Gold Scholarship Option is for Soldiers who are considering
leaving Active Duty to attend college. Green to Gold Scholarship winners
receive tuition or room and board support, money for books, supplies, and
equipment, plus a monthly stipend for up to 10 months each school year.
Applicants must be U.S. citizens.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rotc/enlisted-soldiers/green-to-goldscholarship. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The Health Professions Scholarship Program provides students with full
tuition, reimbursement for academic fees and equipment, plus more than
$2,000 per month. To qualify, you must be enrolled in or have a letter of
acceptance from an accredited institution. Scholarships are available to
students in medical, dental, veterinary, optometry, clinical and counseling
psychology and psychiatric nurse practitioner programs. For more
information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/education/hpsp. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The Healthcare Professionals Loan Repayment Program provides up to
$120,000 to pay down qualifying dental school loans through the Active Duty
Health Professions Loan Repayment Program (ADHPLRP); participants receive
$40,000 per year for three years.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The High-Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV or Humvee) has
combined the functionality of several vehicles into one multipurpose vehicle.
The HMMWV can be configured to be used as a troop, armament, or shelter
carrier, an ambulance, TOW missile carrier, or Scout vehicle.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/army-vehicles-and-equipment/supportvehicles. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The Hometown Recruiter Assistance Program (HRAP) allows good Soldiers
who qualify to return home after finishing Basic Combat Training and
Advanced Individual Training for up to 14 days, to assist their Recruiters with
finding qualified individuals to enlist in the Army. During your participation in
HRAP, you will assist your Recruiter by bringing friends or relatives into the
recruiting station to learn about the opportunities available in the Army.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/locate-a-recruiter. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The HPSP offers scholarships for students pursuing professional degrees in
disciplines of Doctor of Medicine or Osteopathy, Dentistry, Optometry,
Clinical or Counseling Psychology, and Veterinary Medicine.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/education/hpsp. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The Information and Referral Services is the installation help desk for
assistance on just about any topic; you can call or walk in to the ACS office,
and they can put you in contact with the right agency to help you.
URL: http://www.natick.army.mil/about/location/acs/index.htm
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The Interservice Physician Assistant Program (IPAP) is a two-year training
program. You can earn a Master's of Science degree in Physician Assistant
Studies and test for national certification through the National Commission on
Certification of Physician Assistants (NCCPA).
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/education/graduate-health-careeducation. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The Joint Readiness Training Center (JRTC) is a combat readiness training
program. Please view this webpage for more details.
URL: http://www.jrtc-polk.army.mil/
Here's More Links: <NONE>
The Judge Advocates (JA) have provided professional legal service to the Army
for over 230 years. During that time the Corps has grown dramatically to meet
the Army's increased need for legal expertise. Today, approximately 1500 JA
serve on active duty while more than 3,000 find rewarding part-time careers
as members of the U.S. Army Reserve. Service as a Reserve Component (RC)
JA is available to all qualified attorneys. Those selected have the opportunity
to practice in areas as diverse as the field of law itself. For more details, view
this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/jag/jag-reserve-component. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The length of a tour of duty would depend on how long the unit you are
assigned to is tasked to stay in country. Normally, a tour of duty can be a year,
but at times it could be less or more.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The location and length of Advanced Individual Training (AIT) depends on your
Military Occupational Specialty (MOS). Depending on the intensity of the
training required, AIT can go from 5 weeks to 50 weeks. In general, Air
Defense is at Fort Bliss; Aviation Logistics, Transportation at Fort Eustis;
Quartermaster School is at Fort Lee; Communication at Fort Gordon; Military
Intelligence at Fort Huachuca; and Medical at Fort Sam Houston. Contact your
Recruiter for the exact length and location of a specific AIT.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/becoming-a-soldier/advancedindividual-training. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The M1 Abrams Tank, M2/M3 Bradley Fighting Vehicle (BFV) and the Stryker
are a set of tanks and fighting vehicles available to aid and protect ground
forces. The M1 operates under all weather and climate conditions while
providing maximum firepower against heavily armed and armored enemies.
The BFV is used to transport Soldiers and provides cover fire while they
deploy. The Army's newest vehicle, the Stryker, provides transportation and
cover fire to the ground soldiers. The Stryker's functions are similar to the
BFVs except that it is faster, stronger, and can be customized for a variety of
missions.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/army-vehicles-and-equipment/tanksand-fighting-vehicles. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The Medical Service Corps is the most diverse of the six corps that make up
the Army Medical Department (AMEDD). Pharmacists, optometrists,
podiatrists, laboratory scientists, health care administrators and behavioral
science professionals are among the many health care professionals who
serve as part of the Medical Service Corps. In addition to specialized training,
you'll have opportunities to continue your education and gain experience that
sets you apart from your peers. What's more, the Army provides a
comprehensive salary and benefits package that includes allowances for
housing and food. You will also be eligible for low- or no-cost health, dental
and life insurance, as well as a contributory retirement plan, similar to a
401(k), and noncontributory retirement benefits with 20 years of service. For
Officers serving in the Army Reserve, retirement benefits are paid at the age
of 60 after 20 years of qualifying service. For more information, view this
page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/allied-health/benefits. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The MGIB is designed to help you pay for your college education. Depending
on how long you enlist with the Army and the job you choose, you can get
over $50,000 to help pay for college. All you have to do is give $100 a month
during your first year of service.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/education-benefits/money-forcollege. html
Here's More Links:
Post 9/11 GI Bill

Response

The Military Accessions Vital to the National Interest (MAVNI) program is only
available to individuals within specific medical professions, or that speak
particular foreign languages. All interested individuals can call toll-free at: 1866-635-8450.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Request More Information on MAVNI - For Healthcare Professionals
Request More Information on MAVNI

The Military Entrance Processing Station (MEPS) is where you'll go to take a
full physical, review your contract, and take an oath of enlistment.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/learn. html
Here's More Links:
Request More Information

The minimum allowable score on the Defense Language Aptitude Battery is 95
to attend training at the Defense Language Institute (DLI). In some cases, a
one or two point waiver can be granted with justification such as an existing
language ability.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Request More Information

The NASCAR Event Schedule page is no longer available.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The new Mine Resistant Ambush Protected vehicle dubbed MRAP-ATV (MATV) is capable of operating off-road and over rough terrain. One of the MATV key features is having protection systems against threats to include direct
fire, IED fragment/blast and mine blast. It is effective force protection and
mobility performance for off-road missions including mounted patrols, convoy
protection, reconnaissance, communications, and command and control. For
more specs on this vehicle, view this page.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
MATV Specs

The official Army song is: The Army Goes Rolling Along.
URL: http://bands.army.mil/music/armysong.asp
Here's More Links: <NONE>
The patrol cap (utility cap) has replaced the black beret as the default
headgear for the Army Combat Uniform, or ACU. Black berets may still be
worn for special events and with dress uniforms. Airborne Soldiers wear
maroon berets, Special Forces Soldiers wear green berets and Rangers wear
tan berets. Soldiers who are authorized to wear the maroon, green or tan
berets will continue to do so.
URL: http://www.army.mil/symbols/beret.html
Here's More Links:
Combat Uniform
Dress Uniform
Battle Rattle
Special Forces Green Berets

Response

The President's Hundred Tab is a badge awarded by the National Rifle
Association to the 100 top scoring military and civilian shooters in the
President's Pistol and President's Rifle Matches. It is currently one of four
permanent individual skill/marksmanship tabs authorized for wear by the U.S.
Army.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The program Troops-to-Teachers provides Referral Assistance and Placement
services to military personnel interested in beginning a second career in public
education as a teacher. The DANTES Troops-to-Teachers office will help
soldiers interested identify teacher certification requirements, programs
leading to certification and employment opportunities. For more information,
view this page.
URL:
http://www.dantes.doded.mil/dantes_web/troopstoteachers/eligibility.asp
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The Race For Strength Challenge puts you in the driver's seat of Ryan
Newman's #39 Army race car to go head-to-head with some of the Army's
most technologically advanced combat vehicles: the MRAP (Mine Resistant
Ambush Protected Vehicle) and the Stryker (Armored Vehicle).
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The rank of Private (PVT) is given to all recruits or trainees starting Basic
Combat Training (BCT) who are not entering the Army with an advanced rank.
The drill sergeants will likely refer to all recruits or trainees as private,
regardless of their actual rank.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/ranks-and-insignia. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The Red Cross provides rapid communication and reporting of personal and
family problems, financial assistance for emergency leave and disaster
assistance. You can contact the Armed Forces Emergency Service Center at 1877-272-7337 for all emergencies and assistance. Be sure to give this number
to your parents or others back home who might need to reach you or your
Soldier in an emergency.
URL: http://www.redcross.org/
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The Relocation Readiness Program (RRP) provides services necessary to
support Soldiers and their families as they relocate. RRP offers relocation
counseling, pre-move and post-move briefings, newcomers' orientations
(which often include tours of the new installation), and cultural enrichment
classes to help families adjust to overseas assignments. The government pays
for shipping a service member's possessions, but it sets a limit. The weight of
household goods -- furniture, appliances, boats, trailers, musical instruments,
clothing and other items -- that the government will ship at no charge to the
service member depends on the member's rank and number of dependents.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/money/allowances-covering-the-costof-living. html
Here's More Links:
Family Readiness Group

Response

The Relocation Readiness Program (RRP) provides services necessary to
support Soldiers and their families as they relocate. RRP offers relocation
counseling, pre-move and post-move briefings, newcomers' orientations
(which often include tours of the new installation), and cultural enrichment
classes to help families adjust to overseas assignments. The government pays
for shipping a service member's possessions, but it sets a limit. The weight of
household goods -- furniture, appliances, boats, trailers, musical instruments,
clothing and other items -- that the government will ship at no charge to the
service member depends on the member's rank and number of dependents.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/money/allowances-covering-the-costof-living. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The rendering of Military Funeral Honors is a way to show the Nation's deep
gratitude to those who, in times of war and peace, have faithfully defended
our country. This ceremonial paying of respect is the final demonstration a
grateful Nation can provide to the veterans' families. The website will provide
you with general information on Military Funeral Honors, as well as helpful
links to related military and veterans' issues.
URL: https://www.dmdc.osd.mil/mfh/
Here's More Links:
Dept of Veterans Affairs

Response

The ROTC Leader Development and Assessment Course (LDAC) is the most
important training event for an Army ROTC cadet. The 33-day training event
incorporates a wide range of subjects designed to develop and evaluate
leadership ability.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rotc/courses-and-colleges/curriculum/leaderdevelopment-and-assessment. html
Here's More Links:
ROTC Leader's Training Course
ROTC Basic Course

The salute is a privileged gesture of respect and trust among Soldiers. The
salute is not only regulation but is also recognition of each other's
commitment, abilities, and professionalism. Lower-rank Soldiers extend the
greeting to senior-ranking officers first as a point of etiquette. A salute
extended or returned makes the same statement. Soldiers in uniform are
required to salute when they meet and recognize persons entitled by grade
except when it is inappropriate or impractical. Salutes are not required
indoors, unless reporting, when on guard duty, rendering of colors, or playing
of the National Anthem.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The Sapper Leader Course trains selected combat engineers in leadership
skills, combat engineer and infantry battle drills, and the specialized engineer
and infantry techniques required to perform as members of a Sapper
Battalion. The course is also designed to build cohesion and esprit de corps by
training soldiers in troop leading procedures, demolitions (conventional and
expedient), mountaineering operations, aerial operations, airborne
operations, foreign weapons, land navigation, waterborne operations and
contingency threat.
URL: http://www.wood.army.mil/sapper/
Here's More Links:
Battle Rattle

The Secretary of the Army is the senior official of the Department of the Army
and responsible for the effective and efficient functioning of the Army.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The Soldier's Creed establishes a set of principles by which every Army Soldier
lives. It is recited at all ceremonies, and is issued to all Soldiers on cards and
identification tags. View this page to watch a video of the Soldier's Creed.
URL: http://www.army.mil/values/soldiers.html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The SOS is the internationally recognized distress signal in radio Morse code.
You can use lights or flags to send an SOS--three dots, three dashes, three
dots. A dot is a short, sharp pulse; a dash is a longer pulse. Keep repeating the
signal. When using flags, hold flags on the left side for dashes and on the right
side for dots.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The Special Forces motto is "De Oppresso Liber" which is Latin for "To Free
the Oppressed."
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/special-forces/qualifications-and-benefits.
html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The Specialized Training Reserve Assistance Program (STRAP) was created and
designed to obtain students in specific medical fields, as needed by the Army.
It offers a monthly stipend to be used towards completion of their education
in return for their future service in the Reserve. For more information about
this program contact an AMEDD recruiter.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Reserve Healthcare Professionals Loan Repayment Program

Response

The specific training you receive in Army ROTC will teach you things like
leadership development, military skills, military operations and tactics,
command and staff functions, team dynamics, peer leadership, military
justice, ethical decision making, personnel management and health and
physical fitness. This will take place both in the classroom and in the field, but
you will maintain a normal academic schedule like all college students. The
best part about this leadership development training? You will use and benefit
from it for years to come.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rotc/courses-and-colleges/curriculum. html
Here's More Links:
ROTC Leader Development and Assessment Course
ROTC Leader's Training Course
ROTC Basic Course
ROTC Advanced Course

The standard active Army commitment for Medical Corps Officers is eight
years. Officers in the active Army may serve on active duty for four years and
in the Individual Ready Reserve for four years. Army Reserve Officers typically
serve for eight years. Depending on your specialty, you may be eligible for a
shorter commitment.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/physician. html
Here's More Links:
Medical Corps Qualifications

Response

The standard active Army commitment for Medical Corps Officers is eight
years. Officers in the active Army may serve on active duty for four years and
in the Individual Ready Reserve for four years. Army Reserve Officers typically
serve for eight years. Depending on your specialty, you may be eligible for a
shorter commitment.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/physician. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The standard active Army commitment for Medical Specialist Corps Officers is
eight years. Officers in the active Army may serve on active duty for four years
and in the Individual Ready Reserve for four years. Army Reserve Officers
typically serve for eight years. Depending on your specialty, you may be
eligible for a shorter commitment.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Medical Specialist Corps Qualifications

The standard active Army commitment for Veterinary Corps Officers is eight
years. Officers in the active Army may serve on active duty for four years and
in the Individual Ready Reserve for four years. Army Reserve Officers typically
serve for eight years. Depending on your specialty, you may be eligible for a
shorter commitment.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/veterinarian. html
Here's More Links:
Veterinary Corps Benefits
Veterinary Corps Continuing Education

Response

The term 'military' is used when referring to the branches of the United States
Military; Army, Marines, Navy, Air Force and Coast Guard.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
SGT STAR's Mobile App

The third week of Basic Combat Training focuses on endurance exercises,
including a 5K foot march, pugil and bayonet training and the fundamentals of
Basic Rifle Marksmanship. For more information and a video view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/becoming-a-soldier/basic-combattraining/phase-1-red. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The three general orders for Basic Training are: I will guard everything within
the limits of my post and quit my post only when properly relieved. I will obey
my special orders and perform all of my duties in a military manner. I will
report violations of my special orders, emergencies, and anything not covered
in my instructions to the commander of the relief.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The type of person the Army is looking for is highly motivated, respectful, and
very reliable. One that is willing to learn all that is needed to stand ready to
deploy, engage, and defend against the enemies of the United States of
America. As a Soldier, you must possess the same interest and enthusiasm to
accomplishing the Army Mission, and the ability to apply the Soldier's Creed
to your daily performance. To see the Soldier's Creed, view this page.
URL: http://www.army.mil/values/soldiers.html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The U.S. Army Civilian Acquired Skills Program may be an option for you. It is
designed for those who speak foreign languages to help fill Army jobs that
require specialized language skills. There is additional testing required to
verify your language skills. Some incentives may be available for those who
qualify. Your local Recruiter can help you determine your eligibility.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Special Pay
Request More Information
Find a Local Recruiter

Response

The U.S. Army has employed civilians since 1776 in support of men and
women in uniform. The Department of Defense is America's oldest, largest,
busiest, and most successful "company." Today, with over 700,000 civilian
employees, the Army is the Department of Defense's largest federal
employer. For more information about civilian employment with the U.S.
Army, view this page.
URL: http://www.cpol.army.mil/
Here's More Links:
Search for Army Jobs

The U.S. Army has one of the largest Health Care networks in the world that is
made available to every Soldier and their family members as part of the Army
benefits package at little or no cost to the Soldier. Availability of services
varies from post to post. There are also programs for family members with
special medical needs.
URL: http://www.tricare.mil
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The U.S. Army is proud to be a part of NHRA Top Fuel drag racing. View this
page to learn about the car, the drivers, and the pit crew.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/army-racing/nhra-top-fuel. html
Here's More Links:
NHRA Top Fuel Schedule
NASCAR Cup Series

Response

The U.S. Army participates in the Health Professions Scholarship Program,
which provides full-tuition scholarships to students pursuing doctorate-level
degrees in medicine, dentistry, veterinary studies, optometry and clinical or
counseling psychology, as well as a master's degree for psychiatric nurse
practitioners. For more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/education/hpsp. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The U.S. Army Veterinary Corps will prepare you for a diverse career that goes
beyond the traditional veterinary career. In addition to animal medicine, you'll
receive training and perform duties related to the safety of military food
supplies, biomedical research and public health. For more information, view
this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/veterinarian. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The United States Army is a highly trained, multi-tiered force of committed
volunteers who are dedicated to protecting our freedoms and defending our
democracy. If you would like to speak with someone about your concerns,
please send the Army an email by clicking 'Send Email' and a live recruiter will
get back to you shortly.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Send Email

Response

The United States Army Marksmanship Unit (USAMU) is a world-class
shooting team. If you show them a target, you can be sure they will hit it.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/events/army-marksmanship-unit. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>
The United States Army pays on a government scale, according to your rank
and time in service. In addition to this basic pay, special duties or skills may
qualify you for specialty pay. The Army also provides allowances for housing,
meals and uniforms, to offset the cost of living. Soldiers are paid on
monthly/semi-weekly schedules reported to you on your Leave and Earnings
Statement on the 1st and 15th of the month.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/money. html
Here's More Links:
Basic Pay
Special Pay
Request More Information
Allowances
Bank Services
Direct Deposit
MyPay

Response

The United States Army pays on a government scale, according to your rank
and time in service. In addition to this basic pay, special duties or skills may
qualify you for specialty pay. The Army also provides allowances for housing,
meals and uniforms, to offset the cost of living. Soldiers are paid on
monthly/semi-weekly schedules reported to you on your Leave and Earnings
Statement on the 1st and 15th of the month.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/money. html
Here's More Links:
Bank Services
Direct Deposit
MyPay
Total Compensation
Allowances

The United States Army Recruiting Command's Referral Bonus Program, also
known as the SMART Program, is no longer available at this time.
URL: http://www.2k.army.mil/smart.htm
Here's More Links: <NONE>
The US Army is the strongest, most respected, and feared ground force in the
world. At its core, the success of the Army lives and dies on every Soldier's
ability to think and to take decisive action-to lead themselves and others. The
Army protects all that the constitution stands for. Each soldier defends this to
their last breath with Loyalty, Duty, Respect, Selfless Service, Honor, Integrity,
and Personal Courage.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/being-a-soldier/living-the-armyvalues. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

The use of tobacco products is allowed on post in designated smoking areas.
However, tobacco products are not allowed during Initial Entry Training.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

The vision requirements for Special Forces training require that you have
normal Red/Green color vision. Distant visual acuity of any degree that does
not correct to 20/20 in both eyes with spectacle lenses (or glasses) or any
refractive error in spherical equivalent of worse than plus or minus 8 diopters
will disqualify you for Special Forces.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Special Forces Vision Requirements
Find a Local Recruiter

The vision requirements for Special Forces training require that you have
normal Red/Green color vision. Distant visual acuity of any degree that does
not correct to 20/20 in both eyes with spectacle lenses (or glasses) or any
refractive error in spherical equivalent of worse than plus or minus 8 diopters
will disqualify you for Special Forces.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Special Forces Color Vision Requirements
Find a Local Recruiter

Response

There are 12 inches in every foot, so to convert your height into inches you
will need to multiply the number of inches in a foot (12) by the number of feet
and add any extra inches. For example, if you are 5 feet 7 inches, multiply 12
by 5 which equals 60 inches, then add the remaining 7 inches. This will give
you a total height of 67 inches.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Height and Weight Standards

There are 65 MEPS locations throughout the United States. Your Recruiter will
assist you with finding the MEPS location nearest you.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/learn. html
Here's More Links:
Request More Information

There are a wide range of opportunities for Officers in the Army Veterinary
Corps. In addition to providing care to government service animals and the
pets of our Soldiers, you can continue your education and specialize in areas
such as public health, tropical medicine, pharmacology and physiology,
virology and toxicology. You'll also be eligible to apply for residency programs
in pathology, laboratory animal medicine and clinical medicine. Veterinary
Officers receive a comprehensive salary and benefits package that includes
low- or no-cost medical, life and dental insurance, a contributory retirement
plan (similar to a 401(k)), and on-base amenities such as shopping privileges at
the post exchange and use of recreational facilities. For more information,
view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/veterinarian/benefits. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

There are annual pay raises normally implemented in the month of January
based on the decision of Congress. Soldiers also receive an additional time in
service raise every two years.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/money. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

There are dozens of videos throughout goarmy.com profiling real Soldiers at
work and during their free time. View this page to see these videos.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/army-videos.html
Here's More Links:
SGT STAR's Mobile App
Starting Strong - Videos

There are far too many administrative and medical disqualifications to list.
Further, each applicant/situation is different. For more information send us an
email so that we can better assist you.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links:
Enlistment Standards
Find a Local Recruiter

Response

There are five schools that offer junior military Reserve Officers' Training
Corps (ROTC) programs in the U.S. Enrolled students have the opportunity to
become commissioned officers in just two years through the Early
Commissioning Program. View this page for a list of the junior military
colleges.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/education-benefits/armyeducation/army-college-programs. html#/2
Here's More Links:
Senior Military Colleges
West Point Military Academy
Locate a Recruiter

There are five types of discharges: honorable, general (under honorable
conditions), other than honorable, bad conduct and dishonorable. The first
three are given when a service member is administratively discharged while
the latter two are the outcome of the judicial process.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links:
DD form and Reenlistment After Discharge

Response

There are four ways to become an Officer in the Army: Army Reserve Officers'
Training Corps or ROTC, Officer Candidate School, United States Military
Academy at West Point, and Direct Commission. Each commissioning source
has different qualifications. For more information view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/become-an-officer. html
Here's More Links:
Request More Information
ROTC Information Request

There are many benefits available to Soldiers and their families. The Army can
help you pay for college, earn valuable job skills, allow you to travel and
introduce you to new people and experiences. There are also incentives if you
enlist for certain jobs. In addition, there are veteran and retirement benefits
and facilities that make sure you and your family are taken care of. To hear
testimonials from real Soldiers, view this Web site. What type of benefits are
you interested in... medical, educational, vacation or retirement?
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits. html
Here's More Links:
Medical
Educational
Vacation
Retirement

Response

There are many benefits available to Soldiers' families. Dependent benefits
include medical, dental, life insurance, access to free legal services and
discounted travel. The Army also provides assistance to help family members
find jobs or get training.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/army-family-strong/health-care.
html
Here's More Links:
Medical Benefits
Dental Benefits
Life Insurance

There are many benefits to joining the Army. The Army can help you pay for
college, learn valuable job skills, allow you to travel and introduce you to new
people and experiences. There are also incentives if you enlist for certain jobs.
In addition, there are veteran and retirement benefits and facilities that make
sure you and your family are taken care of. To hear testimonials from real
Soldiers, view this Web site.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/being-a-soldier/work-and-freetime. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

There are many fascinating areas of Army Veterinary Medicine that you will
become involved in, such as disease control, epidemiology, food inspection,
public health, and management as well as normal veterinary duties. Almost a
third of our veterinarians are involved in biomedical research also. The U.S.
Army Veterinary Corps conducts and oversees all Department of Defense
Veterinary missions worldwide at over 1,000 locations in more than 40
countries.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/veterinarian/benefits. html
Here's More Links:
Veterinary Corps Benefits
Veterinary Corps Advantages over Civilians

There are more than 200 Post Exchanges (PX) and military clothing stores on
Army installations throughout the US and overseas. Other facilities might
include barber shops, beauty shops, flower shops, gas stations, laundry and
dry cleaning stores, tailor shops, movie theatres, and snack bars. On most
posts, you will find a clothing store that sells official military clothing to
military ID cardholders. Shopping on post is tax free for Soldiers and their
families.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Food Allowance
Dining Facilities
Army Family, Commissary
Cost of Living Allowance (COLA)

Response

There are more than 50 domestic Army installations and more than 100
worldwide. Your duty assignment will depend on your Military Occupational
Specialty (MOS) and experience and available positions. For information on
Post locations, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/post-locations. html
Here's More Links:
SGT STAR's Mobile App
Length of Time at One Base
Soldier Life Discussion Board

There are more than 6,000 Army Reserve units located throughout the United
States. For more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.usar.army.mil/ourstory/Pages/Organization.aspx
Here's More Links: <NONE>
There are more than 70,000 women Soldiers currently serving with pride and
distinction in a force of more than 675,000. They are equally trained and
provided the same opportunities for career advancement as their male
counterparts. The Army prides itself on the strength and contribution of its
female Soldiers and Officers. To see what opportunities are available, view
this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/browse-career-and-jobcategories. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

There are numerous additional incentives for joining and participating in the
Army ROTC program. Please contact the Army ROTC program (Department of
Military Science) at the college you are interested in attending or are already
attending so they can shape a plan to fit you and your career desires. For
additional information, view this page.
URL: http://www.rotc.usaac.army.mil
Here's More Links:
ROTC Enrollment
Locate a Recruiter

There are risks to any job, not just the Army. The Army takes training and
safety during training very seriously. Precautionary measures are always taken
to ensure the safety of all Army recruits. The Army prides itself in training of
all Soldiers to ensure they are prepared for any situation.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

There are several ways of enlisting with advanced rank into the Army. If you
have at least 24 college credit hours, you can enlist with the rank of E-2, and
with at least 48 credit hours as an E-3. If you have 1 year of JROTC you can
enlist with the rank of E-2, and with 3 years or more as an E-3. You can also
refer others and complete a pre-basic training task list for advanced rank.
There are many other ways to leverage your experience for advanced rank.
Your local area recruiter will specifically review your qualifications to
determine with what rank you can enlist into the Army.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/money/bonuses-earning-extramoney. html
Here's More Links:
Ranks
JROTC
Enlisted to OCS
Green to Gold Scholarship

There are six schools that offer senior military Reserve Officers' Training Corps
(ROTC) programs in the U.S. Enrolled students will undergo military and
physical training, and must adhere to the Cadet Code of Conduct. View this
page for a list of the senior military colleges.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/education-benefits/armyeducation/army-college-programs. html#/3
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

There are some items which you may not be able to use in Basic Training that
you can use in your AIT. Courses that are 20 weeks or more are known to
allow cell phones, small electronics devices or privately owned vehicles,
however they must all be approved by the AIT company commander. AIT
locations that are under 20 weeks sometimes keep the same restrictions as
Basic Training companies and do not authorize the items listed above. You will
be informed of what is and what is not allowed when you arrive at AIT since
each training unit varies based on the company commander's discretion.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
What to bring to BCT?

There are specific items that you are required to bring with you to training.
Which packing list are you requesting; the Basic Combat Training or the AIT
packing list?
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
BCT
AIT

Response

There is always a place in the Army for a motivated person like yourself. With
a variety of jobs in the Active Army and Army Reserve, the best time to start
on your future is now! View this page to get started.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links:
Search for Jobs
Choosing an MOS
How To Join

There is no obligation to participate during your first year of the ROTC
program and is open to non-US Citizens. If you're interested in joining the
ROTC program you should see an ROTC counselor for basic requirements,
enrollment procedures and you have to meet some physical requirements to
participate. In order to enroll in the ROTC Advance Course and be
commissioned as an Army Officer, you must be a U.S. Citizen.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rotc/enroll. html
Here's More Links:
Locate a Recruiter
ROTC Scholarships
ROTC Participating Schools

Response

There is not a specific door gunner job (MOS) in the Army. This is an additional
duty that is assigned to the Helicopter Crew Chief/Mechanics. If the mechanic
is on flight status and the aircraft they crew has a mounted gun, then they
would man that gun during flight and become the door gunner for that
aircraft.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/browse-career-and-jobcategories/transportation-and-aviation. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

There is probably no sport more closely associated with the Army than
football. The U.S. Army All-American Bowl is a way for the Army to help high
school football players demonstrate their extraordinary talent and skill. The
All-American Bowl teaches these future leaders to use the Army values like
discipline, leadership, and teamwork.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/events/all-american-bowl. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Thirty-five percent of active duty nurses and twenty-eight percent of Reserve
nurses are men, compared to only 5.4 percent of the nursing population at
large.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/amedd-categories/nursecorps-jobs. html
Here's More Links:
Nurse Corp Eligibility Requirements

Response

This is what our Command Surgeon has stated on the issue of flat feet: "Flat
feet if severe are disqualifying. However, I waive all instances of flat feet
unless the applicant is having symptoms such as feet pain. Flat feet that are
flexible are much better than the ones that are rigid, which makes it more
difficult to run."
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/locate-a-recruiter. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

This job seems to be what you're looking for.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/browse-career-and-jobcategories/search-careers-and-jobs.results.html
Here's More Links: <NONE>
This page will assist you in providing support to our troops currently serving
overseas. It will also provide you direction on how to send care packages,
phone cards and other needs as well. Thank you for your support.
URL: http://www.equipped.org/deployed_military_suggestions.htm
Here's More Links: <NONE>

This site is for Recruiting information only. I cannot and will not discuss any
topics dealing with current military operations or events. I hope you
understand. Thank you for your cooperation.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Time off is an important component of Soldier life and well being. Soldiers on
Active Duty receive 30 days vacation earned annually, weekends free, national
holidays, and sick days as needed. They are free to travel as they wish.
However, similar to many jobs, time off is dependent on the mission.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/health-care-vacation. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

To apply for the Aviation Warrant Officer Program, you must be a U.S. citizen,
have a high school diploma, be at least 18 years of age and have not reached
your 29th birthday at the time of selection and be selected prior to your 30th
birthday. WOFT applicants can now apply for an age waiver up to 32 years of
age. You would have to be board selected prior to your 33rd birthday, but the
approval rate is less than 2%. You must score 50 or higher on the ASVAB with
a GT score of 110 or higher, score 90 or higher on the AFAST test, and pass a
Class 1-A/W Flight Physical. Vision requires that distant visual acuity is 20/50
or better in either eye, and each eye must be correctable to 20/20.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/service-options/enlisted-soldiers-andofficers/warrant-officers. html
Here's More Links:
Transportation and Aviation Jobs
Warrant Officer Appointment
Request More Information

Response

To attend Officer Candidate School, you must be a U.S. Citizen and a college
graduate, at least 18 years old and have not passed your 29th birthday at the
time of selection (age waivers may be considered). There is also an Active
Army Option for OCS, please visit your local recruiter for information on this
application process.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/ocs. html
Here's More Links:
Request More Information
Find a Local Recruiter

To become a commissioned Officer in the Army Veterinary Corps, you must be
21-40 years of age (veterinarians over age 40 may apply for an age waiver), a
U.S. citizen for active Army service or a permanent resident for the Army
Reserve. You must also be a graduate of an accredited school of veterinary
medicine and have a current unrestricted license to practice in anyone of the
United States, District of Columbia, Puerto Rico or a U.S. Territory. Foreign
veterinary graduates must have passed the Education Commission for Foreign
Veterinary Graduates (ECFVG) examination to be eligible. Students in their
final year in an accredited school of veterinary medicine may also apply.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/veterinarian. html
Here's More Links:
Veterinary Corps Commitment
Veterinary Corps Specialty Training

Response

To become a part of the Army's Green Berets, you need to be mentally and
physically tough, endure difficult training, face all challenges head-on, and be
a male, at least 20 years old at time of graduation from Infantry job training or
have not reached your 30th birthday prior to shipping.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/special-forces/qualifications-and-benefits.
html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

To become an Officer in the Army Medical Service Corps, U.S. citizenship is
required for the active Army; permanent U.S. residency is required for the
Army Reserve. We require that applicants be between the ages of 21 and 42.
In addition, there are specific degree requirements for each area of
concentration. For more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/allied-health/careers-jobs. .html
Here's More Links:
Medical Service Corps Speciality Training
Medical Service Corps Continuing Education

To become an Officer in the Army Medical Specialist Corps, U.S. citizenship is
required for the active Army; permanent U.S. residency is required for the
Army Reserve. We require that applicants be between the ages of 21 and 42.
In addition, there are specific degree requirements for each area of
concentration. For more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/allied-health/careers-jobs. .html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

To become an Officer in the U.S. Army Medical Corps, candidates must be a
U.S. citizen for the active Army or a permanent resident for the Army Reserve.
In addition, a doctor of medicine or osteopathy degree from an accredited
U.S. school is required. Foreign graduates may apply if they possess a
permanent certificate from the Educational Commission of Foreign Medical
Graduates. Candidates must have completed at least one year of an approved
Graduate Medical Education (GME) internship; be between 21 and 42 years of
age; hold a current license to practice medicine in the U.S., District of
Columbia or Puerto Rico; and be eligible for board certification. For more
information view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/physician. html
Here's More Links:
Medical and Emergency Careers

To become Military Police (MP), you must be a U.S. Citizen, have a valid
Driver's License and have no record of offense involving force or violence. You
must be able to distinguish Red and Green for color vision and pass a
background check, including a credit history and a drug and alcohol test. This
MOS requires a 5 year enlistment and minimum age of 18 when you leave for
training. Training is 20 weeks at Ft. Leonardwood, MO, which includes Basic
and AIT.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/browse-career-and-jobcategories/legal-and-law-enforcement/military-police. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

To become Military Police (MP), you must be a U.S. Citizen, have a valid
Driver's License and have no record of offense involving force or violence. You
must be able to distinguish Red and Green for color vision and pass a
background check, including a credit history and a drug and alcohol test. This
MOS requires a 5 year enlistment and minimum age of 18 when you leave for
training. Training is 20 weeks at Ft. Leonardwood, MO, which includes Basic
and AIT.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/browse-career-and-jobcategories/legal-and-law-enforcement/military-police. html
Here's More Links:
Military Police Officer (31A)
Criminal Investigations Special Agent (31D)
Internment/Resettlement Specialist (31E)

To create or update your profile, click on Your Control Panel. Your profile,
forum preferences and watch settings may be set from here. To edit these
settings, fill in your updated information, then click Save. To view the profile
for any user who has posted to the forums, click on their username whenever
you see it as a link. You can also search for their username or ID using the
search feature.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

To enlist for Ranger, you must be 17-34 years of age, male, a U.S. Citizen, a
high school senior or graduate, eligible for a Secret Clearance, pass the
Airborne Physical, qualify and select a job that has the Ranger enlistment
option with it, and attend Airborne school and the Ranger Indoctrination
Program. If you make it past that, you go to a Ranger unit for later attendance
to Ranger School. You may also be able to request Ranger training even if
already in the Army. You would request this training through your chain of
command if already in service.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/ranger/joining-the-rangers. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

To enlist in both Active Duty and the Army Reserve you must be at least 17
years of age and have not reached your 35th birthday at the time of
accession. Contact your local recruiter to see if you qualify to enlist in the
Army.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
User Under Age 17
Prior Service Enlistment Age
Find a Local Recruiter
Enlistment Standards

To enlist, you must score at least a 31 on the ASVAB. Anyone that scores
below a 31 is considered Category IV, and is not eligible to enlist at this time.
To learn more about the ASVAB please visit this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/learn/understanding-the-asvab. html
Here's More Links:
ASVAB Scores for Job Qualifications

Response

To ensure that I have your correct name, it would be best if you could log in.
Click 'Log In' or 'Create an Account' in the lower window to get started.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

To find out if you qualify you must speak to your local recruiter about single or
sole parents. This includes child support, joint physical custody, actual physical
custody, or any court decisions made on behalf of your children.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Email a Recruiter

To log into your MY GOARMY account, enter your e-mail address and
password on the displayed page. Then click the Log In button. If you forgot
your password, click on the Forgot Your Password link.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

To qualify for a 09L Translator Aide position, you should be between the ages
of 18 and 42. You must be a U.S. citizen or have Permanent Residency in the
U.S. You will also be tested on your ability to speak Dari, Pashtu, Farsi and
Urdu languages.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
09LTranslator/Interpreter - Official Facebook Page (Login Required)
Request More Information

Response

To qualify for a security clearance, U.S. citizenship is needed. A permanent
resident with an I-551 Green Card does not qualify for a security clearance.
Therefore, a green card holder would not qualify for jobs that require a
security clearance. There are several career field jobs that require a clearance;
some of those jobs fall under Military Intelligence, Field Artillery, Air Defense
Artillery, and Signal Communication. There are other jobs that may require a
security clearance. Contact a Recruiter and they can tell you what jobs require
a security clearance.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/locate-a-recruiter. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

To receive more information about the numerous opportunities available with
Army ROTC, call 1-800-USA-ROTC. You may also view this page to submit a
request to receive a brochure.
URL:
https://my.goarmy.com/info/form/GetBrcFormRedirectByUrl.do?url=/info/ro
tc1
Here's More Links:
ROTC Participating Schools
ROTC Enrollment
Locate a Recruiter
SGT STAR's Mobile App

Response

To start a new thread, choose the appropriate forum and select Post New
Thread. To post a reply to a thread, select the reply icon next to the message
you would like to reply to. If you want to respond to specific text from the
original message, click on Quote Original, and that will add the text from the
post in your message.
URL: https://forums.goarmy.com/thread/21357
Here's More Links: <NONE>

To switch from National Guard to Army Reserve, a soldier must first be
granted a conditional release (DA Form 368) from their National Guard unit.
The soldier then has 90 days to work with their local recruiter to process for
the Army Reserve.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

To turn the sound off, simply click the "Sound Off" button. You can always
turn the sound back on by clicking the same button again. You can review a
tutorial on how to use me by clicking "Help" at anytime.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Today is the perfect day for you to sign up and become Army Strong. And
since you asked, here is today's date:
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/learn. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Torture is widely considered to be a violation of human rights and is
discouraged by article 5 of the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. In times of war, signatories of the Third Geneva Convention and Fourth
Geneva Convention agree not to torture protected persons (POWS and enemy
civilians) in armed conflicts.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Training for BCT Soldiers includes hand-to-hand combat. BCT is training that is
designed to transform civilian recruits into Soldiers. It includes all the basic
skills a Soldier needs to know to fight and survive on the battlefield.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/becoming-a-soldier/basic-combattraining/phase-3-blue. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Transgender and transsexual individuals are not permitted to join the military
services. The repeal of "Don't Ask, Don't Tell" has no effect on these policies.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links:
Find a Local Recruiter

Response

Type your zip code directly into the empty space labeled "Your Zip Code" on
the web page I just sent you.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/locate-a-recruiter. html
Here's More Links:
Steps to Enlisting
Request More Information

Typically, Army Reserve Dental Officers serve an initial commitment of eight
years. Prior service applicants will have their military obligation determined
on an individual basis. As a Dental Corps Officer, you'll be able to practice in
your community and serve when needed. You are also required to attend a
two-week Officer Basic Course (one-time orientation). Army Health Care
Officers do not attend regular basic training.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Dental Corps Active Duty Commitment

Typically, single Soldiers eat for free at the dining facility. However, depending
on assignments, they can receive Basic Allowance for Subsistence (BAS) for
food. Officers and married Soldiers are authorized to receive BAS.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/money/allowances-covering-the-costof-living. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

U.S. Army Soldiers are better equipped than any other fighting force on earth.
Getting the latest and most advanced gear into their hands is an ongoing
priority. For more information on Army's weapon, vehicle, and equipment
systems view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/army-vehicles-and-equipment/armygear-and-weapons. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

U.S. Army Soldiers have many discounted travel options. Soldiers can travel
on regularly scheduled military flights connecting them to a variety of
destinations, both stateside and overseas, on a space available, first-come,
first-served basis. In many cases, you can receive discounted tickets to
national amusement parks.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/health-care-vacation. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

U.S. Army Soldiers have many discounted travel options. Soldiers can travel
on regularly scheduled military flights connecting them to a variety of
destinations, both stateside and overseas, on a space available, first-come,
first-served basis. In many cases, you can receive discounted tickets to
national amusement parks.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/benefits/health-care-vacation. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

U.S. citizens, U.S. Nationals, and green card holders meet the Army's work visa
requirements but there are additional qualifications to consider. See the links
below to learn about specific enlistment requirements.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Age Requirements
Education Level Required
Height and Weight Standards

Unfortunately, the MOS you entered is either out of date or does not exist.
View this page to see what jobs the Army has to offer.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/browse-career-and-jobcategories. html
Here's More Links:
Matching Personal Interests and Jobs
Civilian Army Jobs
Find a Local Recruiter
Request More Information

Unfortunately, your RE code disqualifies you from service in the U.S. Army or
Army Reserve.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are used in hazardous or fatiguing
reconnaissance missions instead of using human pilots. By using UAVs, the
Army can fly through chemical or biological contaminated areas and stay
airborne for long periods of time.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/army-vehicles-and-equipment/armyhelicopters-and-uavs. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Unmarried Soldiers and Soldiers with an AIT that is shorter than 20 weeks will
live in the barracks.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/being-a-soldier/housing. html
Here's More Links:
Barracks
Married Housing
AIT Car Ownership
AIT Packing List

Upon completion of the Army ROTC program, college graduates will be
commissioned as Second Lieutenants in the U.S. Army or Army Reserve and
will embark on specialized training in their first Army branch.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rotc/careers. html
Here's More Links:
Applying for ROTC Scholarships
ROTC Branch Selection
Officer Branch Assignments

Response

Upon completion of your active duty time, you might choose to pursue a high
paying civilian job in the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Central
Intelligence Agency, the National Security Agency, or in the fields of education
or international business. The options are almost limitless.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Request More Information

Use the information on this page to visit or call your local recruiting station.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Veterans are entitled to many benefits that can help them including: paying
for college, financing homes, purchasing life insurance and finding good jobs.
For information about benefits for veterans, view this page.
URL: http://www.va.gov/
Here's More Links:
VA Home Loans

Veterinarians who have been recognized as a diplomat in a specialty
recognized by the American Veterinary Medical Association are eligible to
receive $2,000 to $5,000 per year. This incentive is based on creditable
service.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/veterinarian/benefits. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Victory Forge is a three-day field exercise in which basic trainees apply all that
they have learned. This is the true and final test of the recruits' skills and
spirit, when they prove that they have what it takes to be a U.S. Army Soldier.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/becoming-a-soldier/basic-combattraining/phase-3-blue. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

View this page for a list of items you should and should not bring to BCT. Ask
your recruiter for a more detailed list.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/becoming-a-soldier/basic-combattraining/introduction. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

View this page for information on America's Army installation support.
URL: http://www.americasarmy.com/support/
Here's More Links: <NONE>
View this page to see the kinds of topics that are found on the ASVAB test.
Reviewing the other resource links will also help you prepare for the ASVAB
format.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
ASVAB Location

Response

Waivers are nothing more than exceptions to policy for a disqualifying factor.
Waivers can be for moral, administrative, and medical disqualifications. They
are considered on a case by case basis and are not guaranteed to be
approved. This requires additional documentation on your part and adds to
the processing time. Your Army Recruiter will be able to explain this process
as it pertains to you.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Find a Local Recruiter
Send Email

Warrant Officers are appointed to fill the needs of the army as determined
annually by the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel, but
applications are taken on a continual basis.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/service-options/enlisted-soldiers-andofficers/warrant-officers. html
Here's More Links:
Request More Information

Response

Warrant Officers are highly specialized experts and trainers in their career
fields. After attending Warrant Officer Candidate School (WOCS), Male and
Female Soldiers gain these piloting skills in the Warrant Officer Flight Training
(WOFT) program. Warrant Officers are trained to fly the UH-60 Black Hawk,
the CH-47 Chinook, the OH-58 Kiowa Warrior and the AH-64 A and D Apache
helicopters on combat, rescue and reconnaissance missions. To find out more
about the WOCS and WOFT requirements, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/service-options/enlisted-soldiers-andofficers/warrant-officers. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Watch your language or I'll have to shut you down.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>
Water's good.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>
Welcome to the GoArmy.com home page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

West Point is one of the country's top universities. It's a competitive
environment that produces some of the nation's best leaders. If you are
interested in going to West Point please contact your local Army counselor.
For more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/become-an-officer/usmilitary-academy. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

What type of officer are you interested in becoming?
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Warrant Officer
Commissioned Officer

Whatever your specialty, the U.S. Army Health Care Team has endless
opportunities to help you excel in your field. For more information on the six
AMEDD specialties view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/medical-specialties. html
Here's More Links:
Health Care Fields Offering Scholarships

Response

When you become a nurse and Officer on the U.S. Army Health Care Team,
you have full access to the resources of one of the largest and most advanced
health care organizations in the world. This includes the latest technology,
new ideas and some of the most talented professionals our country has to
offer. What's more, your focus will be on providing care to our nation's
Soldiers and their Families. And you'll come to know the pride that comes
with knowing that you've made a difference.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/nurse/benefits. html
Here's More Links:
Nurse Corp Benefits
Nurse Corps Continuing Education

When you become a pharmacist in the active component of the U.S. Army
Health Care Team, you could receive a $30,000 sign-on bonus. This bonus is
paid in full at the first permanent duty station. For more information, view
this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/allied-health/benefits. html
Here's More Links:
Pharmacist Health Professional Loan Repayment Program

When you become a pharmacist in the active component of the U.S. Army
Health Care Team, you could receive up to $120,000 to repay your pharmacy
school loans, $40,000 a year for up to three years. For more information, view
this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/allied-health/benefits. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

When you get to your first duty assignment, there will be many training
opportunities for you. Depending on your MOS, you may be eligible for
additional training. For more information about Specialized Schools, view this
page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/being-a-soldier/ongoingtraining/specialized-schools. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

When you go to reception for Basic Combat Training you will receive several
immunizations as a safety measure. The immunizations you can expect
include shots for the Flu, Meningitis, Chicken Pox, Varicella Titer, Tetanus,
Diphtheria, Polio, and MMR (measles, mumps, and rubella) just to name a
few.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/becoming-a-soldier/basic-combattraining. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

When you practice medicine as an Officer on the U.S. Army Health Care Team,
you'll do so in one of our country's largest and most advanced health care
organizations. Not only will you have an unprecedented opportunity to
enhance your skills but you'll also work in a collaborative environment with a
diverse set of professionals, many at the top of their fields. In addition, you'll
practice in an environment free from concerns about malpractice insurance
premiums, overhead expenses and running a practice. What's more, you'll
come to know the pride that comes with helping to care for our nation's
Soldiers and their Families.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/physician/benefits. html
Here's More Links:
Medical Corps Benefits
Medical Corps Qualifications

Response

When you serve as an Officer in the U.S. Active Army Dental Corps, you'll be
eligible for a wide range of financial benefits, including a sign-on bonus,
specialty pay and dental school loan reimbursement. In addition, you'll
practice in an environment free from malpractice insurance, with no overhead
or staffing costs. Plus, you and your immediate family will receive generous
benefits, such as low-cost medical and dental care, life insurance and full
retirement benefits with 20 years of qualifying service. For more information,
view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/dentist/benefits. html
Here's More Links:
Dental Corps Specialty Pay
Dental Officer Multi-Year Retention Bonus

When you serve as an Officer in the U.S. Army Medical Corps, you'll come to
know the pride that comes with providing our nation's Soldiers with the best
medical care. Working in our collaborative health care environment, you'll
build relationships with some of our country's best minds. You'll also be
eligible for a wide range of financial benefits, including medical school loan
reimbursement. In addition, you'll practice in an environment free from
malpractice insurance, with no overhead or staffing costs. Plus, you and your
family will receive generous benefits, such as low-cost medical and dental
care, life insurance and full retirement benefits with 20 years of qualifying
service. For more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/physician/benefits. html
Here's More Links:
Medical Corps Special Pay
Medical Corps Specialty Training

Response

When you serve your country as a nurse and Officer on the U.S. Army Health
Care Team, you'll have opportunities to continue your education. For starters,
the Army pays for all continuing education credits (CE) that are required for
your license. In addition, you'll have opportunities to attend annual
professional conferences. If you are interested in earning an advanced degree,
the Army offers a variety of educational opportunities, including postgraduate opportunities and specialty courses.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Nurse Corp Benefits

Whether in training or during the work day, Soldiers are provided ample time
to use latrines. While the shower area during basic training doesn't provide
much privacy, the bathroom, restroom, or toilet do afford a measure of
privacy. Latrines vary from standard gender specific public restrooms to
portable toilets to crude field setups.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Whether you are in the Army or hope to be one day, you can bring a piece of
the Army home with a game or application. Available downloads include
widgets, social apps, Army social networks, games such as America's Army
Game, wallpapers, screensavers, ringtones, podcasts, RSS feeds, physical
training guide, and web players. For the latest downloadable games and Army
applications, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/downloads/games. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Whether you're in high school, college or already enlisted, there is a way you
can become an Officer through ROTC. View this page for enrollment based on
your current status. Check with your school advisor, career counselor or local
college ROTC program for guidance.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rotc/ways-to-attend. html
Here's More Links:
Green to Gold
ROTC Participating Schools
Reserve Split Option
Locate a Recruiter
ROTC Information Request

Whether you're in high school, college or already enlisted, there is a way you
can become an Officer through ROTC. View this page for enrollment based on
your current status. Check with your school advisor, career counselor or local
college ROTC program for guidance.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rotc/ways-to-attend. html
Here's More Links:
Green to Gold
ROTC for Currently Enlisted Soldiers
ROTC Information Request

While accommodations at the five Basic Combat Training posts can vary,
trainees are typically housed in same-sex, open bay barracks. Each trainee is
provided a bed and storage locker to contain authorized and issued items.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/being-a-soldier/housing/singlesoldier-living. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

While in Basic Combat Training you will learn Drill and Ceremony. This
includes marching, standing at attention, standing at ease, and much more.
The purpose of Drill and Ceremony is to teach discipline and to enable a
Commander or Non-Commissioned Officer to move a unit from one place to
another in an orderly manner.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/becoming-a-soldier/basic-combattraining. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

While it may be possible to deploy and fight in a war, joining the Army is not
about killing anyone. You may or may not be involved in that type of situation;
however, serving in the United States Army is about serving and defending
your country.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

While ROTC may give you training, education, experience and help cover your
educational costs, you do not receive medical, housing or family benefits that
are normally covered once you become a commissioned officer.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rotc/scholarships. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

While serving as an Army Dental Corps Officer, you could receive special pay
of $2,500 to $50,000 each year, paid in full. This incentive is based on
creditable service.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/dentist/benefits. html
Here's More Links:
Dental Corps Benefits
Dental Corps Specialty Pay

While some are called to serve God, others are called to serve their country.
Those who serve both are known as Army Chaplains.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/chaplain. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>
While you are in training you will not be allowed a lot of free time. You are
not able to leave the barracks without permission, therefore a curfew is not
needed. You will be told when it is time for lights out each night. After training
you will be allowed to maintain your own hours, unless the unit commander
imposes any curfew restrictions on your unit.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

White Phase includes recruits going through Marksmanship and combat
training and learning to rappel at the Warrior Tower.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/becoming-a-soldier/basic-combattraining/phase-2-white. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

With more than 50 job-assistance centers worldwide, the Army Career and
Alumni Program (ACAP) can provide the necessary linkage between Soldiers
and outside employment opportunities. ACAP will help you put the skills you
learned in the Army to work.
URL: http://www.acap.army.mil/
Here's More Links: <NONE>

With so many jobs available in the Army, you might need some help finding
the one that best fits your skills and career goals. View this page and answer a
few questions about your interests. GoArmy will match your answers with
jobs that match your interests.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/help-choosing-a-careerjob/by-skills-and-interests. html
Here's More Links:
Choosing an MOS
Army Career Explorer (ACE)
Request More Information

WLC, formerly called Primary Leadership Development Course, is the first
leadership course Non-Commissioned Officers (NCOs) attend. WLC is a
month-long course that teaches Specialists and Corporals the basic skills to
lead small groups of Soldiers. This course is not MOS dependent. It is taught at
an NCO Academy that students will live at for the duration of training.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/being-a-soldier/ongoingtraining/leadership-training/warrior-leader-course. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Would you like information about the Army or the ROTC?
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Info About The Army
Info About The ROTC

Would you like to locate a recruiter near you or send Army an email?
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Locate a Recruiter Near Me
Send Army an Email
Become a Recruiter

Yeah, some days are better than others. What can I answer for you about the
army?
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>
You can call me Sergeant, or SGT STAR.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

You can email us to get the enlistment process started. Enlisting is a simple
process and can be a really gratifying experience. Your Recruiter is
experienced and can give you many details including when you will receive
your orders. For more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/learn. html
Here's More Links:
Find a Local Recruiter
Request More Information
Starting Strong - Videos
SGT STAR's Mobile App
Send Email

You can enlist at 17 years of age with the consent of your parents. I suggest
you sit with your parents and talk to them about your decision.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/parents. html
Here's More Links:
User Under Age 17
JROTC

Response

You can enter the Army as an Enlisted Soldier now, and keep your goal of
becoming an Army Officer open. Enlisted Soldiers are eligible to apply for OCS,
as long as they qualify. Individuals, who enlist now with a Bachelor's Degree or
higher, will enlist at the advanced rank of E-4 (Specialist). Additionally, you
may be eligible for many incentives that include Enlistment Bonuses up to
$40,000.00 and paying off any Federally Financed Student Loans up to
$65,000.00.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/become-an-officer. html
Here's More Links:
Request More Information

You can find out more about preparation for Basic Combat Training by
emailing us. If you are a future Soldier you may also view this page for more
information.
URL: http://www.futuresoldiers.com/
Here's More Links:
Email Us

You can get married during basic training at your own expense but you would
need to get permission from your drill sergeant or company commander.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

You can post my responses to your Facebook page by clicking on the Share
Response button below. You can also chat with me in my Facebook
application.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
SGT STAR Facebook App
GoArmy Facebook Page

You can stop the video at any point by clicking the pause tab just below the
video or by navigating to another webpage.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>
You can take advantage of the resources found in the largest and most
advanced Army in the world. When you serve your country as an Officer in the
Medical Specialist Corps, you can learn to use the latest technology and
therapeutic techniques, and enhance your skills while working with some of
the most talented professionals our country has to offer. What's more, you'll
be helping our nation's Soldiers and their Families. And you'll come to know
the pride that comes with knowing that you've made a difference.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/allied-health/benefits. html
Here's More Links:
Medical Specialist Corps Qualifications

Response

You don't officially get your guaranteed specialty until you get to the Military
Entrance Processing Station (MEPS). Only after you have read or reviewed
your selection description with the MEPS counselor will you be guaranteed
that job in writing. You have no obligation to serve until you have chosen your
job and signed your contract. Any issues regarding your job selection need to
be discussed with your Recruiter.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/browse-career-and-jobcategories. html
Here's More Links:
Request More Information

You have two enlistment options that allow you to serve your country as a
Soldier. No matter what option you choose, you are showing that you are
committed to your country and yourself. Are you interested in Active Duty or
Reserves?
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Active Duty
Reserves

You may be required to register in order to view, post or reply to messages.
Some forums may be open for posting without registration. To register, just
click on Create an Account link below and fill in the appropriate information.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Create ACE Account

Response

You may continue to take birth control pills during basic and in the Army, but
your prescription will be re-issued by the military pharmacy.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>
You may have noticed several changes to the function and appearance of the
Sgt STAR chat window. My recent updates and improvements are the result of
input from users like you. What else can I answer for you about the Army?
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

You may qualify for an enlistment bonus in combination with the
Montgomery GI Bill and the Army Loan repayment Program to pay back
qualifying student loans. College credits may also qualify you for advanced
promotion, and extra pay. As an Army Linguist, you could earn an additional
monthly allowance, if you qualify for Foreign Language Proficiency Pay. If you
are already fluent in a foreign language, you may be able to enlist at an
advanced pay grade. For more information about Army Linguist, view this
page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/linguist/about. html
Here's More Links:
98G CRYPTOLOGIC LINGUIST
Linguist Training
Linguist, Prior Skills
Request More Information

Response

You must be 21-42 years of age (dentists 42 years of age or older may apply
for an age waiver) at the time of application; a citizen of the U.S., District of
Columbia, Puerto Rico, or U.S. Territory or have a permanent visa; of high
moral character; physically qualified; a graduate of an American Dental
Association accredited dental school; and licensed to practice dentistry.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/locate-a-recruiter. html
Here's More Links:
Army Reserve Dental Corp Eligibility Requirements
Dental Corps Benefits

You risk the chance of doing damage, not only to your braces, but to your lips
and gums as well. You can enlist so long as you have proof that your braces
will be taken off within the next year. Only after they are removed will you be
able to ship to training. You are authorized to have removable retainers (worn
at night only) at basic training, but you will have to remove them during
training.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/locate-a-recruiter. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

You should be aware that this chat log is being monitored. All threats are
taken very seriously and will be investigated by the Army Criminal
Investigation Division.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
How Threats are Handled

Response

You should communicate with me as if you were speaking to a live Recruiter.
Keep in mind that you will be held accountable for anything you type. All
threats are taken very seriously and will be investigated by the Army Criminal
Investigation Division.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

You should consider the Army Reserve. In addition to entering the Army Nurse
Corps as a commissioned officer, you will also be able to earn a second
income and have the opportunity to pursue educational and career goals.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/nurse. html
Here's More Links:
Nurse Corps Reserve Committment
Nurse Corp Reserve Training
Nurse Corps Reserve Eligibility Requirements

You should know the answers to basic math problems. If you become a
Soldier like me you will not have to ask questions like that.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
ASVAB

You will have to contact the Army National Guard, you can view this page for
more information.
URL: http://www.1800goguard.com
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

You will learn how to properly and safely throw a hand grenade during the
seventh week of Basic Combat Training.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/becoming-a-soldier/basic-combattraining/phase-3-blue. html
Here's More Links:
Battle Rattle

You will need to speak directly to a Recruiter regarding this new program. To
locate a Recruiter, click on "Locate A Recruiter."
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/locate-a-recruiter. html
Here's More Links:
Locate a Recruiter
How To Join

You will not be required to swim in basic training. There are certain
Specialized schools like Special Forces and Ranger which require you to pass a
swimming test prior to starting training. These types of units may engage in
Combat Water Survival Training.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Special Forces Training
Ranger School

Response

You will not qualify for Airborne or Ranger Training if you have distant visual
acuity of any degree that does not correct to at least 20/20 in one eye and
20/100 in the other eye, within 8 diopters of plus or minus refractive error,
with spectacle lenses or if you are color blind.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Find a Local Recruiter
Ranger Qualifications
Airborne Qualifications

You will take the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) to test
your basic knowledge in the following areas: General Science, Arithmetic
Reasoning, Word Knowledge, Paragraph Comprehension, Auto and Shop
Information, Mathematics Knowledge, Mechanical Comprehension and
Electronics Information. This test is also used to determine which Military
Occupational Skill (MOS) you qualify for. The test takes approximately 3 hours
to complete. To be considered for enlistment in the Army, you need to score
at least a 31 or higher. For more information, view this page.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/learn/understanding-the-asvab. html
Here's More Links:
Learn More About ASVAB
SGT STAR's Mobile App

Response

You'll be a commissioned Officer in the Army Medical Corps, with all the
privileges that are conferred upon military Officers. Your rank will be
determined in part by your specialty and level of experience.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/health-care/benefits. html
Here's More Links:
Medical Corps Specialty Training

You'll be a commissioned Officer in the Army Medical Service Corps, with all
the privileges that are conferred upon military Officers. Your rank will be
determined in part by your specialty and level of experience.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Medical Service Corps Qualifications

You'll be a commissioned Officer in the Army Medical Specialist Corps, with all
the privileges that are conferred upon military Officers. Your rank will be
determined in part by your specialty and level of experience.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Medical Specialist Corps Speciality Training

Response

You'll be a commissioned Officer in the Army Nurse Corps, with all the
privileges that are conferred upon military Officers. Your rank will be
determined in part by your specialty and level of experience.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Nurse Corps Specialty Areas

You'll be a commissioned Officer in the Army Veterinary Corps, with all the
privileges that are conferred upon military Officers. Your rank will be
determined in part by your specialty and level of experience.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/veterinarian. html
Here's More Links:
Veterinary Corps Specialty Training

Your address will be used for U.S. Army recruiting purposes only and is not
released to a recruiter until you apply online.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Apply Online
Privacy and Security Policy

Response

Your assignmenst will be based on your MOS, location preferences, and needs
of the Army.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/about/personnel. html
Here's More Links:
Officer Branch Assignments
Reserve Assignments
Permanent Duty Assignments
Army Branches

Your choice of college degree may be influenced by whether you plan to serve
on Active Duty or in the Army Reserve and which Army job you'd like to
pursue. View this page for more information on potential career paths.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/rotc/careers. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Your connection speed will depend on the internet service provider for your
computer. If you are unsure and the connection speed or the speed you
selected does not work, you can change the speed by clicking on either the
high or low tab just below the video. A written version of the video can also
be viewed by clicking on the Non-Flash Version tab.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Technical and Site Feedback

Response

Your DD-214 will be necessary to be able to process for re-entry into the
Army. It can take at least three months, and often up to seven, for your file to
reach the National Personnel Records Center after your military obligation has
ended (such as by discharge). For information on how to request your DD-214
and all other records that are in your file, view this page.
URL: http://www.archives.gov/research/military/index.html
Here's More Links:
Prior Service
Correcting or Upgrading your Discharge Information
Find a Local Recruiter
Discharged or Fired Definition
Background Check

Your family and friends cannot attend basic training with you. But, in most
cases Soldiers are allowed to take leave upon completion of all initial training.
Family members and friends are encouraged to attend Family Day and the
BCT graduation and the Soldier is afforded some time off to spend with them.
Additionally, you can keep in touch through phone calls, letters and email
during your free time.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/becoming-a-soldier/basic-combattraining/graduation. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Your friends and family are welcome to visit you at most times once you get
to your first assignment. However, there will be times during your term,
depending on your unit's mission, that you will be unavailable to your nonmilitary friends and family. During Basic Training, family members and friends
are encouraged to attend Family Day and your graduation.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Your housing options will be determined by marital status and whether or not
you have dependants.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
No

Your Initial Entry Training is not complete when you graduate from Basic
Combat Training. The next step is Advanced Individual Training (AIT). This is
where you'll learn the skills to perform your Military Occupational Specialty,
or MOS. After AIT, you will report to your permanent duty station and begin
your Army career.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Response

Your Initial Entry Training is not complete when you graduate from Basic
Combat Training. The next step is Advanced Individual Training (AIT). This is
where you'll learn the skills to perform your Military Occupational Specialty,
or MOS. After AIT, you will report to your permanent duty station and begin
your Army career.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/soldier-life/becoming-a-soldier/advancedindividual-training. html
Here's More Links: <NONE>

Your introduction to the Army Reserve begins with the Army Medical
Department Officer Basic Course (OBC), a two-week program that will expose
you to a variety of mental and physical challenges you'll face as a member of
the Health Care Team. After completing OBC, you will typically serve with a
Reserve unit two days each month, usually over a weekend. You will also be
required to participate in Annual Training for two weeks each year.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/amedd/health-care/leadership. html
Here's More Links:
AMEDD Recruiter

Your local Recruiter will help identify what documents are required for
enlistment and will also help you get replacements or copies of any
documents that will be needed.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/learn. html
Here's More Links:
Find a Local Recruiter
Send an Email

Response

Your overall grade point average (GPA) and specific high school skills are
secondary to having your high school diploma. GED applicants are accepted
periodically in some areas, but a diploma is definitely preferred.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/talk-with-us/email-us. html
Here's More Links:
Find a Local Recruiter

Your phone number will be used for recruiting purposes only and is not
released to a recruiter until you apply online.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
Privacy and Security Policy
Apply Online

Your primary duty will be to interpret Dari, Pashtu, Farsi and Urdu into English
to help with rebuilding efforts. Your responsibilities on a day-to-day basis may
vary and may include providing records of foreign language communications,
translating and transcribing television and radio broadcasts into English,
identifying the language spoken in an assigned geographic area, and
translating written and spoken foreign language material to and from English,
while making sure to preserve the original meaning.
URL: http://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/browse-career-and-jobcategories/intelligence-and-combat-support/interpreter-translator. html
Here's More Links:
Request More Information

Response

You're welcome.
URL: <NONE>
Here's More Links:
SGT STAR's Mobile App

